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On October l, 7949 the People's Republic of China
embracing one quarter of the world's total population was
established in the East. After Russia's great October
Socialist Revolution this event constituted another important turning point in the history of the world. It immensely strengthened the forces of the socialist camp and
weakened those of imperialism.
The foundir-rg of the People's Republic marked the
virtual end of the bourgeois-democratic revolution and
the beginning of the proletarian socialist revolution in
China. The era of semi-colonialism and semi'feudalism
was end,ed for ever. 'l'he Chinese working people have
now entered the great new era of socialist revolution
and construction.
For the past one hundred years China had been in
semi-colonia1 and semi-feudal bondage. For a long period of time the imperialists had controlled the main
arteries of China's economic life, transforming her into
a market where they scrambled for raw materials,
dumped their commodities, and to which they exported
their capital.
Before the War of Resistance to Japanese Aggression
(1937-45) the imperialists monopolized 70 per cent of
China's coal production, over 95 per cent of her iron,
73 per cent of her shipping tonnage (83.8 per cent of this
being ocean-going), and by far the greater part, of her
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public utilities. They also exerciscd control over her
banking, insurance-and foreign trade. Taking advantage
of their various special privileges, they extorted enormous profits from China. Before Wor1d War II China
was a battle-ground where lhe imperialist nations Britain, Japan, the United States, Germany and France
haggled over spheres of influence and waged sharp
-struggles against each other. During the war, Japan
carried out unbridled armed aggression against China,
crowded out Britain, the U.S. and the others and seized by
force most of China's markets and resources. With the
victory over Japan the U.S. imperialists stepped into the
shoes of the Japanese, thus becoming the major aggressive force in China.
After the invasion of foreign capital and the development of Chinese capitalism the feudal economic structure
was impaired to some degree. But just as Mao Tse-tung
The exploitation of the peasantry by
wrote in 1939: ".
the landlord class the basis of feudal exploitation but is linked with the exploitanot only remains intact
tion of comprador and usurer capital, and holds an
obviously dominant position in China's social-economic
life."r In the countryside the landlords and rich peasants,
who numbered less than 10 per cent of the population,
owned over 70 per cent of aII arable 1and, but middle peasants, poor peasants and farm labourers, who numbered
90 per cent of the population, owned less than 30 per cent
of the total amount of such land. The peasants had to
give about 50 per cent of what they produced to the
landlords for the land they rented. For a1l their toil
lMao Tse-tung, Selected Works, tawrence and Wishart, London,
1954,

Vol.

III, p. 80.

through the year they had insufficient food and clothing
for themselves.
The capitalist economy of o1d China consisted of two
diffenent sections. One was national capitalism
sisting rnainly of medium and small enterprises. These
were connected in a thousand and one ways with imperialism and feudalism but, as they were oppressed and
pr,eyed upon by imperialism and at the sam'e time fettered by feudal.ism, constant contradictions existed between
them and both imperialism and feudalism. The national
bourgeoisie, who controlled this section of the national
economy, was cornparatively weak, both politically and
economieally. The other section was feudal, comprador,
state-monopoly capitalism, i.e. bureaucrat capitalism. It
was represented by the "Four Big Familigs"
- Chiang
Kai-shek, T. V. Soong, H. H. Kung and the Chen
Ko-fu
and Chen Li-fu brothers. It was built up mainly during
the twenty-odd years' rule of the Kuomintang reactionaries, who used their counter-revolutionary political
power to ruthlessly exploit and plunder the people of the
whole country. It was entirely dependent on foreign imperialism and linked with feudalism within the country.
After the victory over Japan, when the reactionary
Kuomintang government had taken over the properties
in China of the imperialist countries Japan, Germany
and Italy
bureaucrat capitalism reached
the height of
its development, controlling the main arteries of the
country's economy. This state-monopoLy capitalism not
only oppressed and exploited the workers and peasants
but also strangled the growth of national industry and
encroached upon the interests of the national bourgeoisie.
Like imperialism and feudalism it was a great obstacle
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to the developrnent of the pioductive forces of

society.

Mao Tse-tung pointed out:

Aside from abolishing the special privileges of the
imperialists in China the object of the new-democratic
revolution is to end exploitation and oppression by the
landlord class and bureaucrat-capitalist class (the big
bourgeoisie) in the country, change the feudal and compraclor relations of production, and release all productive forces from fetters.l
The process of abolishing the special privileges of the
imperialists in China and eliminating the feudal and comprador relations of production was in nature a bourgeoisdemocratic revolution. It was a combination of the national revolution against imperialism and the democratic
revolution against feudal rule. But the democratic
revolution of China was carried out after the victory of
the great Russian October Socialist Revo'Iution' The
whole world had entered the era of proletarian revolution, and the socialist system was becoming stronger,
while the capitalist world was sinking like the setting
sun in the west. Furthermore, in China, as the national
desiring to
bourgeoisie had a dual political character
capitalism,
and
bureaucrat
feudalism,
oppose imperialism,
connections.
certain
maintaining
time
while at the same
with them they were constantly vacillating and prone
They were quite unable to bear the
to compromise.

responsibility of leadership in the revolution and
therefore it had to falI on the shoulders of the proletariat
and its political party, the Communist Party, the most
revolutionary and advanced political force in China. The
rThe Present Situation and Our ?osks, Chinese edition, Hsinhua Bookstore, Peking, 1949, P. 27.

worker-peasant alliance, led by the working class,
lurnished the basic strength for this revolution. For this
[eason China's democratic revolution was no longer the
o1d, general bourgeois-democratic type, but a new type,
a people's democratic revolution led by the proletariat.
It had therefore become a part of the world's proletarian
revolution. The final result of this revolution was to
lead China away from capitalism and towards the realization of socialism. Mao Tse-tung said in 1939:

. . . The whole Chinese revolutionary movement led
by the Chinese Communist Party is a complete revolutionary movement embracing the two revolutionary
stages, democratic and socialist, which are two revolutionary processes differing in character, and that the
socialist stage can be reached only after the democratic
stage is completed. The democratic revolution is the
necessary preparation for the socialist revolution, and
th,e socialist revolution is the inevitable trend of the
democratic revolution. And the ultimate aim of all
Communists is to strive for the final building of socialist society and communist society.l
Mao Tse-tung's analysis of the nature and future of
China's revolution stemmed from the unified MarxistLeninist principles of uninterrupted revolution and its
development by stages. He opposed not only the viewpoint of Rightist capitulation which meant stopping the
revolution at the deryrocratic stage, but also the viewpoint
of "Leftist" adventurism which meant a jump over the
stage of democratic revolution. He insisted that socialist
factors (mainly the leadership of the proletariat) should
be developed during the stage of democratic revolution so
lMao Tse-tung, Setecteil Works, op. cit., Vol.

III, p. 101.
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that the transition to socialism might be realized on the
basis of the victory of the democratic revolution. He also
insisted that the two stages of rgvolution should not be
confused and that in pJeneral during the stage of democratic revolution no policy should be adopted that went
beyond its limits. It was precisely by following the directives given by Mao Tse-tung that China's revolution was
victorious.
tr'rom the founding

of the Chinese People's Republic
to ttre attainment of a socialist society is a period of
transition from capitalism to socialism. At the beginning
of this period, a people's democratic dictatorship led by
the working class and based on the worker-peasant alliance, in other words a proletarian dictatorship, was
established; all special privileges enjoyed by the imperiaiists in China were abolished;bureaucrat capital was confiscated, and a strong, socialist state sector of the national
economy set up. Through land reform the system of
feudal landownership by the landlord class was changed
into that of peasant ownership. AII this radically
chang'ed China's economic and social structure.
During the early period of transition the national
economy consisted of three main sectors, i.e. the socialist
state sector, the sector of individual ownership of the
peasants and handicraftsmen, and the capitalist sector.
Connected with these were the three basic classes, i.e.
the working class, the peasantry and the urban petty
bourgeoisie and the bourgeoisie. Besides these three
main sectors there were two others, i.e. the semi-socialist
co-operative sector (there were very few co-operatives of
a socialist nature in those days) and state-capitalist sector,
both being transitional in nature. Of these five, the
socialist state sector occupied a leading position. The

economic structure and class relationships of the transition period determined its main contradiction, i.e. the
contradiction between taking the path of socialism and
that of capitalism, or a struggle between the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie to decide "who will win."

Lenin once said in the early period of Russia's October
Socialist Revolution:
Theoretically, there can be no doubt that bet,ween
capitalism and Communism there lies a definite transition period. It cannot but combine the features and
properties of both these forms of social economy. This
transition period cannot but be a period of struggle between moribrind capitalism and nascent Communism
or, in other words, between capitalism which has
-been
defeated but not destroyed and Communism
which has been born but which is still very feeb1e.1
These words of Lenin's were not only applicable to the
Russia of his time but can also be applied to China or
to any other country when it passes from capitalism to
socialism.
The main task in the period of transition from capital. ism to socialism is to carry out socialist revolution and
socialist construction.
According to the experience of the Soviet Union and
other socialist countries, during the process of socialist
revolution and construction, aI1 nations must observe the
general laws applicable to all countries going along the
path of socialism in spite of the great variety of historic
national peculiarities and traditions. The Declaration of
the Meeting of Representatives of the Communist and

lV. L Lenin,

Selected Works

in

Troo Volumes, Foreign LanII, Part 2;.p. 277.

guages Publishing lfouse, Moscow, 1952, Vol.

I

B

Workers' Parties of the Socialist Countries held in Moscow in November 1957 pointed out clearly that these
Iaws are as follows:
Guidanoe

of the

v.zorking masses

by the working

of which is the Marxist-Leninist Party,
' in effecting a proletarian revolution in one form or
anoth,er and establishing one form or other of the
dictatorship of the proletariat; the alliance of the working class and the bulk of the peasantry and other sections of the working people; the abolition of .capitalist
ownership and the establishment of public ownership
of the basic means of production; gradual socialist reclass, the core

construction of agriculture; planned development of the
national economy aimed at building socialism and communism, at raising the standard of living of the working people; the carrying out of the socialist revolution
in the sphere of ideology and culture and the creation
of a numerous intelligentsia devoted to the working
class, the working people and the cause of socialism;
the abolition of national oppression and the establishment of equality and fraternal friendship between the
peoples; defence of the achievements of socialism
against attacks by external and internal enemies; solidarity of the working class of the country in question with the working class of other countries, that is,
proletarian internationalism.l
These universal truths have shown the proletariat of
all countries the broad 'road leading to socialism, Whoever exaggerates national peculiarities and ignores these
general laws will certainly fa1l into the quagmire of
revisionism.
rHsinhua News Agencg Release, November 22, 1957.

T,eague of Communists of
the
S,eventh Congress of this
put
by
forward
Yugoslavia,"
its attack on the
1958,
concentrated
Ieague, hetd in April
enunconstruction
and
revolution
general laws of socialist
out-and-out
This
Declaration.
ciated in the Moscow
revisionist programme shows that members of the leading
group of Yugoslavia have degenerated, politically and
ideologically, into renegades of the working class and
become the faithful lackeys of imperialisp. ConsequentIy, they have been criticized and de4ounced by ail
Marxist-Leninist parties throughout the world.
To recognize that there are general laws governing
the socialist revolution and construction for all countries
does not mean that the Communist or Workers' Party of
any country should mechanicalty copy the policies and
tactics of the Communist Party of another country without considering the concrete historical conditions of its
own. Lenin once stated:
AII nations will reach sociaiisrn; this is inevitable. But
not all nations will reach socialism in the same way;
each will introduce a special feature in the form of
democracy it adopts, in the form of the proletarian dictatorship, and in the rate at which it carries out the
reconstruction of the various phases of social life.l

The "Programme of the

Political and economic d,eveloprnent being uneven
during the era of imperialism, the social and economic
conditions of various countries were by no means the

in the proletarian revolution. Some
of them had a capitalist society while others had a
colonial or semi-colonial and semi-feudal society. Con-

same prior to victory

1V.

York,

I. Lenin, Cotlected, Wot'ks, International
1942,

Vol. XIX, P.

256.

Publishers,,New
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ditions were also varied and complicated 6ven in societies
of the same type, were they capitalist, colonial, or semicolonial. In the course of their revolution the proletariat
of some countries seized state power from the hands of
thdir own bourgeoisie, while in others they wrested power mainly from the hands of foreign aggressors; some
waged civil war while others did not. Besides, it was in
different international situations that these countries
passed through their transition periods. One country
gained its victory in socialist revolution on the strength
of its own efforts alone. In building socialism and waging struggles against imperialism, it had the support of
the working class of the whole world but there was then
no other socialist country which could help it. Some
countries, however, carried out such tasks in an era
when victory in socialist revolution in many countries
had already been gained and socialism had become a
world system. Therefore, they received aid from other
fraternal socialist countries. Furthermore, each country
had its own characteristics in history, cultural tradition,
geography, population, etc. The Moscow Declaration
stated:

The Communist and Workers' Parties of the socialist
countries should firmly adhere to the principle of combining the universal Marxist-Leninist truth with the
specific revolutionary practice in their countries,
creatively apply the general laws governing the socialist revolution and socialist construction in accordance
with the concr'ete conditions of their countries, learn
from each other and share experience.l
rHsinhua News AgencA Release, oF. cit.

A country or nation is sure to commit the mistake of
doctrinairism if it does not pay enough attention to its
own specific characteristics but mechanically copies the
methods used by other countries.
Like all other Marxist-Leninist political parties of the
world, the Chinese Communist party has always 1ooked
upon the October Revolution as its guiding light. The
general laws of socialist revolution and construction have
been, are, and will be its guide to action. As Mao Tsetung said:

It is precisely by taking the path of the October
Socialist Revolution, that we Chinese people have
scored our present victories and achievements. The
Chinese people have always considered their r,evolution
to be a continuation of the great October Socialist
Revolution and have looked upon this fact as a great

honour.l
On another occasion he said:
The Chinese revolution has its own national characteristics and it is entirely necessary to take these into
consid,eration. But in our own revolution and soci. alist construction we have made full use of the rich
experience of the Communist party and the people of
the Soviet Union.2

To apply the general laws of socialist revolution and
and to learn from the experience of the

_""llr""tr"n
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it is necessary to have a correct guiding
principle which is to combine the universal truth of
Marxism-Leninisrn with the concrete practice of China's
revolution. The Chinese Communist Party's experience
gained in more than thirty years proves that so long as
it fotlows this principle the revolution will develop and
triumph, while, on the contrary, if it deviates from it the
revolution will suffer certain setbacks and defeats. In
this respect Mao Tse-tung furnishes the most outstanding
example of a leader who combines the universal truth
of Marxism-Leninism with the concrete practice of
China's revolution, and the spirit of strict adherence to
principles with the spirit of versatile creativeness.
From the political standpoint, state power during the
transition period in China is a people's democratic dictatorship under the leadership of the working class and
with a worker-peasant alliance as its basis. The functions of this dictatorship are: first, to curb, within the
Soviet Union,

country, the reactionary classes, the reactionaries and exploiters who offer resistance to socialist revolution and
the saboteurs of socialist construction; and secondly, to
defend the country against possible aggression and subversive activities carried out by foreign enemies, so that the
entire people can carry on their peaceful work of building
China into a socialist country possessing modern industry, agriculture, science and culture. Thus the people's
democratic dictatorship is in essence a proletarian dictatorship. It is, in its basic nature, the same as the state
power of all countries which are passing through a transition from capitalism to socialism. But China's state
power has adopted its own form and characteristics. Since
the founding of the People's Republic, the Chinese national bourgeoisie and many leading persons of its polit-
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ical parties and groups have participated in the work of
the government, which is organized on the principle of
proletarian dictatorship, and continued to maintain their
political alliance with the working class and the Communist Party for the cause of socialism. In this respect,
the conditions in China are different from those in the
Soviet Union after the October Socialist Revolution. The
main reason for the difference is that the Chinese bourgeoisie has a dual character both during the stage of
democratic revolution and that of socialist revolution.
Mao Tse-tung said:

In the years of the bourgeois-democratic r,evolution,
there was a revolutionary side to their character; there
was also a tendency to compromise with the enemy,
this rvas the other side. In the period of the socialist
revolution, exploitation of the working class to make
profits is one side, while support of the Constitution
and willingness to accept socialist transformation is the
other.l
Thus, so long as the leadirig position of the working
it is more profitable for the proletariat
and the socialist revolution to preserve the political
rights of the bourgeoisie than to deprive them of these.
Lenin once stated: ". .. The question of depriving the exploiters of the franchise is purelE a Russian question, and
not a question of the dictatorship of the proletariat in
general."2 Under the concrete conditions existing in
China, it involves no violation of the principle of proleclass is ensured,

lMao

Tse-tung, On the Correct Haniiling of Contrad,ictions
Am,ong
the Peopie, Foreign Languages pressi peking, 1SSS, p. fO.
2V. I. Lenin, Setected Works in Tuo Volumes, op.'cit.,
Vot. ff,
Part 2, p. 63.
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tarian dictatorship for the working class to maintain a
certain form of political alliance with the national bourgeoisie during the stage of socialist revolution, on condition that they accept socialist transformation. It means
not only a strict adherence to the principle of MarxismLe,ninism but also an enrichment and development of the
theory of proletarian dictatorship in the practice of socialist revolution.
In the economic sphere, the socialist transformation of
the entire national economy must be carried out in this
transition period, thus changing the composite economy
into a homogenous socialist one. This task is essentially
the same as that confronting other socialist countries
during their transition periods. But even here China has
her own characteristics. First, China is an economically
backward country. To build up socialism she must
develop industry, first of all, heavy industry, so that
she may become a country with modern industry, agriculture, science, and culture. This requires a comparatively long period. During this period, even when the
socialist revolution in the ownership of the means of production has been practically completed, concentrated and
continuous efforts must be made to carry out socialist
construction so as to gradualy realize technical and cultural revolutions and to lay a material and technical
foundation for socialism. Secondly, during the transition
the working class of China has as its allies not only the
peasants and urban petty bourgeoisie but also the national bourgeoisie. For this reason, the method of peaceful
transformation is applied not only to the sector of individual ownership of the peasants and handicraftsmen
but also to the capitalist sector. In the latter's case the
method of "buying off" which Marx dnce spoke of has

bc,en used. In the course of socialist transformation
many different transitional forms have been adopted.
'Ihe historical process of socialist construction and
transformation in China is roughly as follows:
After the nation-wide victory of the people's democratie
revolution in 1949, China entered the era of socralist
revolution. During the period of economic rehabilitation the main tasks were to establish the leadership of
the socialist state sector of the economy over the other
sectors, to speed up the rehabiiitation and development
of the national economy, and to strive for a fundamental
improvement of financial and economic conditions. At
that time the conditions for carrying out planned national
economic construction on a large scale were stiil to be
created, and the socialist transformation of agriculture,
handicrafts, and capitalist industry and commerce had
just begun. Externally, the war to resist U.S. aggression
and aid Korea was be,ing waged, and, internally, vigorous
mass political movements of land reform, suppression of
counter-revolutionaries, the san Jaryt and usu fon,2 and
ideological remoulding were being carried out. These
movements were of great importance to subsequent largescale socialist construction and transformation. But for
them it would have been impossible to win a speedy
victory in socidlist transformation.
By 1952 financiai and economic conditions in China
had basically improved. Having completed the rehabili-

lThe movement against corruption, waste and bureaucracy

among government employees.

2The movement against bribery of government workers, tax
evasion, theft of state property, cheating on government contracts, and stealing economic information for private specula-

tion among the private industrialists and

businessmen.
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tation of the national economy, the Central Committee
of the Chinese Communist Party laid down the general
line of the Party for the period of transition. This was:
to gradually realize over a fairly long period of time
socialist industrialization of the country and socialist
transformation of agriculture, handicrafts and capitalist
industry and commerce. Guided by the Party's general
line, a beacon light for all our work, in 1953 the First
Five-Year Plan for the development of the national
economy began to be implemented, and the socialist trans-

formation of agriculture, handicrafts and capitalist industry and commerce speeded up. After some three years
of endeavour a great upsurge in agricultural co-operation
quickly appeared in all parts of the country in the second

half of 1955. This in turn brought about another
upsurge in socialist transformation of handicrafts and
capitalist industry and comrnerce. By 1956 socialist
revolution in the ownership of the means of production
was basically completed. In 195? the First Five-Year
Plan of socialist construction was successfully fulfilled,

thus laying a preliminary foundation for the socialist industrialization of the country.
The basic completion of the socialist transformation
ol,agriculture, handicrafts, and capitalist industry and
commerce marked a decisive victory for the socialist
revolution on the economic front. But as there were
still remnants of the overthrown landlord class and comprador bourgeoisie, as the bourgeois elements had to be
further remoulded, and as the remoulding of the petty
bourgeoisie was not yet completed, class struggle, therefore, had to be continued. To consolidate the socialist
system, socialist revolution had 'still to be carried out
on the political and ideological fronts. The rectifica-

tion campaign ancl anti-Rightist struggle in 195? was a
great socialist revolution on these fronts. The victory
scored in this r,evolutionary struggle brought about
marked changes in the r,elative class strength in China
and greatly enhanced the socialist consciousness of the
people. On the basis of this achievement the Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and Mao
Tse-tung put forward the general line of going all out,
aiming high, ahd achieving greater, quicker, better and
more economical results to build socialism. Under the
guidance and inspiration of this general line the Chinese people, high in spirit, strong in morale and firm
in determination, have scored and are still scoring brilliant successes in their big leaps forward in socialist
construction.

The great victory China has won in socialist revolution and construction is a victory of Marxism-L,eninism.
The victory is one of linking the universal truth of
Marxism-Leninism with the concrete practice of revolution in China, i.e. of the teachings of Mao Tse-tung.
In writing this book our aim is to describe briefly
how the Chinese Communist Party and Mao Tse-tung,
basing themselves on the policy of linking the universal
truth of Marxism-Leninism with the concrete practice
of revolution in China, established a powerful socialist
state economy and how they led the people of the whole
country to win a great victory in socialist revolution,
thus basically completing the socialist transformation
of the entire national economy, and what great and farreaching influenc,e the basic completion of socialist
transformation has had on the developrnent of the pro=
ductive forces in the qafire Chinese society.
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CTIAPTER ONE

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIALIST STATE
SECTOR OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY

1. The Birth of the Socialist State Sector
When China entered upon the first stage of the transition from capitalism to socialism, there were five different sectors within her economy, namely, the socialist
state sector, the co-operative sector, the state-capitalist
sector, the sector of individual ownership of the peasants
and handicraftsmen and the capitalist sector. Of these
the socialist state sector played the leading roIe. The
tasks of the Party and government during the transition
period were to develop the socialist state sector rapidly
and on that basis carry out the socialist transformation
of the sector of individual ownership of the peasants
and handicraftsmen as well as the capitalist sector step

by

step.

by the whole people, the socialist
state sector is, in general, built up through the nationalization of bourgeois property by the proletarian state
in the course of the socialist revolution. But owing to
varied historical conditions, each country has its special
features in the concrete process of building up its socialist state economy.
Based on ownership

Old China was a semi-colonial and semi-feudal country. Its democratic revolution was led by the proletariat
in direct preparation for the socialist revolution' At
the stage of the democratic revolution, the revolutionary
state power led by the working class came into existence
as a political force, and, economically, there were some
socialist elements, i.e. the state sector (or publicly-owned
property) and the co-operative sector collectively owned
by the working people. The einbryo of the state sector
in China, therefore, emerged not as a result of the proletarian socialist revolution, but as an outcome of the
people's democratic revolution ted by the proletariat'
The State Sector in the Revolutionary Bases. China's
democratic revolution passed through a period of protracted revolutionary wars. EIer working class did not
secure nationwide state power at one stroke. Instead, it
first established revolutionary bases and revolutionary
state power in the countryside step by step, and then
brought about an encirclement of the cities, finally
taking them. In order to defeat the onslaughti of domestic and foreign enemies, break the enemy's economic
blockade and ensure the victory of the revolutionary
wars, the Party started to develop the state sector of
the economy during the period of the Second Revolutionary Civil War (1927-36). Analysing the economic
structure of the revolutionary bases, Mao Tse-tung
pointed out:
present, our national economy is made up of
three sectors: state enterprises, co-operative enterprises and private enterPnses.
State enterprises are confined at present to what
is possible and essential. The state-operated industrial
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and commercial enterprises have already started to
grow; their future is unlimited.l

He outlined the principles
follows:

of economic policy then

as

. . . To consolidate the economic alliance of the workers and peasants, to ensure the hegemony of the proletariat over the peasantry, and to strive for the
hegemony of state enterprises over private enterprises
so as to create, the prerequisitcs for the future devel-

opm,ent

into

socialism.2

i

During the War of Resistance to Japanese Aggression
and the subs,equent Third Revolutionary Civil War, the
state sector in the liberated areas was further expanded
under the guidance of the correct line which was "securing supplies through economic d,evelopment" put
forward by the Party and Mao Tse-tung.
The state sector in the revolutionary bases and liberated areas served the revolutionary war. Because in these
areas the scattered and backward smail-peasant production predominated, productivity was extremely low, and
und,er the conditions of protracted war and enemy econonic blockade, contradictions existed between securing
supplies for the war and ensuring the livelihood of the
people'. Financially, it was impossible to depend solely
upon the grain and taxes collected from the people. It
was necessary for the troops and cadres to build up the
state sector of the economy. In other words, they not
only took what was ne,eded from the people but also
obtained supplies from what they produced themselves.
lMao Tse-tung, Selecterl Worlcs, op. cil,, Vol. I, p.

zlbi.d,.,

p. t4l.

144.
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ifhe state sector in the liberated areas \\'as, therefore,
different from the state sector after the victory of the
people's democratic revolution. The former, which
started from scratch and grew parallel with the development of the revolution itself, was mainly built up
by the soldiers, cadres and other working people, instead
of mainly by confiscating the property of the bureaucrat
capitalists. It was only during the Third Revolutionary
Civil War when many medium-sized and small cities and
some mining areas were liberated, that the socialist
state sector was expanded, through the confiscation of
some of the property of .the Japanese imperialists and
bureaucrat capitalists.
The state sector in the liberated areas included industry, agriculture, communications and transport, commerce and banking. State industry, which consisted
mainly of . small factories and handicraft workshops,
turned out some military supplies and daily necessities
for civilian use. There were then both heavy and light
industries. In 7945, for instance, ther Shensi-I(ansuNingsia Border Region did its own iron-smelting and
oil-refining. It had machine shops, as well as factories
{or making glass, pot{,ery, porcelain, weapons, munitions
and military supplies. The textile industry was also quite
well

developed.

During the War of Liberation the liberated areas expanded and a part of the property formerly seized by
the Japanese imperialists was recaptured. In some areas,
in Northeast China for instance, there were some
modern industrial and mining enterprises. State farming
was mainly carried on by the troops and cadres. Except for the Shensi-Kansu-Ningsia Border Region where
there were remarkabie achievements in reclarnation

,n

during the War of Resistance, there was little development in other areas due to the intensity of the war'.
Commerce and banking played a particularly significant part in the state sector'. This was because the
economic conditions in the revolutionary bases and
iiberated areas made it neoessary to wage economic
struggles with the dornestic and foreign enemies through
commercial transactions and the banks. The liberated
areas were then mainly situated in the countryside
where agriculture and handicrafts were predominant'
The peasants and handicraftsmen demanded commodity
exchange and economic contacts with the cities in varying degrees. A big portion of manufactured articles
needed by the huge armies and large numbers of cadres
had to be obtained from the enemy-controlled cities
through trade. In spite of the fact that the enemy forces
occupied the cities and controlled the large industrial
enterprises, they relied on the vast countryside in the
iiberated areas for the raw materials and grain they
needed. Thus, the exchange of the liberated areas' agricultural products for the manufactured goods of the
enemy-held areas was bound to result in dn acute economic struggle between the two. The invaders attempted
to cut off the supply of industrial products to the
liberated areas by imposing an economic blockade. They
also tried to shift the burden of vicious currency inflation onto the liberated areas by predatory purchase
of farm produce with depreciated banknotes. Under the
circumstances, these areas had to build up centrahzed,
powerful state commercial enterprises and state banks,
not only to break the enemy's economic blockade but to
enforce a counter-blockade' against the enemy.
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The primary tasks of the state commercial enterprises
at that time were to gain favourable exchanges with the
enemy-controlled areas by forcing them to exchange
their manufactured articles needed by the liberated
areas for the agricultural products they needed, to protect th,e production of the liberated areas and support
the struggle over the currency question. Within these
areas the main tasks of the state commercial enterprises
were to adjust demand and supply, stabilize commodity
prices, ensure supplies and assist the masses in production by putting a tremendous amount of material under
the centralized control of the government. The guiding
principle of the trade policy then was: controlled trade
with the outside and free trade inside the areas. Controlled trade, however, did not mean that everything
was placed under state monopoly and centralized marketing. This only applied to a few important things
while ordinary ones were allowed to be sold free. Onthe other hand, free trade did not mean that trading
should be allowed to take its own courso without any
restriction, but that it was necessary to observe the
laws of seasonal market demand and supply and adopt
'needed
and practical political and economic measures
to adjust the demand and supply and stabilize commodity
prices. The exp,erience of the revolutionary bases and
liberated areas proved the complete correctness of the
Party's trade policy. It ensured not only the leadership of state enterprises over private ones but also continuous and impressive successes in economic struggles
with the en,emy.
The principal tasks of the banks in the liberated areas
were: externally, to protect the production and livelihood of the people from the harmful influence of cur-
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rency inflation in the enemy-controiled areas and procure commodities from the latter through struggl,es over
currency, and ir-tternally, to ensure supplies to the armed
forces and cadres, grant loans to help the people in production and adjust rural finance. To achieve this, it was
necessary to issue banknotes independently and oust the
currency of the enemy area from the market; attain, by
and large, a balance of revenue and expenditure; obtain
control of a certain amount of important material reserve as the main security for the banknote issue; and
carefully and properly control the issuance of currency
in the light of the varied seasonal demands. Because the
Party and the government gradually came to understand
the objective economic laws and worked out a corr,ect
monetary and banking policy, the value of the notes and
commodity prices in the revolutionary and liberated
areas were, as a whole, much more stable than in the
areas under Japanese occupation and Kuomintang contro1. At the time of the Japanese surrender, for instance,
the exchange rates between the Peihai notes (in the
Iiberated areas of Shantung Province) and "legal tender" in Kuomintang-controlled areas and between the
notes in the southern Hop,ei liber:at,ed area and "legal
tender" were one for live and one for two respectively.
B;r August 1948, three years later, these rates were one
for 800 and one for 1,000. This was a sharp contrast in
commodity prices between two areas under two different
social systems.
Naturally, to say that commerce and banking played a
significant part does not deny the importance of the
development of production. In fact it was not feaslble
to depend upon commerce and banking alone to build
the material foundation for the revolutionary wars. It

realiy relied, in the last analysis, upon the growth of
production.
The state sector of the economy grew fast in the revolutionary and liberated areas. In spite of its small proportion in the national economy as a whole at that time,
it was th,e most progressive form. It created the important prerequisites for the socialist revolution and construction in the accumuiation of experience and in the

training of

cadres.

in 7942:
During the last five years since 1938 the public

Mao Tse-tung said

economic enterprises have made tremendous progress.
This achievement is invaluable to us as well as to our
nation. That is to say we have built a new model of
state economy.l

He also said:
What deserves special mention is that we have
gained experience in running economic undertakings.
This is a priceless treasure impossible to calculate in
figures.2

The all-round practical experience gained in the
economic work of the liberated areas included the experience accumulated over long years in leading agricultural production, in the management of industries,
banking and control of the market. It also included the
experience gained after liberation of some medium-sized
and small citi,es in enforcing the policies towards the capitalist sector, i.e. the policies of "taking into account both
public and private interests and benefiting both labour
lMao Tse-tung, Economic and Financial Problem.s, Chinese ed.,
Northeast Press, p. 77.
zlbid,., p.438.
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and capital." These, together with other experiences in
economic affairs, are, in the true sense of the word,
"priceless treasures" which played an important part in
guiding the entire national economy after the liberation
of the whole country, especially in building and developing the socialist state sector. A group of personnel
trained in the course of handling economic work became
the leading core in state economic enterprises after liberation. Without these cadres there would have been tremendous difficulties in managing and developing several
thousand large-scale state enterprises after the victory
of the democratic revolution. In addition, state enterprises established in the liberated areas, especially the
trading companies and banks, also made their influence
felt after liberation. The state bank, the People's Bank
of China, Ior example, developed on the foundation laid
by the banks established in the various liberated areas
and the state trading organs also developed mainly on
the basis of those built in these areas.
The Confiscation of Bureaucrat Capital and Expansion
of the Socialist State Sector. The large-scale building
and development of China's state sector of the economy
began with the confiscation of all bureaucrat-capitalist
enterprises around the time of the founding of the People's Republic.
Bureaucrat-capitalist enterprises were chiefly statemonopolized capitalist enterprises of a comprador and feudal character which were controlled by the bureaucratbourgeois clique headed by Chiang Kai-shek. In this
connection, Mao Tsqtung said:
During the twenty years when they were in power,
the "Four Big Families" of Chiang Kai-shek, T. V.

Soong,

H. H. Kung and the Chen Ko-fu and Chen Li-

fu brothers have amassed in their hands a huge sum
of between 10,000 and 20,000 million U.S. dollars by
which they established monopoly control over the

vital economic arteries of the whole nation. Combined
with the political power of the state this monopoly
capital became state-rhonopoly capitalism. Closety
connected with foreign imperialism, the iandlord class
and rich peasants of the old type at home, it became
comprador-feudal state-monopoiy capitalism.l

This type of capitalism did not grow mainly through
with the
aid of the state machine, through exploiting the labouring
people and crowding out and swallowing up the mediumsized and small capitalist enterprises by means of speculation, currency inflation and various measures of economic
control. Like imperialism and feudalism, it seriously impeded the growth of the productive forces.
Bureaucrat capitalism came into existence prior to the
War of Resistance to Japanese Aggression. It reached the
peak of its development after victory in the war when
the reactionary Kuomintang government took over the
Japanese, German and Italian imperialists, enterprises in
China. In 1948, bureaucrat capital accounted for about
two-thirds of the totai industrial capitat in the Kuomintang-controlled areas. On the eve of liberation the National Resources Commission of the Kuomintang government controlled 90 per cent of the country,s iron and
steel output, 33 per cent of its coal, 67 per cent of its
electric power, 45 per cent of its cement and all its peincreased production, but through open plunder

TThe Present Situation

Bookstore, Peking, L949,

anil Our ?osks, Chinese ed., Hsinhua
p. 27.
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troleum and non-ferrous metals. Bureaucrat capital also
controll,ed the nation's light industry. In 1947, the China
Textile Industries, Incorporated alon'e possessed 37'6 per
cent of the nation's total number of spindles and 60 per
cent of its mechanized looms. In addition, bureaucrat
capital had uncier its control the big banks, all the railways, highways and air lines, 44 per cent of shipping
tonnage and a dozen or so monopoly trading corporations'
On the eve of the Russian Octobel Revolution, Lenin
said: "State-monopolistic capitalism is a complete material preparation for Socialisrn, the tlweshold of Socialism.'..."1 This was also true of state-monopoly capitalism in old China. Bureaucrat capital was not only highly
concentrated but directly connected with the reactionary
state machine. Under such circur-nstances, the bureaucratcapitalist enterprises could be changed over in a short
time from state-monopoly capitalism of a comprador and
feudal character to the socialist state sector as soon as
the dictatorship of the big landlord class and the big
bourgeoisie was destroyed and replaced by the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The confiscation of these bureaucrat-capitalist enterprises was carried out on a nationwide scale following
the victory of the people's revolution. In a short space of
time, all the factories, mines, railways, shipping, postal
services, banks, trading establishments and other enterprises formerly owned by the Kuomintang reactionary
government and the bureaucrat bourgeoisie passed into
the hands of the state led by the working class, which
then controlled the vital economic arteries of the nation'

Statistics show that by 1g4g the state had confiscated
2,858 bureaucrat-capitalist industrial enterprises which
employed more than 750,000 industrial workers. This confiscation ied to the unprecedented growth of the socialist
state sector. In 7949, socialist state industrial enter_
prises accounted for 41.S per cent of the gross output
value of China's large industries. The state sector also
held 58 per cent of the country,s electric power, 6g per
cent of its coal output, g2 per cent of its pig iron, 9Z per
cent of its steel, 68 per cent of its cement and b3 per
cent of its cotton yarn. Besides, it controlled aII the
railways in the country, most of the modern communications and transport, the far greater part of banking business and domestic and foreign trade.
Confiscation of bureaucrat-capitalist enterprises meant
not only legally transforming their assets into those of
the people's democratic state, but at the same time put_
ting them under the direct management of the state so
that they could produce in accordance with the needs of
society. These bureaucrat-capitalist enterprises had their
own managerial staff and management systems which
were of a dual nature. These systems had originated from
'bureaucrat-capitalist production
relations and served as
an instrument for enslaving and oppressing the workers.

I. Lenin, Selected Worlcs i,n Ttt-to Volumes, Foreign Languages Publishing llouse, Moscow, 1952, Vol. II, Part 1, p' 158'

adverse effect on the workers' production enthusiasm and

1V.

other parts, ho'wever, were unreasonable and had

an

on the development of the enterprises. They needed to
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was impeded. Furthermore, no improvement was made
in the system of management concerned with large-scale
socialized production, in view of the requirements of so-

the restoration and development of production' Generally ,

to a series of problems. No fundamental change was
brought about in the former systems of management

which under bureatr.crat capitalism had been used to oppress th,e workers, in the antagonistic relations between
ih" *rrugerial staff and workers and in the decadent
organization and confused systems' As a result, the
workers' labour enthusiasm and initiative were adversely
affected, and the d.evelopment of the productive forces

cialist economy. Following the confiscation of bureaucratcapitalist enterprises and their subsequent transformation into socialist state enterprises, internal democratic
and production reforms were carried out in accordance
with Mao Tse-tung's directive of "keeping up production
by relying on the working class." A1l the problems left
over were thus gradually solved.
The first point in the programme of these democratic
reforms was the complete reorganization of the leadership of the enterprises. Instead of sending deputies from
Lhe army to supervise and exercise indirect control over
them as had been done in the early days, the state appointed the leading personnel (a director or manager) to
directly administer all their economic activities. The
second was leading and mobilizing the workers to completely abolish the surviving portions of the systems
of management inherited from bureaucrat capitalism that
had been used to oppress and enslave them. Some of
these were feudal survivals in the textile industry
whereby the workers were searched when leaving the
mil1s, that of gang-boss in the collieries, and that of the
contractor-boss in the transport enterprises. In addition,
steps were taken to rid the enterprises of the hidden
counter-revolutionaries and remnants of the feudal forces.
Thirdly, through criticism and self-criticism, relations
b,etween the managerial staff and workers were improved,
and the capitalist ideology of not relying on the workers
was criticized and overcome. Fourthly, democratic management of the enterprises was introduced by setting up
Iactory management committees including the workers,
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representatives. Fifthly, the initial readjustment of wages
was made in accordance with the principle of "to each
according to his work." As production increased, the
living standards of the workers were gradually raised,
so that the system of distribution was better suited to
the ownership of the means of production. The adoption
of these democratic reforms led to a higher class consciousness and productive enthusiasm on the part of the
workers. The brcrad masses of workers and other employees, realizing that they were now their own masters,
took the initiative in carrying out various emulation
campaigns. They learned from each other and created
many advanced methods, laying the foundation for production reforms.
Production reforms were a continuation of democratic
reforms. They consisted chiefly of four aspects: First, perfecting the management of the enterprise, introducing a
division of labour in a scientifiq way and instituting a
responsible system in production and technical management. Secondly, carrying out planned management in
accordance with socialist principles, and properly linking
the plan of the enterprise with that of the state. Thirdly,
working out reasonable production quotas, launching
movements for selecting advanced workers in production
and continuously setting up new quotas. Fourthly, taking
an ihventory of assets and making a reappraisal of capital
to better the system of business accounting. Through
these reforms the outmoded systems of production and
technical management were gradually replaced by the
new ones which were suited to the socialist relations of
production. These reforms cleared away the remnants of
capitalist system of management and consolidated socialist
economic relations. The working masses tremendously

DJ

their class consciousness and production initiative. Production advanced by leaps and bounds.
In the course of confiscating the property of the
bureaucrat capitalists, the enterprises of the United
States, Britain, France and other imperialist countries in
China remained intact. They were allowed to continue
operation on condition that they abided by the laws of
the Chinese Government. But these enterprises flourished
in the past because of imperialist privileges. After the
onhanced

People's Government abolished these privileges, especially
after the United States imposed the "embargo" on China,
most of them were paralysed. Some of these foreign
enterprises, like banks and firms, which could not continue their business, applied for permission to wind up
while others discontinued their operation without asking
for approval. Some voluntarily transferred their property
to the Chinese Government. Still others were bought by
the Chinese Government. In December 1950 the government of the United States abruptly took control of all
Chinese public and private property in areas under U.S.
iurisdiction. In order to prevent American imperialists
frorn sabotaging the Chjnese economy and endangering
the interest of the Chinese people, the People's Government made an inventory of the assets of the American
government and enterprises in China and issued a decree
for their control. 'Ihis practically eliminated all the aggressive IJ.S. economic forces in China. The imperialist
enterprises which passed into the hands of the state later
became part of the socialist state sector.
The Merits of Socialist State Economy" Socialist state
economy is the mo$ advanced type of economy. It is
essentially different from the "state economy" controlled
by the bureaucrat capitalists in old China and the "state
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economy" in the capitalist countries. The lattcr two are
state-monopoly capitalist economies, bo1;h aiming at securing maximum profits for the capitaiist class. "State
economy" of this kind does not prevent competition and
anarchy in production. Still less can it halmonize class
contradictions and be transmuted into "socialist economy," as publicizecl by certain rnernbers of the bourgeoisie and th,e revisionists. Thus, under the capitalist
system state-monopoly capitalism, though preparing the
material foundation for the socialist revolution, has
nothing to do with socialist production relations.
Socialist state economy is based on the ownership of
the means of production by the whole people. The means
of production and products are possessed and controlled
by the state on behalf of the whole people. Since China
is a socialist country led by the working class and based
on the alliance of workers and peasants, the basic aim of
production and management of state enterprises can only
be to secure the maximum satisfaction of the constantly
rising material and cultural requirements of the whole
of society, instead of securing the maximum profits as
capitalist enterprises do. State economv emllraces thousands of large enterprises which are mergecl into a unified
whole. This makes it possible for the stat'e to utilize most
fully and reasonably the nation's manpower and material
and financial resources in accordance with the interests
of the whole of society, as well as to guide the production
and management of aII such enterpri.ses on the basis of a
unified plan. It ensures a planned and batranced development of the national econom-y', avoiding destruction of
the productive forces which characterizes capitalist economy, such as periodical crises, widespread unemploy-

ment, the shutting down of machines and waste of social
wealth.
In the socialist state sector the entire working people
become the owners of the means of production' An equal
and co-operative relationship also exists among them'
The products of the state sector are distributed by the
state in a unified way in the interests of the whole people. Besid,es the products of state enterprises being used
by the state for the purpose of meeting depreciation
costs of the means of production, they are used partly
for expanding production and meeting the oth'er common
needs of society. Another part is distributed to the
workers and other employees to satisfy their material
and cultural needs, in accordanoe with the principle of
"to each according to his work." These parts are all used
in the interests of the working people, the only difference
being that the form,er serves their collective, long-term
interests while the latter satisfies the immediate interests
of individual workers. Under the socialist system the
working people, to whom all the fruits of labour belong,
will make a gradual improvement in their living condi*
tions along with the development of production- That explains why this system best stimulates the productive
initiative of the working people and ensures a high tempo
of national economic development.
The production relations in socialist state 'enterprises
are suited to the nature of the productive forces in
modern industry. In this connection, Mao Tse-tung pointed out:
When we say that socialist relations of production
are better suited than the old relations of production
to the devetropment of the productive forces, we mean
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that thc former permits

1,he productive forces to clevelop at a speed unparalleled in the old sociely, so that
production can expand steadily and the constantly
growing needs of the people can be met step by step.1

The merits of socialist state enterprises are manifested
most clearly in the fast and steadily rising rate of productivity. A comparison between state and private enterprises will prove this. In 1952 the average output per
worker in the state textile mills was 2S.B bales of cotton
yarn while that in the private ones was 1?.2 bales. In
1955 the former rose to Bg.9 bales while the latter rose
only to 22.7 bales.2 The reason why state enterprises have
a higher rate of labour productivity is because in state
industrial enterprises the workers and other employees
are keener to produce, the equipment and material re_
sources are better utilized, and the division of labour and
co-ordination can be most effectively carried out among
the various economic departments.
2. The Establishrnent of the Hegemony of the
State Sector

The Relation Between the State Sector and the Other
Sectors. B,efore the completion of socialist transforma_
tion, the socialist state sector existed side by side with
the capitalist sector and the sector of individual owner_
ship of the peasants and handicraftsmen. It was natural

l,hat these different sectors should maintain- economic
with each other.
The state sector is socialized large_scale production
based on modern technique. It cannot grow alone when
production in all the different sectors, departments and
cnterprises of the national economy has been integrated
into an interdependent social process. In order to carry
on production, it is necessary for various enterprises
within the state sector to supply one another with the
means of production and consumer goods and to exchange
. portion of their products for those of the other sectois.
The capitalist s,ector is, in the main, also socialized large_
scale production. It is the most developed form of com_
modity economy. It also depencls upon the other sectors.
Production of the sector of individual ownership (mainly
of the peasants) exists in scattered household units. gut
since the great majority of them are small commodity
producers, their production is to a large extent dependeni
upon either the capitalist or socialist state sector. In
l,he whole course of social production, therefore, the capi_
talist .sector and the sector of individual ownership are
interdeprendent, just as these two sectors and the state
sector are interdependent. Together they form a unified
national economic entity. Nevertheless, since their social
characteristics differ, all three sectors are interwoven
with complex contradictions.
The principal contradiction in the economy of the
l,ransition period is the contradiction between socialist
(state) and capitalist sectors. It manifests itself in two
ways. Socialist production is developed to satisfy the
needs of the whole people, while capitalist production is
not aimed at this, but at obtaining high profits instead.
Socialist production is developed in a planned way, while
r:onnections
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capitalist production is characterized by competition and
anarchy. These are two entirely different trends' In order
that the d.evelopment of social production may satisfy the
needs of the whole people, the Party and government,
in guiding the national economy, have to restrain the
profit-seeking activities of the capitalists instead of allowing them free scope. In order that social production may
be better planned, it is necessary to restrict the anarchy
in capitalist production; capitalism should not have free
play to disrupt the whole plans for the development of
the national economy. This is a sharp, life-and-death
struggle betwecn the socialist (state) and capitalist sectors. Only by going through a series of sharp and complicated struggles can the socialist sector triumph over
ihe capitalist sector and the socialist transformation of
capitalist enterprises become a fact.
In the struggle between these two sectors of the
economy, the peasant question is a fundamental factor'
The great majority of the peasants are small commodity
producers. In ord.er to continue to produce and make a
Iiving, they must sell their products and obtain the necmeans of production and consumer goods in
"r"ury
return. In the case of natural calamities or man-made
misfortunes, they must borrow money to tide them over
their difficulties in farming and daily life' This gives
them no other choice but to depend on industry,
commerce and the credit system. If the state sector can
purchase the products of the peasants, supply them in
time with the means of production and the consumer
goods they need, extend them loans and solve the financial problems in the rural ar'eas' then the sector of individual ownership of the peasants will be able to form
an alliance with it in a common struggle against capitalist
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specuiation and usury. If thb state sector cannot satisfy
lhese needs, the individual peasants rvill have to rely on
capitalist commerce and usurers. They will unite with
the capitalist sector and the spontaneous tendency
l,owards capitalism will be developed in rhe countryside.
In a countrv like China where small-peasant production
is predominant the answers to the questions "Who
controls the rural position?" and "With whom -will the
peasants go?"
eventually become an important factor
in determining- the outcome of the struggle between the
socialist and capitalist sectors. Either the socialist sector
defeats capitalism by uniting with the sector of individual
ownership (mainly of individual peasants), and leading
the peasants along the path of socialist co-operation, or
the capitalist sector defeats socialism by uniting with the
individual sector and allowing the capitalist forces to
run riot. There is no middle road.
There is no doubt that if socialism is eventually to
have full sway in the rural areas, agricultural co-operation must be realized. Yet, if the state sector is to gain
the upper hand and defeat capitalism when conditions
art not ripe for agricultural co-operation and th8 individual peasant production is still like a boundles"s ocean,
it must strive first for the leading position on the market.
Only with this security in hand, can it talk about utilizing,
restricting and transforming the capitalist sector, uniting
the sector of individual ownership of peasants and leading
them onto the bright road of socialism.
The Struggle of the State Sector for the Leading Position on the Market. The battle between the state and
capitalist sectors over the leading position on the market
began immediat,ely after the liberation of the whole country. The leading position oI the working class in the
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country had been established after the victory of the
democratic re.,ro1ution, but the same was not entirely
tru,e with the state sector in the economic field in the
early days of liberation. The market was sti1l controlled
by the capitalist sector.
After liberation, in the big cities there existed large
amounts of industrial and commercial capital with which
the Party and government had never been confronted
before. Under the reactionary rule of the Kuomintang,
this capital had for a long time been used for speculation.
After the War of Resistance to .Iapanese Aggression, the
reactionary Kuomintang government always adopted
the policy of currency inflation to meet its military expenditure and assist bureaucrat capital in its plunder of
the Chinese people. This pernicious'inflation of currency
brought about exceptionally abnormal prices. In the
eleven years from 193? to August 1948 r,vhen the "Gold
Yuan" notes were issued, prices rose by six million times.
In less than a year's time from the day it was issued to
the collapse of the r,eactionary Kuornintang government,
the "GoId Yuan" was almost reduced to the value of
scrap paper. While priccs soared, bureattcrat capitalists
and all the speculative capitalists made use of the idle
capital and grabbed fabulous profits by speculation,
hoarding and cornering the market. The ordinary industrial and commercial capitalists followed suit. They
often gained higher profits in these ways than from their
productive undertakings. At that time, it was not private
but bureaucrat capital that played the main role in
disrupting the national economy. Nevertheless, after
bureaucrat capital had been taken over by the state and
before the state sector had taken its leading position, the
private capitalists, with their speculative activities, be-

came the chief miscreants

undermining the national

economy.

In

1949 when the de,cisive

victory was won in the Chi-

nese People's War of Liberation, the country's financial
and economic situation was very difficult. As a r,esult of
imperialist aggression and the long rule of the reactionary

Kuomintang, the national economy suffered from imrneasurable destruction. Production dwindled, calamity
stalked the villages, and the interflow of goods between
town and country was practically nil. The revolutionary
war developed swiftly. Few taxes could be collected in
the newly liberated areas. Nine million soldiers and government employees (a great number rsf them being
reorganized or re-employed former Kuomintang soldiers
and government employees) had to be supported and
important branches of production and communication
restored. So it was impossible then to maintain a
balanc,ed budget and quickly end price fluctuations.
Certain capitalists took advantage of these difficulties the
state was encountering and speculated in a frenzied hunt
for unlawful profits by hoarding, cornering the market,
and driving up prioes. They waged a fierce struggle
against the socialist state sector on the market.
A rise in prices was unavoidable at that time when a
large-scale revolutionary war was being fougtrt. The
situation, however, had to be changed immediately;
otherwise, it would have further encouraged the speculative activities of the capitalist sector and prevented the
state sector from taking a leading position on the market.
This would in turn have adversely affected the rehabilitation and development of industrial 'and agricultural
production, the restoration of economic connections between the cities ahd the countryside and the improvement
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of the living conditions of the people: In order to change
the situation and establish state sector in the leading
position on the market, the state actively revived state
industries and established and developed state commercial
enterprises in the cities. It set up and expanded supply
and marketing co-operatives in the countryside and
strengthened the work of purchasing and allocating industrial and agricultural products. By so doing, the
state controlled the principal products to ensure supplies
to the market. It began to introduce a market control
system, dealing a severe blow to the unlawful activities
of speculators by administrative measures combined with
economic pressure. At the same time, the state mustered
ail its economic strength and prepared to stop the inflation of curr'ency and stabilize prices.
In essence, to stabilize prices meant that the state sector
took over the control of the market from the hands of
the industrial and commercial capitalists, especially those
engaged in speculation. It regulated market prices so
that their fluctuations would no longer be influenced by
the manipulations of speculative capital. In other words,
the capitalist sector had no alternative but to operate
within the price limits set by the state sector. This made
it possible to quickly rehabilitate industrial and agricultural production, restore trading relations between cities
and the countryside and direct the production of the capitalist and individual sectors of the economy through the
price policy. It was also possible to regulate the distribution of national income and change the market controlled
by prirzate capital and harmful to the national economy
into one which was under the direction of the state sector
and which helped expand production and raise the living
standards of the people.

4B

The People's Government began its fight against
speculative capital as soon as Shanghai and other big
cities were successively liberated. In order to stabilize
the value of money and ban the circulation of gold, silver
and foreign currency on the market, it took a decisive
step in closing the speculative stock-exchange. By relying on the workers and students, it uncovered the specula1,ive transactions in gold, silver and U.S. banknotes. After
many fierce struggles, such activities were mostly
checked. Later, speculative capital turned to disturb and
corner the market on grain, cotton yarn and other important commodities, drive up prices and threaten the
daily life of the people. The People's Government organized several campaigns to reduce prices, dealing heavy
blows at speculation. However, experience proved that
it was necessary to gather together an overwhelming
{orce to strike a fatal blow at speculative capital, else
the stabilization of prices could not be satisfactorily
realized. So, re)ying on its powerful state sector, the govcrnment began to launch a decisive struggle on a still
greater scale.
The first step taken to maintain stable prioes was to
centralize the control of the financial and economic work
of the state, so as to concentrate the economic strength
necessary to secure a balance between revenue and expenditure. In the past, during the democratic revolution,
financial and economic control was decentralized in
different liberated areas. This method suited the situation when these areas were separated from each other by
the enemy and the rural economy was based on individual
production of the peasants and handicraftsmen. It
achieved successful results. After the victory of the
democratic revolution, however, the situation changed.
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The economic activities and the markets in the country
had been integrated as a whole, but the capitalist sector
was waging a constant struggle against the socialist state
sector. If the direction of financial and economic work
had remained decentralized, the state would have been
unable to allocate the funds and materials in its hands
in a flexible way to maintain its leading position on the
market and in the entire national economy. Moreover,
the anarchy then plaguing the market would have been
intensified, offering bourgeois speculators a further opportunity to fish in troubled waters.
In view of all this, the Communist Party and the Peop1e's Government announced a decision in March 1950
on the centralized control of all financial and economic
work. This control included three aspects. The first was
the centralized control of state revenue and expenditure.
This required the transfer of the main part of revenue
to the state treasury, so that the main part of state expenditure might be met therefrom. This made it possible
to guarantee military needs, carry out economic rehabilitation and strive for a balance between state revenue and
expenditure. The second was the centralized control and
allocation of the material resources of the whole country.
This enabled the state to take hold of the scattered, important material resources, so that it could regulate the
supply and demand, control the market prices and
effectively fight speculative capital. The third was the
centralized control of funds in the country. This placed
all the government funds, kept separately in various enterprises, government offices and army units up to that
time, under centralized control of and utilization by the
state bank, thus reducing the amount of currency in
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r:irculation and greatly increasing the funds at the disposal of the state.
As a result of this centralized control together with
other successful efforts from 1950 onwards
collecting
industrial, commercial and agricultural taxes- more efficiently, issuing bonds and extensively practising economy
in expenditures, especially in those for the administration
of government offices
a near balance was soon brought
about between slate- revenue and expenditure. (The
figures for state revenue and expenditure of 1950 showed
only a 4.4 per cent deficit and there has been a surplus
every year since 1951.) Simultaneously, the state made
a large-scale shifting of grain, storing large quantities
of it together with cotton and cotton cloth in the big
cities. The implementation of the systems of fund control
and of keeping accounts between different organizations
brought the funds in the government offices and state
enterprises and a large amount of floating currency back
steadily to the state bank, thus rapidly cutting down the
amount of banknotes in circulation. Consequently, a
fundamental improvement was made in currency inflation
ernd, from March 1950, prices began to drop. Taking the
wholesale index number of prices in March 1g50 as 100,
it dropped to 75 in April and 69 in May. Thanks to
the various measures taken by the government, no further
drop occurred after June and the index figure rose to
85.4 in December of the same year. From then on, China
has been able to maintain a balance between revenue and
expenditure and stable prices.
That China was able to rapidly centralize the control
of 'both finance and economy and stabilize prices speaks
volumes for the absolute superiority of the people's
democratic government and the socialist economic system.
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Facts have proved that it is only under a system such
as exists in China that the centralized control of finance,
banking and trade can be swiftly brought about on a
nationwide scale and that the state can accumulate overwhelming material strength to crush speculative capital
on the market and defeat all the destructive activities
of the capitalist sector.
Stabilization of prices established, in the main, the socialist state sector in the leading position on the market.
State industries, communications and transport began to
stand on their own feet and forge ahead. State commercial enterprises were set up and expanded in town and
country, taking ess,ential materials into their own hands.
Through administrative measures and by giving business
guidance, the state bank restricted the speculative activities of the private banks and native banks and gave them
no other choice but to operate properly under its leadership.

The picture was entirely different with the capitalist
sector. After March 1950 when prices began to drop, the
unreal high purchasing power stirnulated by long years
of currency inflation burst like a bubble all at once, and
the supply of grain, cotton yarn, cloth, and other essential
consumer goods on the market for a time exceeded demand. This forced some private banks and commercial
enterprises that had prospered during the period of currency inflation to suspend operation or close down completely. Many private factories which had been active
in speculation and in cornering the market found thernselves in a difficult position with excessive goods in stock
and heavy debts, and they haC to stop operation or reduce
their production. In Shanghai, for instance, more than
half of all the banks and native banks, the business of
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which was mainly speculation, shut down, and so did one

out of every ten commercial (mainly speculative)
establishmerrts. Cornparing the output of private industry
in the whole country in May 1g50 with th,at in January
of the same year in several major products, cotton cloth
dropped by 38 per aent; silk and satin, 47 per cent;
woollen yarn, 20 per cent; cigarettes, 5g per cent; caustic
soda, 41 per cent; and ordinary paper, 81 per cent. The
dif{iculties enconntered by the capitalist sector were the
unavoidable result of the complete reorganization of the
old social-economic structure. Their causes were as
follows:
The first was the lowered prpchasing power of the
people. The long period of plunder by imper.ialism,
feudalism and bureaucrat capitalism, wars and inflation
had already reducefl th.e purchasing power of the Chinese
people to a very low level, and the purchasing power in
the vast newly liberated rural areas could not be raised
quickly before the completion of land reform. This accounted, in the main, for the temporary stagnation in the
sale of goods. Before prices were stabilized, the demand
for goods appeared to be greater than the supply. That
was actually false prosperity resulting from the panic
buying and hoarding of goods by speculative capital
under the influence of inflation. As soon as prices became
stabilized, the unreal high purchasing power vanished

speculative character of some private enterprises. Their
expansion had not resulted from the development of pro-
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duction and needs of commodity exchange, but trom
currency inflation and commercial speculation' It was
natural that this type of enterprise should decline and
go bankrupt in the process of reorganizing the whole
sociat economy. That was why, after prices became
stabilized, many speculative banks and commercial
establishments and some enterprises that had served imperialism and the extravagant life of the feudai landlords
and bureaucrat capitalists in the past shut down one
after another.
The change that had taken place in the positions of

the state and capitalist sectors was a fundamental change
in their relationship and their relative strength' The
state sector had placed under its control the essential
industrial raw materials, the market and most of the
bank deposits, while the capitalist sector was confronted
with serious difficulties in procuring raw materials,

products and give them orders for processing and manu-

facturing gr-rods.
The Heg'ernony of the State Sector over the Capitalist
Sector. The establishment of the state sector in the
leading position on the market was an important prerequisite for the execution of state policy to use, restrict
and transform the capitalist sector.
After prices had been stabilized, capitalist industry and
commerce met with many difficulties' In order that
those capitalist enterprises that were beneficial to the
national w,elfare and the people's needs might tide over

their difficulties and serve the rehabilitation and development of the national economy under the leadership
of the state sector, in June 1950 the people's governments
at various levels started to readjust industry and commerce according to the directives of Mao Tse-tung. This
included readjusting the relationships betw,een the different sectors. Its three basic links were the relationships
between the state and private ownership, between labour
and capital, ancl between production and marketing. The
focal point was the readjustment of relationship betwe,en
state industry and commerce and capitalist industry and
commerce, that is, the relationship between the state and
capitalist sectors.
In dealing with capitalist industrial enterprises, the
main method adopted was placing orders with them for
processing and manufacturing goods and purchasing their
products, so that they might carry on and expand production. The state sector controlled the ca-pitalist sector
through the process of exchange, dovetailing its production into the state plan. By processing and manufacturing goods for the state sector, the capitalists solved their
problems of raw materials and markets and derived a
reasonable amount of profit from the processing charges
and prices of goods the state paid them, thus ensuring
continuous operation of their enterprises. Meanwhile, by
controlling the wholesale market, the state took over the
exchange process of the capitalist sector, restricted capitalist profits and anarchy in production and made the
capitalists produce goods according to the state plan and
social needs. Through this method, the state was also
able to secure certain industrial products and supply
them to the peasants in exchange for agriculturgl
products,
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Indealingwiththecapitalistcommercialenter:prises'
the state trading organizations restrained their speculative activities and at the same time allowed them certain
advantages in the retail and wholesale price differences
and those betwecn lregions, and in the scope of their
business, so that they coutd do thcir part, under the
leadership of the state sector, in promoting the interflow
of goods between town and country and between China

of the whole country, the enemy had occupied the cities
whiletherevolutionaryforceshadestab]ishedthemselves
in the rural areas. This, coupled with the protracted war
and wild inflation of currency, had seriously impaired the

exchange hetween the cities and the countryside, setting

up supply and marketing co-operatives in all the villages,
and making proper use of private trade in the cities and
small traders, pedlars a-nd vendors in the rural areas.
This exchange opened a big market for the agricultural
and local products of the vi11ages, accelerating the rehabititation and growth of agricultural production. It
also greatly raised the peasants' purchasing power,
opening a potent home market for the industrial expansion in the cities. Since the exchange was carried out
under the guidance of the state and in a planned way,
it also quickened the formation of a nationwide unified
socialist market.
In 1951, as a result of the rapid recovery of industry
and commerce in the cities and the restoration of commodity exchange between town and country, there was
a booming market. Once again the capitalists came into
the open in their true colours, unscrupulously seeking
profits and showing a strong desire to develop capitalism.
The struggle of restriction and counter-restriction between the state and the capitalist sectors once more grew
very sharp. At that time,'how,ever, the bourgeoisie was
no longer able to openly contend with the state sector
for leadership over the market. fn an attempt to weaken
the socialist state sector and resist its leadership over
the capitalist sector, the bourgeoisie, taking advantage
of the existing connections between these two sectors,
resorted to bribery of government workers, tax evasion,
theft of state property, cheating on government contracts
and stealing economic information from government
sources. The statistics of nine major cities, including
Peking, Shanghai, Tientsin, Hankow, Canton and Shenyang, showed that 76 per cent of the more than 450,000
capitalist industrial and comrnercial enterprises used one
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or another of these methods in varying degrees to make
excessive profits. fn order to beat back the offensive of
the bourgeoisie, in early 1952, tlne san Joru movement
was launched among government workers against the
t'three evils" of corruption, waste and bureaucracy' It
was followed by Lhe rl,u Jcln moveurent, launched among
the capitalists against the "five evils" of bribery of gov..rr*"rrt workers, tax evasion, theft of state property,

cheating on governrnent contracts and stealing economic
information from governm'ent sources' The latter movement scored. a victory as a result of the exposures made
by the workers and other employees in the capitalist
enterprises and the' lega1 actions taken by' the state' This
struggte again showed that it would have been impossible
to score successes in the economic struggle without

relyingonthestrengthofthemassesandtheproletarian
dictatorship.

The position of the working class in capitalist enterprises underwent a marked change after its decisive
,ri"to"y in the uu fan movement. Since the triumph of
the democratic revolution, the working cl'ass in the
capitalist enterprises had assumed a double status' As
the leading class in the state, it had the power to
supervise capitalist production; but individually, as wage
the workers had to bear exploitation by the capi"r.r".,
talists. It was not until after the wu fan' movement that
supervision by the workers was really put into effect
wiitrin the capitalist enterprises and vigorously pushed
forward the socialist translormation of capitalist industry
and commerce. Although the uu foru movement took
the form of face-to-face mass struggle, its aim was not
to eliminate capitalism and the bourgeoisie as a class at
that time, but was still to unite with and remould them'

Qnly a few capitalists who seriously broke the law by
committing all the "five evils" were punished according
to law. The basic policy of the Party and state was to
isolate through struggle the few bourgeois elements who
still prersisted in unlawful activities from the masses of
the people as well as from the rest of the bourgeois class.
Its aim was to unite the great majority of the bourgeois
elements who were willing to obey the laws and regulations of the state and continue to bring into play their
active role beneficial to the national welfare and the
people's needs.

During l,he utu fon movement, the market became
stagnant again. The state then further expanded the
scope of the orders it ptaced with the capitalist industrial
enterprises for processing and manufacturing goods and
let the capitalist commercial enterprises act as retail
distributors or commission agents for the state. It also
purchased agricultural products in large quantities and
increased the exchange between town and country. As
a result, the economy again took an upward turn. From
that time on, the greater part of the capitalist sector was
directed into the orbit of the state plan under the
leadership of the state sector and the supervision of
the working class. Of course, the struggle between
restriction and counter-restriction did not come to an
end, because the bour:geoisie would not withdraw from
the historical arena unless there was no alternative. In
the first half of 1953 when the First Five-Year PIan for
the Development of the National Economy was initiated,
the purchasing power of the people grew rapidly and
simultaneously with large-scale economic construction.
The supply of many important commodities fell short of
demand. Taking advantage of this situation and some
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shortcomings in the trade and taxation policies of the
state, the bourgeoisie began to evade or refuse to accept
the orders placed by the state for processing and
manufacturing goods and frantically sought free competition. In the rural areas, private business joined forces
with the spontaneous tendency of the peasants towards
capitalism. Hoarding of and speculation in agricultural
products further aggravated the imbalance of supply and
demand. To change this situation, the state adopLed a
series of new measures for taxation and market control'
From the end " of 1953, it successively introduced the
planned purchase and supply of grain, cotton and cotton
cloth, which cut off the connections of capitalism in the

cities with the countryside. Capitalist industry and
commerce were further isolated and became more dependent on the state sector for raw materials, supply of
stock and marketing. Under these circumstances, a !.arge
number of capitalist enterprises were turned into those
of state capitalism and more of them accepted the
advanced form of state capitalism which was joint stateprivate operation.
The Connections of the State Sector with the Sector ot
Individual Ownership of the Peasants. Socialist state
sector relied not only on its own strength but also on
its economic alliance with the peasants to win victory in
its struggle with the capitalist sector. The latter had to
depend on the state sector for the supply of raw materials
and markets and to accept socialist transformatiQn, since
the state had controlled agricultural products and the
rural market and gradually severed the connections between the peasants and capitalism in the cities. On the
other hand, it was only when the state sector controlled
the industrial products through placing orders with the

capitalist enterprises for processing and manufacturing,
that it could expand its commercial links with the individual peasant production, check the growth of the
spontaneous tendency towards capitalism, further consolidate the economic alliance between workers and
peasants and bring about the socialist transformation of
agriculture.

As previously stated, individual peasant production
occupied an absolutely dominant position in China's national economy during the early transition period: The
socialist state sector could establish its connections with
this sector of economy only through the market and
trade. During the period of the New Economic Policy in
Soviet Russia, Lenin gave special emphasis to the role
of trade, because in order to solve the question of "Who
will win?", the bond between the working class and the
peasantry and between socialist industry and agriculture
had to be made secure by first developing commodity
exchange between town and country to the fullest extent.
From the beginning, the state sector had exerciseci its
leadership over the individual sector mainly through
commodity exchange and through the supply and market1ng co-operatives and credit co-operatives. Of course,
mutual aid and co-operation in production were also
vigorously promoted at the sam,e time.
Supply and marketing co-operatives were the main
channel through which the state sector was linked with
the individual sector in trade. This form suited the
special characteristics of peasant production and so was
easily appreciated and accepted by the peasants. At first
these supply and marketing co-operatives were collectively-owned enterprises. Later they were developed into
socialist enterprises in which ownership by the whole
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people was combined with collective ownership' Their
organization units on the basic Ievels wcre formed according to the principle of collective ownership by the
working pcople, while the supply and rnarkcting cooperatives at and above the country level obtained their
funcls mainly from the state and were actually enterprises
owned by the whole people. This is why supply and
marketing co-operatives were the best links .through
which the state sector could exercise its leadership over
the individual sector.
In the first place, through their activitics, the supply
and marketing co-op'eratives consolidated the bond between the state sector and peasant production in trade'
During China's transition period, the volume of retail
sales ln the supply and marketing co-operatives and
consumers' co-operatives increased very rapidly lt
jumped from 6.7 per cent of the total volume of the
tountry's retail sales in 1950 to 45.8 per cent in 1954'
The supply and marketing co-operatives also purchased,
mainly for the state, large quantities of farm products'
In 1954, about ?7 per cent of their total purchase of farm
products was made for the state. This was more than
half the total amount of the Pqrchase made by the state
through all channels. Such trade links contributed to
the strength of the economic alliance between the working class and peasantry and promoted the development
of industrial and agricullural pr:oduction.
Secondly, through their own function and a contract
system in conformity with the state plan and price policy,
the supplv and marketing co-operatives helped the state
gradually place the inclividual peasant production within
the state plan. As small commodity producers, the
peasants had to se11 on the market the commodity por-
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tion of their production. The question of whether they
could reimburse themselves for the amount of labour
they had expended not only affected their livelihood,
but also deterrnined urhether or not they could continue
to produce. With their production regulated by the law
of va1ue, the peasants watched the price changes on the
market closely and r,egarded them as a barometer which
helped them determine whether their production should
be expanded or reduced. In old semi-colonial ,and semifeudal China, the prices of farm products were dictated
by the landlords and rich peasants in their capacity as
rural merchants. There were big seasonal fluctuations
of prices, which subjected the peasants to cruel exploitation. When pric,es were stabilized during the transition
period after liberation, those of farm products were, in
the main, regulated by the state in a planned way. The
.state had only to formulate a correct price policy and
the peasants could arrange their production according
to the market prices and generally meet the needs of the
state plan. The state readjusted the ratios between
grain and cotton prices, and between the prices of grain
and industrial crops other than cotton. This played quite
an important role in readjusting the areas sown to grain
and cotton and other industrial crops, enabling the
peasants to generally meet the needs of the state. For
instance, cotton production recovered very rapidly from
1950 io 1952. This resulted from the raising of the price
of cotton in proportion to grain and the special advantages
given to cotton-growers as in making the purchase in advance, supplying commodities and in matters of taxation.
The output of cotton rose from 440,000 tons in 1949 to
1,300,000 tons in 1952, while the area sown was expanded
from 41,550,000 mou to 83,640,000 mou. The price policy
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could not be implemented solely by government decrees'
It had to re1y, first of all, on the trade links between the
if cotton had
state and individual sectors. Otherwise
not b'een purchased b)' the state but by private commerthe price of cotton would have been
cial enterprises
capitalist merchants. But if the
the
by
manipulatecl
price of grain fluctuated as a result of manipulation by
the capitalist merchants and rich peasants, and the state
could not suppl;z the cotton-growers with necessary
grain at fixed prices, the ratio between the cotton and
grain prices would actually be upset, even if the cotton
were purchased by the state.
Finally, under the leadership of the state commerce,
the supply and marketing co-operatives expanded the
scope of trade of the socialist state sector in the countryside, gradually severed the connections between the
peasants and urban capitalists and accelerated the socialist remoulding of the private merchants in the countryside. From 1950 to 1953, the membership of the supply
and marketing co-op'eratives increased from 26,000,000
to 150,000,000 and they established 120,000 permanent
retail shops, 40,000 stalls and mobile retail stations all
over the country. This giant retail network which was
co-ordinated with the state comrnercial enterprises ensured the leading position of the state se'ctor in the countryside and left no other choice to private merchants
but to accept socialist remoulding.
The connection between state and individual sectors
through trade was an important prerequisite for placing
the state sector in the leading position and realizing the
socialist transformation of agriculture, handicrafts, capitalist industry and commerce. This connection was very
quickly formed in the transition period, because there

was a powerful state sector and use was made of those
capitalist industrial and commercial enterprises that
were beneficial to the national welfare and the people's
needs, and the state had relatively large quantities of
industrial products to exchange for agricultural products.
As most of the rural areas had been for many years rnore
or less isolated from the cities, the capitalist sector was
rather weak in the countryside. Moreover, in the revolutionary bases and liberated areas, there was already
the tradition of supply and marketing co-operatives and
consumers' co-operatives. It was relatively easy for the
state to break down the resistance of capitalist sector in
setting up new trade networks in the countryside and
combining them with the peasants' individual production.
Of course, the struggle was still very intense during
the whole period. Lenin once said:
Peasant farming continues to be petty commodity
production. Here we have an extremely broad and
very profoundly and firmly rooted basis for capitalism.
On this basis capitalism persists and arises anew in a
bitter struggle with Communism. The forms of this
struggle are bag-trading and profite,ering, as against
state procurement of grain (and other products) and
state distribution of products in general.l
Things turned out just as Lenin had predicted. In 1953,
China embark,ed on the large-scale planned development
of her national economy. As the living conditions of the
workers and peasants steadily improved and the number
of the employed increased, the supply of grain and other
agricultural products on the market fell short of demand.
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The grain speculators and rich peasants joined hands with
the spontaneous capitalist forces of small-peasant procluction (mainly a section of the well-to-do middle peasauts)'
Taking advantage of the free market, they waged an
intense struggle with the state and the co-operatives'
They thwarted the state purchasing plan for grain and
other farm products, aggravating the imbalance of supply and demand. The production of grain increased in
1953, but the peasants sold less. Many well-to-do peasants
sold their subsidiary products, hoarding the grain and
waiting for higher prices. Seizing this opportunity, the
speculating merchants and rich peasants renewed their
disruptive activities in the villages, seeking excessive profits. At that time, there were two ways to solve the grain
problem. The capitalist way was to leave the market
to the manipulation of the rich peasants and speculators,
allow prices to soar and let the majority of the people
face starvation and ruin. The socialist way was for the
state to control the surplus grain and make a rational
readjustment and distribution in the interest of the people of the whole country. The Party rejected the capitalist way and resolutely adopted the socialist one' Beginning in the winter of 1953, the state successively
enforced its policies of planned centralized purchase and
supply of grain and other important agricultural products'
Planned centralized purchase meant that after paying
the agricultural tax and covering their own consumption,
the peasants were to sell a certain portion of their surplus grain, cotton and oil-bearing crops to the state at a
price fixed by it. No private merchants were allowed to
purchase sqch crops directly from the peasants. Planned
centralized supply meant that the state supplied the urban
population with a fixed amount of such essential goods
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as grain, edible oil and cotton cloth at fixed prices and
at regular intervals. The.state supplied the peasants with
cotton cloth. It also supplied them with grain if they did
not produce enough to support themselves or produced
only industrial crops. The private merchants were strictly
prohibited from trading in and shipping these products
on their own. The planned purchase and supply of grain
and, subsequently, of other important agricultural products
involved a serious struggle between the socialist and
capitalist sectors in the rural areas. In order to unite
the great majority of peasants and crush the resistance of
the rich peasants during the struggle, the state always
took the economic interest of the individual peasants into
consideration. .The prices paid by the state for grain and
other agricultural products that came under the planned
purchase system remained practically the same as those
it paid in its previous purchase of such items. In fact,
they were more favourable to the peasants, because
planned purchase and supply prevented the exploitation
by speculators acting as middlemen. To raise the peasants'
enthusiasm in production, the state fixed quotas for the
production, purchase and supply of grain and announced
that no additional purchase would be made when production was higher than the quota. As a result, this policy
of planned purchase and supply of grain and other important agricultural products won the support of the
masses of the peasants in general, especially the poorest
of them, and only a few of the well-to-do ones were
against it.
The implementation of this planned purchase and supply policy involved a serious struggle to decide whether
the socialist or capitalist road would be taken. Since
China was a big country with a population of 600 million
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and agricultural production was not yet vigorously developed before the completion of agricultural co-operation,
it was inevitable that the supply of grain and other important agricultural products lagged behind demand for
a certain period. The resolute implementation of the
planned purchase and supply policy provided the cities,
areas growing industrial crops and calamity-stricken areas
with a supply of grain and other n€clessar;r agricultural
products, kept prices staloilized and ensured the smooth
progress of socialist construction, agricultural co-operation and socialist transformation of capitalist industry and
commerce. If the planned purchase and supply had been
replaced by free competition, speculation would have
spread far and wide, prices would have fluctuated and
there would have been no guarantee for the supply of
grain and other important agricultural products' to the
cities, areas growing industrial crops and calamitystricken areas. This would have seriously thwarted socialist construction and obstructed the realization of agricultural co-operation and socialist transformation of capitalist industry and commerce. It was perfectly clear that
the first method was beneficial to socialism and the
working people as a whole, but not to the exploiters and
speculators who dreamed of renewing capitalism' The
second method was just the reverse. It would have helped
the unbridl,ed growth of capitalism, to the utter detriment of socialism and the working people. It was precisely because of this that the bourgeois Rightists frantically attacked the first method in an attempt to restore
the second. They clamorrred, "Planned purchase and
supply has been a failure." They tried to sow discord between the allied working class and peasantry and enticed
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a section of the well-to-do peasants with a spontaneous
tendency towards capitalism to follow in their footsteps.
The practice in China's economic Iife has proved that
planned purchase and supply has been a great success
instead of a failure. Without it the tremendous achievements in China's socialist revolution and construction
would have been impossible. Before agricultural cooperation, it was one of the important policies ensuring
the successful realization of socialist construction and the
consolidation of the worker-peasant economic alliance. It
remained so for a fairly Iong period even after the fundamental realization of agricultural co-operation.
During the transition period, there were two forms of
connections between the state sector and the sector of
individual ownership of the peasants in the field of credit.
One was the direct extension of loans to the peasants by
the state bank, and the other was the d,evelopment of the
credit co-operatives, In a few years, through the people's Bank of China and the supply and marketing cooperatives, the state provided the peasants with large'
loans in the form of production funds and modern farm
implements, chemical fertilizer and insecticide, mobilizing
them to embark upon water conservancy projects, such
as sinking wells, digging ditches and ponds and building
dykes. From 1950 to 1955, the state granted a total of
4,000 million yuan in agricultural loans, and another 8,100
miliion yuan in 1956. However, the state loans alone
were not enough to overcome the difficulties of the peasants' production and their daily life. They needed to
organize themselves and set up a credit institution of a
mass character
co-operative.
- the credit
Credit co-operatives
had existed in the revolutionary
bases and liberated areas in the past. Large numbers of
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them, however, were set ,up only after 1950 when prices
became stabilized. This form of credit organization was

unbreakable alliance between the working class and
peasantry can be set up and China's successful tr'ansition
to socialism ensured.

3. The Development of the Socialist State Sector

over 200 million yuan of share funds and over

2,200

ed agricultural Production'
In addition, the state also gave technical guidance and

sector of individual ownership of the peasants'
The ultimate aim of uniting the state sector with the
individual sector of the peasants is to develop agricultural
rapidly, consolidat'e the leading position of the
production
-state
sector in the entire national economy and ensure
the victory of socialism over capitalism in the struggle to

d.eterminewhichroadtotake'Thefinalaimoflinking

the two sectors of economy in the field of commodity exchange is to promote the co-operative movement in agri'
cultural production. It is only after the realization of
co-operation in agricultural production that a solid and

Having completed the rehabilitation of her national
economy from 1950 to \952, China embarked, between
1953 and 1957, on the First Five-Year Plan for Development of the National Economy and this was also brought
to a successful conclusion. In the course of restoring and
expanding the national economy, the state sector registered high-speed progress and became increasingly consolidated.
The State Sector During the Period of National Economic Recovery. Thanks to the abolition of imperialist
prerogatives in China and the eliminatjon. of feudalism
and bureaucrat capitalism, not only did the socialist state
sector grow during the period of economic rehabilitation;
the sarne was, to some extent, true with the capitalist
sector, i.e. those private enterprises which were beneficial
to the national welfare and the peopl,e's needs. At that
time, the struggle for leadership between the state and
capitalist sectors over the market b,ecame very sharp.
This struggle, however, was meant not to eliminate the
capitalist sector at once, but to make it possible for the
state to utilize and restrict it and create conditions for
its transformation. At that time, the Chinese Communist
Party adopted the policy of "taking into account both
public and private interests, benefiting both labour and
capital, mutual aid b,etween town and country and interflow qf trade between ehina and foreign countries."
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There was also the policy of division of work and coordination between the five sectors of the economy, so
that each played its proper role under the leadership
of the state sector. These policies were correct in every
detail, for they facilitated the economic rehabilitation

and served the cause of socialist revolution

and
construction.
Nevdrtheless, as shown in the trend of economic devel-

opment throughout the transition period, it was impossible for the socialist state and capitalist sectors to
develop side by side and co-exist for long in the single
framework of a national economy, since they were
based on two entirely antagonistic types of production
relations. As production relations invariably change
with the uninterrupted development of the productive
forces, it was inevitable that contradictions between the
state and capitalist sectors continually grew sharper in
the course of their development. As early as 1951,
when the capitalist sector had just pulled through its
difficulties and begun to move towards prosperity,
some capitalists came forward with a clamour that "the
state should not contend with the people for gains."
They demanded that the state let them run light industry which brings in more profits with less investment,
and put forward the idea of "letting the state run heavy
industry and the private individuals run light industry."
AII this indicated their attempt to restrict the growth of
the state sector and a burning ambition to effect an
unbridled development of capitalism. That is why, in
the rehabilitation period, while the capitalist sector was
allowed to develop to a certain extent in accordance
with the Party and the government's policy of utilizing,
restricting and transforming capitalist industry and com-

refuted. It was
necessary to develop the socialist state sector quickly
and resolutely and consolidate its leading position in the
national econorny.
The development' of the socialist state sector required,
first of all, the rehabilitation and expansion of state
industries, communications and transport. In 1949, right
after the victory of the People's War of Liberation, industry was reduced to its lowest point in production as
a result of long-term plunder and destruction by the
imperialists and Kuomintang reactionaries. Taking the
peak annual output before liberation as 100, in 1949 the
output of iron was 14.0; steel, 17.2; coal, 52.4; electricity,
72.3; cement, 28.8; and cotton yarn,73.7. At that time,
it was impossible to immediately carry out large-scale
industrial construction. This was because, at the time
when the revolutionary war was gaining ground, communications between town and country were blocked
and market prices w,ere fluctuating. Therefore, the
Iimited amount of funds had to be used first of all to
meet the needs of the revolutionary war, then to restore
the war-torn communications (especially railways) which
helped to supply the market with grain and industrial
products needed for daily use. Only by so doing was
it possible to pave the way for the recovery and development of industry.
The wholesale rehabilitation of industrial production
began roughly in 1950. By 1952, it had been crowned
with phenomenal success, thanks to the correct leadership of the Communist Party, the boundless labour
enthusiasm of the emancipated working class and the
disinterested help of the Soviet Union. In 1952, the gross
output value of the srtate and private industries in the

merce, the capitalists' clamour had to be
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by

151 per cent, compared with
of 36 per cent;
the gross output value of state industries alone recorded
a 287 per cent jump, showing an average annual increase
of 57 per cent. In the same year, the country had more
than 10,000 state industrial enterprises, with some
2,510,000 workers and other employees.
As a result of the growth of industry, the proportion
of production by modern industries in the combined
gross output value of industry and agriculture rose from
17 per cent in 1949 to 26.7 per oent in 1952. The proportion of heavy industry in the gross output value of
industry rose from 2B.B per cent in 1949 to 39-7 per cent
in 1952. The proportion of state industries in the gross
output value of all branches of industry, including handicrafts, rose from 26.3 per cent in 1949 to 41.5 per cent
in 1952. In the period under review, a number of Iarge
factories and mines were expanded or built with the
help of the Soviet Union, such as the heavy steelrolling mill and seamless steel tubing mill of the Anshan
Iron and Steel Company, the Fuhsin Open-Cast Coal
Mine, the Taiyuan Heavy Machinery Works and the
Taiyuan ?extile Machinery Works. The construction of
these enterprises heralded the large-scale development
of the socialist state economy.
During the period of national economic recovery, industrial and agricultural production surpassed the peak
pre-iiberation level. The following table shows the output of some industrial and agricultural products in
1902 and their peak annual output before libqration;

whole country rose

1949, showing an average annual increase

Output

in

1952

Peak Annual Output
Before Liberation
Year

Steel
Coal

Electricity

1943

920,000 tons

t942

61,880,000 tons

KwH

2,860,000 tons
3,620,000 bales

Cotton yarn
Grain
Cotton

1,350,000 tons

66.490,000 tons
7,300,000,000

Cement

154,000,000 tons

/

Output

;,;;;,;;; ;;;;

1941

1942
I 933

6,000,000,000

Kwrl

2,290,000 tons
2,450,000 bales
139,00C,000 tons

850,000 tons

That China's industrial and agricultural production
recovered at such a rapid rate Speaks volumes for the
superiority of the socialist system.
The recovery and growth of both industrial and agricultural production was accompanied by a rapid devel-

in state-operated communications and transport.
In 1952, the railways in operation throughout the country totall,ed over 24,500 kilometres as against 21,g8g
kilometres in 1949. The new Laipin-Munankuan,
Chengtu-Chungking and Tienshui-Lanchow Railways
were succes-sively completed. Trernendous progress
was made also in highways, inland shipping and civil
opment

aviation.
The growth of state industries and communications and
transport prepared a solid basis for the socialist sector,s
struggle against the capitalist sector and strengtltened
the economic alliance between the working class and
the peasantry. Only with such a solid basis could full
rein be given to the development of state and co-operative
commerce and state credits and the leadership of the
pfpte sector oyer ether seQtqrs be eonsolidated,
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During this period state commerce, the distributor of
the products of society, was the mainstay in the state
sector's struggle with the capitalist sector for the control
of the market. Under the capitalist system, commercial
capital used to draw the products produced by other
e'conomic sectors into the orbit of capital turnover, thus
turning them into commodities controlled by the capitalists. With powerful state commercial enterprises, it
was likewise possible to direct the products of the other
economic sectors into the exchange sphere under state
control. In this way, not only could products of the state
sector be fully utilized but those of the sector of individual ownership alsn could be turned into a material
force for using, restricting and transforming the capitalist sector. The products of the latter could also be
transformed into a material force for consolidating the
economic alliance between the working class and the
peasantry. Thus, by controlling the exchange of social
products, state commerce could keep market prices under
its control and through making contracts with private
enterprises for the manufacturing and processing goods,
and through its own price policy, it could regulate the
production of both the capitalist and individual sectors,
gradually drawing them into the state plan and making
them gradually accept socialist transformation.
In the period of rehabilitation, big strides were made
by state commerce. By the end of 1952, the number of
state shops throughout the country had exceeded 30,000,
or 4.7 times that of 1950. Together with the supply and
marketing co-operatives in the countryside and the consumers' co-operatives in cities, they form'ed a socialist
commercial network, national in scope, with state commerce in the lead, supported by co-operative trade, In
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1952, total retail ,.;ales increased by 62.3 per cent compared with 1950, while the wholesale volume rose by
79.9 per cent. In the same period, total retail sales controlled by state commerce increased by 306 per cent and
those of the co-operatives by 529 per cent. Thus, the
proportion of state and co-operative corrunerce in the
total yolume of commodity exchange was immensely
increased. In 1952, the proportion of state commerce in
the total wholesale trade rose to 60.5 per cent as against
23.2 per cent in 1950, and the proportion of state and
co-operative eommerce in the total retail sales rose to
34.4 per cent as against 11.6 per cent in 1950.
As both state and co-operative commeroe grew, important materials of all descriptions produced by different economic sectors
as grain, cotton yarn,
- suchand
cloth, industrial raw materials
certain apparatus
were placed under its unified control, thus ensuring the
supply of goods to the market and the stability of prices
and increasing the commodity exchange between town
and country.
In foreign trade, the state adopted the policy of centralized control. Afler the abolition of imperialist pre.rogatives in China and the confiscation of bureaucrat
capital, the state sector quickly established absolute hegemony in the total volume of import and export trade
handling about 93.per cent by 1952. Gone were the days
when imperialism could create an extremely unfavour;
able balance of trade for China by dumping its goods on
the Chinese market and plundering raw materials at
will. In a very short period, China's trade relations
with the Soviet Union and other: socialist countries were
expanded, based on mutual aid and co-operation, Trade
relations wer,e also established with many other coun-
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tries on the basis of equality and mutual benefit' China,
after suffering from a surplus o[ imports for such a long
period now had a balauced trade. It was then that U'S'
imperialism adopted a policy of "blockade" and
lembargo" against China, fondly hoping to put a spoke
in the wheels of her economic recovery and progress'
But it failecl. The "blockade" and "embargo," instead of
hampering her economic rehabilitation and progress,
actually helped to eliminate the semi-colonial dependent
character of China's economy and shortened the course
towards complete economic independence, bringing
greater and faster results to her construction'
State banks are an important means by which proletarian state power {efeats capitalism and builds socialism. To quote Lenin's words, "That will be general
state boolckeeping, general state occounting ot the production and distribution of goods, something in the nature, so to speak, of the skeleton of a socialist society'"l
In so far as production is socialized, it will be impossible
for the state sector to give effective leadership to national economic developrnent as a whole if banking is
not also placed under the control of the socialist state'
In old China, banking was nonopolized by imperialism
and bureaucrat capital. Following the victory of the
democratic revolution, the banks controlled by bureaucrat capital were taken over by the state 1ed by the working class. Since the banks owned by capitalists were
of a highly speculative nature, sorne of them closed down
after commodity prices had been stabilized, while others
switched over to joint state-private operation; hence the
rapid development of the state banks. Side by side with
tU f f,""i, ,

Vol. VI, p.

Selectcd Works,Internationfll Publishers, {91r; Ygrk,

266.

the restoration of industrial and agricultural production,
these state banks registered an even more rapid development in their business, particularly after the state had

achieved a balance in its revenue and expenditure, exercised control over funds and reduced the rates of interest and remittance. From March 1950 to the end of
the year, the amount of deposits, loans and remittances
handled by state banks increased more than five times.
The state banks, which now handled over 98 per cent of
the country's deposits and loans gradually developed into
clearing houses as welL as centres for obtaining cash
funds and short-term credits. This development consolidated the leading position of the state sector in issuing
credit, making it easier to guide the private banks into
the channel of state capitalism and giving effective support to state sector in its efforts to stabilize market
prices.

As a result of the rapid growth of the state sectoro
the living standards of the working people were raised
considerably. In 1952, the total number of workers and
other employees throughout the country reached
of 97.5 per cent over 1949. IJnem.
ployment, which had been a legacy of old China, was
now greatly reduced. In the same year, average wages
in ali parts of the country registered a 60-120 per cent
increase over 1949, while the average total income of
each peasant household rose by 38 per cent.
Having completed economic recovery in 1952, China
directed her effort in 1953 to large-scale, planned construction of her national economy.
The Development of the State Sector During the First
Five-Year Plan Period. The basic tasks of the First
tr'ive-Year PIan in China were to lay a preliminary
15,800,000, an increase
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foundation for socialist industrialization with the construction of heavy industry as its core, and to bring about
the gradual socialist transformation of agriculture, handicrafts and capitalist industry and commerce, increasing
the proportion of the socialist sector in the whole national economy in order to ensure a decisive victory for
socialism in its fight against capitalism.
The accumulation of funds lvas a prerequisite for
developing socialist state industry and undertaking
large-scale capital construction. Capitalist industrialization was built up by exploiting the people in the country
concerned, plundering the peoples in other countries,
or contracting foreign loans which made the debtor nation a virtual slave to the creditor nation. China, of
course, could not adopt such methods because they were
not in keeping with her social system. Her methods
were, first and foremost, to have recourse to her own
resources and to obtain possible foreign aid, which
means aid from socialist countries. The imperialist
countries would never help China. Back in 1949, Mao
Tse-tung said: "Internationally we belong to the side
of the anti-imperialist front headed by the Soviet IJnion,
and so we can only turn to this side for genuine and
friendly help, not to the side of the impepialist front."l
In tackling the question of finding funds for construction by her own efforts, China had two main sources.
One, the more important of the two, was to take part
of the value created by workers in the socialist state
enterprises and appropriate it directly for socialist accumulation. The other was to turn part of the value
produced by other economic sectors into funds for solMao Tse-tung, On People's Democratic Dictatorship, Foreign
Languages Press, Peking, 1959, P. 11.
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cialist construction through the redistribution of the
national income. The latter source was supplementary.
To satisfy the constantly rising material and cultural
requirements of the working people, it is necessary to
use part of the value created by the working class in
socialist enterpris,es for accumulation and expanded production. Herein lies the fundamental difference between
socialist and capitalist accumulation. Under capitalism,
since the means of production are owned by capitalists,
accumulation is brought about through the capitalization
of the surplus value. Hence the process of capital accumulation is synonymous with the process of the growing exploitation of the working class and its increasing
impoverishment. In contrast, the socialigt state sector
being based on the ownership by the whole people, its
accumulation is no longer the capitalization of surplus
value nor does it embody the exploitation of man by man.
Under a socialist system, accumulation is increased not
by cutting the working people's personal consumption
or by impoverishing them and reducing them to the
verge of starvation. On the contrary, it is increased on
the basis of continuously improving their material wellbeing. In a socialist cguntry, except the part that goes
for the consumption of the working people, the overwhelming portion of the national income goes to socialist
accumulation. The system is quite different from that
of the capitalist countries, where a huge portion of the
national income is squandered by the bourgeoisie, or
that of the countries which have not achieved complete
economic independence and in which the national income is subject to imperialist plundering. That is why
accumulation in socialist countries can inerease at a
rnuch faster rate than in capitalist countries.
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. During the transition period,

since the state sector
developed side by side with several other sectors, the
state was able to use a portion of the value created by
the workers, either individually or collectively, in the
capitalist enterprises, for socialist accumulation through
taxation and price policies. Chinese peasants no longer
had to pay the onerous land rent to the landlords after

the abolition of feudal landownership. It was in their
own interest to allocate part of their income as funds for

socialist construction after setting aside what was needed
for expanding production and raising their own living
standards. It was only when the state sector had developed that theirgrowing needs in production and daily
life could be satisfied, and only when the country had
been industrialized that the mechanization and electrification of agriculture could be effected. Moreover, a
considerable portion of the state construction funds went
directly to agriculture. During the transition period,
although the'capitalist sector continued to exploit the
surplus value created by the working class, it was possible for the state, through various measures, to finance
socialist construction with part of the value created by
the workers in capitalist enterprises. This was because
the state, apart from taxing the capitalist enterprises,
had established various links with them 'by placing
orders for manufacturing and processing goodq and by
other means. In essence, this part of value was similar
to that created by workers in state enterprises and used
for accumulation. The one difference was that the latter
was handed over directly to the state while the former
became part of the state's assets through the redistribution of the national income.
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Quantitatively, the state sector's portion in the country's accumnlation of funds increased continuousty while
that of the other sectors, relatively speaking, tended to
decrease. For instance, in 1g5b the profits and taxes
paid in by the state sector amounted to 21.1 per cent
of the total state revenue as against S4.1 per cent in
1950, whereas the taxes paid by the peasants and private
industrial and commercial enterprises dropped from 62.8
per cent in 1950 to 20.9 per cent in 195b.
As a result of the rapid growth of the state sector,
the profits paid in to the state by state enterprises
(excluding the taxes paid by them) increased every year.
In the five years from 1953 to 19b7, they totalled over
56,600 million yuan, whereas in the same period state
investment in capital construction that came under the
state budget was 49,300 million yuan. In other words,
China could completely depend on the accumulation
within her state sector to cover the amount needed for
her gigantic economic construction.
The imperialists and all reactionaries had maintained
that China would not be able to obtain sufficient funds
for construction without aid from capitalist countries.
This was only t'heir wishfut thinking. Contrary to their
expectations, she has successfully tackled the problem
of obtaining funds for her socialist construction by relying on her own accumulation, especially that derived
frorn within the socialist enterprises. The proportion of
accumulated funds in the national income was 24 per
cent in 1957 as against 20 per cent in 1g52. Between lgEB
and 1957, the funds allocated by the state for capital
construction to economic and cultural departments totalled 49,300 million yuan, exceeding the origina! plan
by 15.3 per cent. Including the investments made with
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the funds raised by different local organizations

and
enterprises themselves, the aggregate amount ran up to
55,000 million yuan, which was far greater than the
aggregate fixed assets of the state enterprises in 1952
(29,600 million yuan). The capital construction investments of the state rose from €i,500 million yuan in 1953
to over 12,600 million yuan in 1957, that is, an increase
of nearly 100 per cent.
Next, to develop socialist state industry and to carry
out large-scale capital construction, the question of machinery and equipment had to be tackled.
As China's socialist industrial construction was carried
out, the main al,tention was given to the development of
heavy industry; hence the need for large quantities of
machinery and equipment. Because"of economic backwardness, old China had to import machinery, equipment
and essential raw materials of all descriptions' During
the perrod of national economic recovery, thanks to her
efforts to restore and jmprove existing industrial enterprises and build a number of key heavy industries, New
China began to manufacture small machines and certain
equipment in hundreds of designs which had not been
home-produced before. This, however, still feII far short
of meeting the needs of large-scale socialist construction.
In order to deveJ.op production at top speed, China imported large quantities of equipment from the Soviet
Union and the People's Democracies, apart from making
energetic efforts to raise her own technical level and
stand on her own feet. During the period of the First
Five-Year Plan, she built and enlarged 166 major projects with the he.tp of ' the Soviet Governrnent. These
modern plants, furnished with the latest technical equipment, were mostly for heavy industry. Aimed at promot-
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ing a common economic upsurge among the socialist countries, this fraternal help from the Soviet Union played an
important part in China's economic construction during
the perigd of the First Five-Year Plan. Although enlisting
the help of other fraternal countries at that time to help
build her heavy industry, China did not envisage the
necessity continuing for many years. For a country like
China which is large and populous, it would be impossible
to complete technical reconstruction without an allembracing industrial system and a generally self-sufficient
supply of machinery, equipment, raw materials, other
materials, fuel and power. Great importance was, therefore, attached to the manufacture of new industrial products during the period of the First Five-Year Plan. In
the iron and steel industry, in 1957 China produced 4,000
varieties of steel products. By 1957 she was BG per cent
self-sufficient in steel products. which had increased in
quantity and variety. The machine-building industry was
then able to produce whole sets of 12,000-kilowatt steam
turbine power-generating equipment and 1S,OO0-kilowatt
hydraulic turbine power-generating equipment, 1,000cubic-metre blast furnace equipment, 185-ton open-hearth
furnace equipment, coal combines, coal mining equipment
with an annual capacity of 900,000 tons, over 200 types
of modern machine tools, electronic tubes, whole sets of
textiJe, paper-making, rubber-processing and sugarrefining equipment, jet planes, lorries and locomotives of
modern designs. With the continuous increase of new
products, China was more than 60 per cent self-sufficient
in machinery and equipment in 1957.
To develop our industry, it was necessary to train a
sufficient number of skilled workers and scientific and
technical personnel. China is well endowed with man-
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power which, however, was not put to rational use in
pre-liberation days. The proportion of skilled workers,
scientific and technical personnel was small, and the training of such personnel had, for a considerable length of
time, remained at a very low level' Under such circumstances, in addition to uniting, educating and remoulding
the available scientists and technicians and helping thern
to serve the people wholeheartedty, it was imperative for
New China to spare no pains in training new people for
this work, together with an army of working-class intellectuals. If this had been neglected, it would have been
difficutt to carry out socialist construction' During the
time of the First Five-Year Plan, a series of measures
were taken to train technicians, such as increasing the
enrolment in higher educational institutions and secondary vocational schools and promoting spare-time education in various enterprises. The purpose of all these was
to augment the numbers of scientific and technical personnel as quickly as possible. The enrolment in higher
educational institutions rose to 441,000 in 1957 as against
11?,000 in 1949, and the number of students in secondary
vocational schools rose from 1,270,000 to 7,080,000. Between 1949 and 1957, 360,000 students graduated from
whom 110,000 were
higher ed
s. In the same Period,
graduates
om various secondarY
over 1,000
from engineering
200,000
including
schools,
vocational
skilled workers
of
numbers
Iarge
addition,
In
courses.
in
the enterprises
trained
personnel
were
and technical
opening trainby
ministries
under the various industrial
training
short-term
by
schools,
ing classes and technical
apprentices'
the
coach
or having the experienced workers
As a result, the ranks of the country's technical personnel

swelled rapidly. In 1957, the number of technicians and
engineers in industry throughout the country reached
175,000, or three times that of 1952.
In building socialism, it was imperative to tackle all
questions relating to funds, equipment and technical personnel ln doing this, however, the relationship between
technique and politics and between the cadres in charge
and the rank and file had to be handled correctly. In
implementing the First Five-Year PIan, therefore, great
importance was attached to the principle of putting politics in command and following the mass line. This played
a decisive role in ensuring the advance of our socialist
construction at top speed.
During the First Five-Year Plan period, the fixed assets
accruing from investment reached 41,100 million yuan.
Of this, industrial fixed assets accounted for 21,400 million yuan, exceeding th,e total accumulated in the 100
years preccding liberation. In the period under revie,w',
among the more than 10,000 industrial and mining
projects under construction, 927 were above-norml projlTo facilitate management and control of major capital cons.truction prcjects, the state has, in the light of actual conditions
in China, set an "investment norm" for every category of capital

it is new, re.
built or restored, is classi-fied as "above-norm" or "below-norm"
according to whether its invested capital is above or below the
"normal" figure. In industry, for example, the investment norm
for the iron and steel, motor vehicle, tractor, shipbuilding, and
Iocomotive and rolling-stock manufacturing industries is ten million yuan. For the no,n-ferrous metals, chemical and cement industries it is six millio,n yuan. For power stations, power transmission lines and sub-stations, the coal-mining, oil extracting, oil
constructiorn. Any construction project, whether

refining, machine-building (not including communications equipment) industries, motor vehicle and ship maintenance works, and
textiles (including printing and dyeing) it is five million yuan.
For the rubber, paper-manufacturing, sugar-refining, cigareffg-
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ects, 22'i. more than the number originally planned' By
the end of 195?, 53? above-norm industrial projects had
gone into fuil or partial production, i.e. at an average
rate of more than 100 projects a year. Of the 166 important projects the Soviet Union helped to design, 135 were
already launched, and of these, 68 had been completed
or partially completed and were in operation. Other fraternal countries the German Democratic Republic,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, Rumania and Bulgaria
China build 68 projects. By the end of 1957,
-64 helped
were under construction, and 27 of these were completed and in operation. A11 these construction undertakings laid the preliminary foundation for China's socialist industrialization, raised the output capacity of the
major industries at'a rate never before known, and so
began to change the industrial backwardness of China.
The increase in the output capacity and in labour productivity brought about a rapid growth in the country's
industrial production in the five-year period. In 1957,
the gross output value of industry reached 65,000 million
yuan, which exceeded the original plan by 21 per cent
and was 141 per cent higher than in 1952. The average
annual rate of increase was 19.2 per cent. State industries
accounted f.or 42,200 million yuan, which was 196 per
cent greater than in 1952. AIl this showed a radical
change in the place industry occupied in the national
economy and the industrial structure itself. In 1957, the
proportion of modern industry accounted for 40.1 per
cent of the combined gross output value of industry and
agriculture as against 26'7 per cent in 1952; heavy inmaking and pharmaceutical industries it is four million yuan'
food-processing (except for sugar-refining) and
For the
"eramics,
qtlqer light
industries it is three million yuan,

dustry accounted for' 52.8 per cent of the gross ot-ttput
value of all industries as against 39.7 per cent in 1952.
The output value of state industries in the total of all
industrial branches, including handicrafts, rose to 53.8
per cent in 1957 as against 41.5 per cent in 1952.
Following is a table showing the output of the major
industrial and agricultural products in I957 and their
percentage increases over 1952:
Output
Steel

Pig iron
Coal

Electricity
Cement

Cotton yarn

in

1957

5,350,000 ton.s
5,940,000 tons
130,000,000 tons
19,300,000,000

KwH

6,860,000 tons
4,650,000 bales

Percentage rncrease over
1

952

296
208
96
166

L40
28

Grain

185,000,000 tons

20

Cotton

1,640,000 tons

28

.During the period of the First Five-Year PIan, the Central Committee of the Communist Farty and Mao Tsetung charted the concrete course for industrialization in
simultaneous development of industry and
China
- the
agriculture while giving priority to the development of
heavy industry; simultaneous development of national
and local industries and large, medium-sized and small
enterprises under centralized leadership, over-al1 plan-

ning, division of work and co-ordination. This gave
dynamic impetus to the development of industrial and
agricultural production.
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This growth was coupled with development in state
communications and transport services, commer@, credit
and other economic undertakings. In the sphere of communications and transport, the railways in operation
throughout the country had reached 29,862 kilometres by
the end of 1957 which was 22 per crent more than in 1952.
In the five years from 1953 to 7957,33 new railway lines
were built and three old ones were restored and put into
operation. The total length of newly built or restored
trunk lines, branch lines and special lines serving certain
establishments and the double-tracking of lines was
about 10,000 kilometres. The Paochi-Chengtu and the
Yingtan-Amoy Railways, which cut across jagged, towering mountains, the Chining-Erhlien Railway leading to
the.Mongolian People's Republic and the Soviet Union
were completed. These new lines help to increase the contact between various parts of the country and strengthen the ties between China and other fraternal countries. The highways in operation throughout the country
exceeded 250,000 kilometres by the end of 1957. Tremendous progress had also been made in inland shipping and
air transport.
fn commerce, the volume of retail sales reached 47,400
million yuan in 1957 which was 71 per cent more than in
1952. The proportion of the state and co-operative sectors
in the total retail sales rose to 62 per cent as against
34.4 per cent in 1952. During the First Five-Year Plan
period, to promote the development of agriculture and
rural side-occupations, the state trading companies and
supply and marketing co-operatives purchased a total of
58,200 million yuan's worth of their products, thus in the
main ensuring industrial development and fitling the
demands of domestic and foreign markets. A total of
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10,300 million yuan's worth of all kinds of means of
production was provided for the rural areas by the state
through supply and marketing co-operatives. This gave
effective support to agricultural production and strengthened the economic alliance between the working class
and the peasantry. Big strides were made also in foreign
trade and credit extension.
During the First Five-Ydar Plan period the stability
of commodity prices was maintained. Taking 1952 as
100, in 1957 the wholesale price index was 100.1 and the
retail price index was 108.6. The retail price increased
to a small extent, which was due mainly to raising the
prices of some non-staple foodstuffs. 'To reduce the disparity between the prices of industrial and agricultural
products inherited from before liberation, the purchasing
prices for agricultural products in the whole country
were raised by 22.4 per cent in 1957 over 1952.
Along with the growth in production, the people's
living standards were gradually raised during this period.
By the end of 1957, the number of the country's workers
and other employees was 24,510,000, or 8,700,000 more
than in 1952. Unemployment, a legacy left over from old
China, was in the main eliminated. In 1957, the average
annual wage for the workers and other employees
throughout the country stood at 637 yuan, a 42.8 per cent
increase over 1952. Real wages registered an increase of
more than 30 per cent, in spite of the slight increase in
the retail price. In the five-year period, the state expenditure on labour insurance, medical services and
welfare facilities for workers and other emplovees totalled
10;300 million yuan, while the floor space of livirrg
quarters built for them by the state covered 94,540,000
square metres, In the same period, thanks to the increase
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in agricultural production and the rise in purchase prices
of farm produce, the income of the peasants throughout
the country rose about 30 per cent.
The unusual growth of the'state sector was registered
after successive victories were gained in the socialist revolution on the economic, political and ideclogical fronts.
Such phenomenal achievements would have be'en impossible, had it not been for the successful socialist transformation of agriculture, handicrafts and capitalist industry
and commerce and for the victory of the rectification
campaign and the struggle against the bourgeois Rightists.
The growth of the state sector, in turn, also provided an
extremely important material basis for the victory of the
socialist revolution.

CIIAPTER TWO

THE SOCIALIST TRANSFORM4TION OF THE
SECTOR OF INDIVIDUAL OWNERSHIP
OF THE PEASANTS AND
HANDICRAFTSMEN

1. The Economic Conditions in the Countryside After Land
Reform and the Policy of tfie Chinese Communist
Party Concerning Agricultural Co-operation

The Two Roads for Economic Development in the
Countryside After Land Reform. Land reform began in
various liberated areas in China during the period of
the democratic revolution" After the founding of the
People's Republic the land reform movement was
launched on a nationwide scale. The aim was to confiscate
the land belonging to the landlord class and distribute it
to thd landless and land-poor peasants, thus changing
feudal landownership into ownership of land by the
peasants. This dynamic change in the history of China
was basically completed in 1952.
'Land referm gave 700 million mou (or more than 46
million hectares) of free land to some 300 million peasants
together with some other means of production, thus
fundamentally changing the economic relations in the
countryside. The system of feudal economy which'had
preyailed in Qhina for several thousands of years was'
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abolished. The rich peasants were weakened economically as part ,of their surplus land was requisitioned; and
the peasants working on their own became the owners
of land and some other means of production. The peasants
no longer had to pay the landlords the exorbitant annual
land rent totalling some 70,000 million catties (35 million
tons) of grain and began to use this part of the fruits of
their labour for the expansion of production and the improvement of their living conditions. This gave rise to
great enthusiasm for production such as had never been
witnessed before. At that time this enthusiasm for
individual production was good for the recovery and
development of agriculture and the entire national economy. It was pointed out in the "Decisions on Mutual
Aid and Co-operation in Agricultural Production" adopted
in 1953 by the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China:

Following the land reform, peasants show their
enthusiasm for production in two ways: in individual
economy, and in mutual aid and co-opsra1i.r. This
enthusiasm of the peasants for production is one of
the basic factors in the speedy recovery and development of the national economy and in.the promotion of
the country's industrialization.
After the liberation, the peasants' enthusiasm for
production in the field of individual economy was
inevitable. The Party fully understands this characteristic of the peasants as small owners and points out
that we must not ignore or brush aside the peasants'
enthusiasm for production in this field.l
rMutual Aid and Co-operation in China's Agricultural Production, Foreign Languages Press, Peking, 1953, pp. 1-2.

One of the important factors in the speedy rgr
covery and development of agriculture and the
marked improvement of the peasants' Iiving conditions during a certain period following land reform
was that the peasants' enthusiasm for individual production was given fu1l play under the correct leadership
of the Party and with the assistance of the state sector.
But this individual production had its Iimitations and it
soon becam,e an obstacle to further development of the
productive: forces. Under it, the land and other means
of production were owned by individual peasant househo1ds, each forming a production unit by itself. ft was,
therefore, impossibl,e to .introduce co-operation and division of labour in farming, nor was it possible to make
rational use of the land, to adbpt new farm tools, or to
undertake capital construction which called for greater
manpower and more materials. Labour productivity was
Iow and, generally speaking, only the extension of simple
production on a very limited scale could be carried out.
If such relations of production had been allowed to remain for long, it would have been impossible to bring
about a further increase in agricultural output. Natural
calamiti,es certainly had an adverse effect on the relatively
slow development of agriculture in 1953 and 1954, but
the main reason was that small-peasant production had
exploited its own resources to the full and was impotent
to cope with natural calamities.
Backwardness in agricultural production was bound to
have an adverse influence on the development of industry
and the national economy as a whole. Industrial development depended upon agriculture for the supply of
grain and raw materials; it needed a rural market and
drew part of its funds from the accumulation made
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available by agriculturel which called for a corresponding
development. When agricultural development slowed
down, the impact on the growth of industry was felt
immediately. In 1953 industrial production increased by
31.7 per cent over the previous year; in 1954 the increase
was only 16.7 per cent; in 1955 it was further reduced
to 7.8 per cent. The sudden drop in the rate of increase
of industrial production in 1955 was primarily due to the
slow increase in farm outpnt in 1954, plus the failure
of certain industrial crops as a result of natural calamities. This showed that it was impossible for large-sbale
socialist industry to develop successfully when it was
encircled by a scattered and backward small-peasant
production. Relations of production based on individual
ownership had become an obstacl,e to the development
of the social productive forces, and they were bound to
be replaced by new and more advanced production
relations.
There were two roads along which individual ownership could develop in this transition period: the capitalist
or the socialist. Although big capitalist farms might
have grown out of individual ownership and brought
about a certain increase in production, the process would
have been too slow and would have taken several decades.
Even if capitalist farms had been established, they would
have been greatly outnumbered by small farms based
on individual ownership. Also this would of necessity
have been accompanied by the painful process of mass
bankruptcy among the peasants. The task during the
transition period was not to develop capitalism, but to
build socialism. Capitalism which represented backward
relations of production rather than advanced would have
impeded instead of promoted the development of social
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production as a whole. Therefore, it was entirely impracticable to take the capitalist road.
Nevertheless, this does not mean that during the transition period possibilities did not exist for individual
peasant economy to embark on the road to capitalism.
If such individual production had been allowed to develop
spontaneously, it would have evolved into capitalism.
Certain peasants who had more favourable conditions for
production might have become rich gradually and been
new exploiters, i.e. rich peasants. Others who had less
favourable conditions might have become helpless in the
face of natural disasters and finally been reduced to the
status of exploited poor peasants or farm labourers.
Lenin said that small production engenders capitalism
and the bourgeoisie continuously daitry, hourly, spontaneously, and on a mass scale. It was simply wishful
thinking to try and keep such small production for ever.
After land reform the actual state of progress in the
rural economy showed that about half the poor peasants
were raised to the status of middle peasants. This was
because land reform had given the land-poor and landless
peasants land and some other means of production and
because this helped to boost production, At the same time,
the economic status of about half of the rich peasants
was lowered. The percentage of poor peasants in the total
number of peasants dropped from approximately 60 to
some 30; while that of middle peasants rose from
approximately 30 to some 60. The number of mrddle
peasants tended to increase. But such a tendency was
but a temporary phenomenon and could not be maintained for iong. Although during land reform, land was in
the main distributed to the peasants on a per capita basis,
yet, owing to the fact that the land holdings of the middle
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peasants were left intact at that time, the share of land
among the peasants was only approximately rather than
absolutely equal. The difference in the peasants' posses-

sion of draught animals, farm tools and other means of
production was even greater. Besides, the amount and
strength of labour power also varied with each peasant
household. Land reform did not wipe out the difference
in the economic positions of the various sttata of the
peasantry. If rural economy had been allowed to take
its own course, class differentiation in the co,untryside
would have been inevitable. As a matter of fact, a
differentiation had already begun to take shape shortly
after land reform. Mao Tse-tung said in 1955:

What still lingers in the countryside is capitalist
ownership by the rich peasants and individual peasant
ownership
ocean of it. Everyone has noticed
- an
years there has been a spontaneous and
that in recent
constant growth of capitalist elements in the countryside and that new rich peasants have sprung up everywhere. Many well-to-do middle peasants are striving
to become rich ones. Many poor peasants, lacking
sufficient means of production, are still not free from
the toils of poverty; some are in debt, others selling
or renting their land. If this tendency goes unchecked,
the separation into two extremes in the countryside
will get worse day by day.r
This appraisal was confirmed by actual conditions in the
countryside after land reform.
But the spontaneous tendency towards capitalism in
China's countryside was not allowed to go unchecked.
lMao Tse-tung, The Question of Agricultural Co-operation,
Foreign Languages Press, Peking, 1959, pp.

31-32.

was carefully and thoroughly restricted at the very
outset and it never succeeded in becoming the main treud.
The great majority of the peasants in China under the
leadership of the working class wanted to take the socialist path. In the first place, land reform in China was
carried out under the leadership of the proletariat. The
Party did not "bestow" land upon the peasants by dint
of government orders, instead it relied on the mass line
by thoroughly arousing the peasant masses and awakening their class consciousness, especially that of the poor
peasants. Tlerough the peasants' struggle feudal landownership was abolished. Economically the landlords
were eliminated as a class and the rich peasants greatly
weakened; politically, the former were completely rooted
out and the latter isolated. The awakened peasant masses
came to realize that any exploitation was shameful,
whether it were exploitation by the landlords or by the
rich peasants. They refused to take the painful and
selfish path of capitalism.
Secondly, land reform did not completely deliver the
widest sections of the peasants from poverty, although
their economic conditions were improved. In the country
as a whole, each peasant had an average of three mou of
arable land, each household possessing on an average
no more than 14 mou. ln many localities in South China,
each peasant had only an average of one or even less
than one mou of arable land. Other means of production
were also scarce. According to a survey made in 1954,
taking the country as a whole, each peasant household
had, on an average, Iess than one draught animal, every
trvo households a plough, and every ten a water-wheel.
The poverty-striclcen peasant househoids often had no
draught animals or large farm tools and even if they did
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possess

a few tools, they either needed repair or were

of poo. quality" Chinese peasants always gave ungrudging

labour to their land and farming \Mas generally quite
intensive. But they could not overcome the difficulties
caused by working such small plots of land, and lack of
draught animals, farm tools and fertilizer, to say nothing
of dealing with natural calamities or man-made misfortunes. The poor peasants and the lower middle peasants
particularly who accountecl for 60-70 per cent of the
iural population had greater difficulties to cope with and
naturally they were very keen on taking the socialist
road.

Third1y, after land reform the Chinese Communist
Party adopted a firm policy of restricting the spontaneous
growth of capitalism and leading the peasants to the
path of agricultural co-operation. Marxism-Leninism
maintains that in order to build socialism in a country
where small-peasant production predominates it is necessary to carry out not only socialist industrialization but
also socialist transformation of agriculture. But the
measures for implementing socialist transformation of
agriculture are different from those for industrialization'
Expropriation or nationalization may be used in dealing
with the big capitalist industries, but it will never do
to expropriate the property of the labouring peasants,
nor to forcibly nationalize their means of production'
Engels said:
possession of state power we
expropriating the small
lorcibly
shall not even think of
peasants (regardless of whether with or without compensation), as we shall have to do in the case of the
foig landowners. Our task relative tq the small peasant

. . . When we are in

in the first place, in effecting a transition of
his private enterprise and priv'ate possession to cooperative ones, not forcibly but by dint of example
and the proffer of social assistance for this purpose.l
consists,

After the great October Socialist Revolution,

Lenin

further developed this basic tenet of Marxism and mapped out, on this basis, th,e plan for co-operation. He
pointed out that under the conditions of the proletarian
dictatorship, co-operation is the way for the transition
from scattered, individual farming to large-scale, collectivization, the way which millions of peasants best accept
and understand and which is to their best advantage. This
gigantic plan of l,enin's has been translated into vivid
reality by the Communist Farty of the Soviet Union and
the Soviet people. The Chinese Communist Party and
Mao Tse-tung have always adhered to the universal truth
of Marxism-Leninism in dealing with the peasant question
and have drawn on the Soviet Union's rich experience
in agricultural collectivization. They pointed out as early
as in th,e period of the revolutionary wars that not only
"land to the tillers" but also socialist co-operation must
be realized in China's countryside. In the article On Cooperation published in 7942, l/Iao Tse-tung stated that
agricultural co-operation was "the second revolution,t
in production relations in the cormtryside succeeding the
reform of the feudal land system. At the Second Plenary
Session of the Seventh Central Committee of the Party
convened on the eve of the liberation of the country in
1949, speaking of economic construction after nationwide
lib,eration, I\llao Tse-tung said:

,K".1 M;x and Frederick Engels, Selecteil Wotks, Foreign
II, p. 4BB.

[,anguages Publishing House, Moscow, 1955, Vol.
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a state sector in the national economy
co-operative
sector, it is impossible to lead the
and no
individual economy of the labouring people gradually
on to the road of collectivization; we cannot consolidate
the proletariat's leadership in the political power of the
state. Anyone who ignores or underestimates this point
will be making a grave mistake.l

If we have only

After liberation, the Central Committee of the Party
adopted a series of decisions on agricultural co-operation.
The economic aid and assistance extended in various
forms to the co-operative movement by the state of the
proletarian dictatorship went a long way in encouraging
the socialist initiative of the broad sections of the peasants.
After land reform the struggle over which of the two
road5 to take in the development of rural economy was
the main contradiction in the countryside. In 1953 Mao
Tse-tung said:

If positions in the countryside are not held by socialism, capitalism will assuredly occupy them. How then
can we say that we will take neither the socialist nor
the capitalist road?2
As a matter of fact, class struggle after land reform was
quite acute. The rich peasants and a section of the wellto-do middle peasants wanted to "make their families
prosper and get rich," and demanded the protection of
"four freedoms" (freedom to buy and sell land, freedom
to rent their land to tenants, freedom to hire farm Iabourers and freedom to borrow and lend money). When
TDecisions on Agricultural Co-operation, Foreign Languages
Press, Peking, 195$, p. 38.

2lbid.,

p.
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the rapid growth of industry following
economic construction

large-scale

in the country gave rise to a tem-

porary shortage of agricultural products on the market,
they took advantage of the situation to engage in speculative activities of hoarding grain and industrial raw materials and opposed the state policy of planned purchase
and supply of grain and other farm products. This
spontaneous tendency towards capitalism shown by the
well-to-do peasants also reflected itself in the minds of
a section of the Party and government functionaries who
failed to discriminate between the requirements of the
well-to-do peasants and those of the masses. They were
well content with the way small-peasant production was
being carried on; they attempted to "consolidate the newdemocratic order" and went so far as to restrict the
developrnent of co-operation in .1955, with countless
taboos and commandments when the upsurge of the cooperative movement was approaching. Right away the
Central Committee of the Party and Mao Tse-tung
criticized the theories of "spontaneity," such as ,,making
the family prosperous and getting rich'l and protecting
the "four freedoms," and the Right devialion of being
satisfied with the achievements of the democratic revolution and attempting to "consolidate the new-democratic
order." Just before the upsurge in the movement for
co-operation they also criticized the Right conservatism
of hampering this rapid developm,ent. At the same time,
the Party and the [lovernment set up supply and marketing co-ops aqd credit co-ops on an extensive scale
throughout the countrysidg gradually secured the leading
position for the state sector over the rural market, and
at the end of 1953 introduced the planned purchase and
supply of grain, cotton, oil-bearing crops and sorne other
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farm produce, thus clealing a severe blow to those engaged
in ppeculation and usury. The Party and the government
also led the peasants to form vast numbers of mutual-aid
production teams which were embryonic forms of socialism and then to set up' on this basis, the agricultural
producers' bo-operatives. In this way individual owner.frlp Uy the peasants was gradually replaced by socialist
collective ownership and socialism won a decisive victory
in the struggle against capitalism.
The Economic. Conditions of Various Classes in the
Countryside and the Class Line of the Party in Agricultural Co-operation. The Party's class line in the countryside was based on the attitudes taken by various classes
towards the struggle about which road to take, the
socialist or the capitalist one. What attitude a class took
was determined in the long run by its economic
conditions.

According to a survey made in 1954, class composition
in the countryside after land reform was roughly as
follows: Of the total number of households in the countrysid.e, those of the poor peasants and farm labourers
constituted 29 per cent; of the middle peasants, 62.2 per
cent; of the rich peasants, 2.1 per cent; and of the former
landlords, 2.5 per oent. The rernaining 4.2 per cent of
the peasant househoLds were already in agricultural coops. This survey did not make a distinction b'etween the
upper and lower sections of the middle peasants nor
between the poor and middle peasant households already
in the co-ops. It was generally estimated that of the total
number of peasant households the poor peasants and
lower middle peasants constituted about 70 per cent, and
upper middle peasants or well-to-do middle peasants
about 30 per cent.

After land reform the poor peasants were still the worst
off in their farming facilities. On the average each poor
peasant hor.rserhold had only ll.7 mou of arable land,
every two housei:.olds one draught animal, every three
households one plough and every 17 households one
water-wheel. ft was, therefore, extremely difficult for
them to develop their production simply by relying on
the very few tools they had on hand. Their meagre
income was sometimes even insufficient to keep their
families from hunger and co1d. The lower middle peasants
were economically a iittle better than the poor peasants,
but they also had difficulties in production and their
living conditions were far from being weII off. They
fully realized that sma1l-peasant production could not
wjthstand against any adversity. For them the capitalist
road meant nothing but impoverishment and bankruptcy'
In order to shake off poverty, improve their living conditions and protect themselves against natural calamities
and famine, the only way was for them to organize and
'The
take the socialist road. trn his article
Questi,on of
AEricultural Co-operation, Mao Tse-tung discussed the
co-operative organized by three poor-peasant households
in Nanwangchuang, Anping County, Hopei Province. He
said: "The fact is, the road taken by these three poorpeasant households is the one which will be taken by 500
million peasants throughout the country."l Why had these
three poor-peasant households persisted in taking t\e
socialist road? It was mainly because they believed that
the road pointed out by the Party was the only correct
one to follow if they wished to, deliver themselves
lMao Tse-tung, The Questian of Agrictiltural Co-operation,

cit., p.
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from poverty. "Iu my case," said a member of this cooperative, "I've no alternative but to join the co-op'"
The well-to-do middle peasants (the upper middle
peasants) had more and better land than the poor and
lower middle peasants. Generally speaking, they also had
better draught animals and farm tools. UsuaIIy the wellto-do peasants possessed "thirty mou of land plus an ox."
Their living standards were relatively higher because
their productive conditions, management, crop yields and
incomes were better than those of the poor and lower
middle peasants. Therefore, their attitude towards the
question of agricultural co-operation was different. Most
of them vacillated, saying, "For the time being, we're
not going to take this road. We shall wait and see."
Some of them tried to take the capitalist road and, together with the rich peasants, resisted agricultural cooperation. They jeered: "Ttrose fellows have less money
than an egg has hair, yet they think they can run a co-op.
Can a chicken feather fly up to heaven?" The attitude
of the well-to-do middle peasants was, however, also
different from that taken by the rich peasants. It was
true that the well-to-do middle peasants were inclined
towards capitalism. Because their economic conditions
were not very much superior to those of the poor and
lower middle peasants, however, they showed a willingness to join the co-ops, after the poor and lower middle
peasants had extended mutual-aid and co-operation and
displayed the superiority of collective labour and manirr"orn. to catch
agement by rapidly raising the yields
"rd
realized it was
own.
They
then
or
surpass
their
up with
join
to
stay out and'
than
more advantageous for them to
continue their individual farming.
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The rich peasants constituted only a smali proportion
of the rural population. According to a survey made in
1954, each rich peasant household had on an average
34.6 mou of arable land, two draught animals, one plough,
and every three households had one water-wheel. The
survey also showed that 77 per cent of the households
hired labour, with each household paying for, on an
annual average, 79 workdays, of which 33 workdays were
done by year-round farm hands. Also 41 per cent of
the rich-peasant households sold labour, averaging 12
workdays from each household in a year.
From this we can see that compared with the well-todo middle peasants, the rich peasants possessed even
more land and other means of production and they were
able to produce by relying partly (in some cases, mainly)
on hired labour. Although their production was of the
capitalist type, they possessed only twice or three times
as much land as the ordinary peasant. They did not
engage in large-scale production by renting land from
others and hiring a great number of farrn hands. On the
contrary, their own labour still played an important role
in production and some of them even rented out a portion of their 1and. This served to show that, as a capitalist type, rich-peasant farming in China was still in a
Iow stage of development. Their capitalist activities were
mainly directed towards commercial speculation and
usury; their management of farming in 6 capitalist way
did not show any marked advance; and their production
did not display much superiority over that of the peasants
working on their own. Under such circumstances, despite
their opposition to the movement for agricultural cooperation, and their endeavour to undermine it together
with the former landlords, the rich peasants failed to
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put up any substantial resistance because of their lirnited
number and weak econonric strength.
Marxism-Leninisrn teaches that at the stagc of socialist
revolution the political party of the proletariat must rely
closely on the poor peasants and consolidate its alliance
with the middle peasants. This basic principle suited
China perfectly. By a creative application of it, Mao Tsetung formulated the class line that conformed to the
concrete conditions in China. He pointed out:

If the working class and the Communist Party want
to use the spirit of socialism and the socialist system to
completely transform the system prevailing throughout the countryside of private ownership of the means
<lf production in small-peasant holdings, they can do
so relatively easily only by relying on the great mass
of the former semi-proletari.an poor peasants. Otherwise the transformation will be very difficult.
The rural semi-proletariat are not so insistent on
private ownership of the means of production in small
peasant holdings; they accept socialist transformation
fairly readily.l
To rely on the poor peasants do,es not mean to rely
only on those poor peasants who were sti1l in difficulties,
but also on those who had become lower middle p,easants
after land reform. This was because the latter had a
relatively higher level of political consciousness and often
recalled the hard life they had led in the past and, consequently, they had a greater enthusiasm for socialism.
Besides, the lower ranks of the old middle peasants were
fairly close to the lower ranks of the new middle peasants,
lSocialist Upsurge in China's Countrgsid,e, Foreign Languages

Press, Peking, 1957, p.

236.
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economic position and in political attitude and,
therefore, they were different frorn the well-to-do middle
peasants. Consequently, the pivotal force for carrying
out agricultural co-operation consisted mainly of the
active mernbers among the poor peasdnts whose economic
position had not improved and the lower ranks of the
new middle peasants \Mho were formerly poor peasants.
It also included some of the active members among the
lower ranks of the old middle peasants. Ihe Party's first
step in co-operation was to organize these people so
that they might set an exhmple to wider sections (including the poor peasants and the new lower middle
peasants who were lagging behind in political consciousness) and convince them. When agricultural co-ops were
set up, it was necessary to establish the dominant position
of the poor peasants and the new lower middle peasants
in the leadership of the co-ops.
The policy of uniting with the upper middle peasants
(the well-to-do middle peasants) had to be observed.
Although these relatively well-to-do peasants vacillated
in their attitude towards agricultural co-operation, they
would eventually take the socialist road. Therefore, it
was necessary to wait patiently for them to change and,
at the same time, restrict their capitalist speculation,
To consolidate a firm alliance with the middle peasants,
the Pa::ty stipulated that the poiicy of voluntary participation and mutual benefit was one of paramount importance which must be strictly adhered to in the movement for agricultural cc-operation. The political report
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
China to the Eighth National Congress of the Party
pointed out:

both
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This policy of voluntariness and mutual benefit holds
good for everyone without exception, and for the
middle peasants it is of still greater significance. The
Party not only forbids dragging reluctant middle
peasants into t\e co-operatives; it further lays it down
that in the early stages of their development the cooperatives are to admit the poor peasants and the lower
middle peasants first of all, and are generally not to
take in the comparatively well-to-do middle peasants
as members. Furthermore, the Party lays it down that
both before and after the middle peasants join the cooperatives, their interests must not be infringed, and
they must not bE taken advantage of particularly when
it comes to dealing with the means of production which
they pool in the co-operatives. It goes without saying
that the middle peasants are also not allowed to infrihge upon the interests, or take advantage, of the
poor peasants.l
These stipu_lations played an important role in uniting
the middle peasants and inducing them to take the socialist path.
The Party's policy towards rich peasant farming was
one of restricting and gradually eliminating it. Neither
the rich peasants nor the former landlords were allowed
to join the co-operatives in the early stages of their development. Only when the co-operative movement was
crowned with success were those rich peasants and
forrner landlords who had given up exploitation and
taken part in manual labour aliowed to join group by
group at different times and on certain conditions. They
rEighth National Congress of the Communist Partg
Foreign Languages Press, Peking, 1956, Vol, I, p. 2?.
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were continually reformed by taking part in manual
labour and in such ways the rich peasants disappeared as
a class from-the rural scene.
This history of the agricultural co-operative movement substantiates the fact that 'the Party's class line
in the countryside was Marxist-Leninist and the only
correct one.
Steps and Methods in Agricultural Co-operation. The
transformation of individual small-scale peasant production based o,n private ownership of the means of production through co-operatives into large-scale production
based on public ownership was an extremely profound
revolution on the broadest scale. There was no doubt
that such a revolution was in accord with the basic interests of the great mass of the peasants; but it did not
follow that the peasants immediately became aware of
their basic interests and were determined to realize them.
After a1l, they were unfamiliar with the course of the
change to be undertaken. If peasants were not awakened
politically, they would not have discarded private ownership easily, though such ownership brought them disaster
rather than happiness. In such circumstances it was
absolutely impermissible to force the peasants into agricultural co-operation. To pool their land and other means
of production into collective ownership in a hasty and
compulsory way would only have led to the undermining
of the worker-peasant alliance and pushed them onto
the capitalist road. It would never have achieved its
purpose of socialist transformation.
One of the basic principles of Marxism-Leninism is
to attain the socialist transformation of agriculture
through co-operation. It is universally applicable'to all
countries, where small-peasant farming predominates,
,
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after the proletariat has secured political power. But,
in various countries differ, the party of the
proletariat must work out specific policies and measures
for agricultural co-operation in the Iight of the characteristics of each country and those of its rural economy in
particular. China did not start agricultural co-operation

as conditions

by pooling the peasants' land and other means of production at once as collective property, but, at first, rather
catered to the small holding of the peasants so that'later
they would voluntarily give up private ownership of their
own accbrd without feelings of reluctance or of haste.
Instead the peasants were led onto the socialist road
tlrrough gradual transitional economic forms of one kind
or another on a wide scale. Taking into consideration
the basic situation where the peasant masses were still
having difficulties in developing production, and their
long-standing tradition of helping each other in produc-

tion, after land reform the Party set up supply and
marketing co-ops and credit co-ops on a large scale and
organized the peasants into large numbers of mutual-aid
production teams. On the basis of individual management, the members of' these teams worked collectively
by exchanging labour, draught animals and farm tools.
The system of private ownership was kept intact, while
the demands of the peasants for developing production
were met. With the spread of mutual-aid teams, the
peasants saw the superiority of collective labour and felt
the need to further increase their production through
collective management. The Party promptly and in a
well-planned manner guided the peasants to organize
semi-socialist agricultural co-operatives, i.e. of the
elementary type, characterized by pooling land as shares
and unifying management, while still retaining the

private ownership of land and other n'reans of production.
Finally the peasants were led to turn their semi-socialist
co-operatives into socialist ones, thus realizing the collective ownership of land and other means of production.
Such transitional measures answered their crying nee{s
at different stages and guided them so that they gradually
attained their ultimate goal. The peasants gained continual benefits from the co-operative movernent, adapted
themselves gradually to coliective production and finally
accepted collective ownership of the means of production
fairly readily.
In the co-operative movement, the Party not only
adopted steps and policies suited to conditions in China,
but consistently adhered to the mass line as its working
method. The Party is not an overlord of the people or
a philanthropic organization, but the vanguard of the
working class and the servant of the labouring people.
It is impossible to carry out revolution by issuing orders
or by "bestowing favours." Even if the people obtain
some temporary benefits from a revolution attained by
such methods, such a revolution cannot have a solid basis
and will not be able to stand tests. Confidence must
be plabed in the masses' ability to emancipate themselves. The mass line, therefore, was not only strictly
adhered to during land reform but also in the movement
for agricultural co-operation. Mao Tse-tung pointed out:
"We must believe in the masses; we must believe in
our Party: these are two cardinal principIes."l
How, then, were the masses aroused during the cooperative movement to take the socialist road voluntarily?
lMao Tse-tung, The @uestion of Agricu,ltural Co-operation,,

eit,, p.

9.

op.
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According to the experience gained, briefly the following
methods were used:
First, the work of ideological education had to be carried
out conscientiously, intensively and earnestly as well as
vividly among the peasants in line with their practical
experience in life. The main purpose of such education
was to drive home the merits of socialism and co-operation by extensive propaganda and to criticize the spontaneous tendency towards capitalism. Mao Tse-tung said:
The birth of a new social system is always accompanied
by a great uproar and outcry, proclaiming the superiority of the new system and criticizing the backwardness
of the old. To bring our more than 500 million peasants
through socialist transformation is a project of earthrocking, heaven-shaking dimensions which cannot possibly be achieved in an atmosphere of calm seas and
gentle breezes. It demands of us Communists that we
patiently ed.ucate the great mass of the peasants - who
are still burdened with many of the habits and ideas
and explain things to them in vivid
of the o1d society
terms which they can easily understand.l

Secondly, it is necessary to keep in close contact with
the masses by employing the organizational method
known as "taking root and sending forth branches," to
discover and train the active elements among the poor
peasants and farm hands and, through them, form ties
with the masses and set them in motion; push forward
the mass movement for co-operation by using the method
of "spreading the experience gained in special points to
the whole atea," and "co-ordinating work at the points
lsociatist IJpsurge in Chino's Countrysiile, op. cit., p.

253.

with that of the whole ar€a," rather than stirring up all
the villages at one stroke regardless of the objective conditions and the leve1 of political consciousness attained
by the people living in them.
Thirdly, the cadres and masses had to steel and remould
thems,elves through struggle. In the co-operative movement local cadres had to be always relied upon as the
main force; they were encouraged to improve themselves
through work. Cadres sent down from above were an
auxiliary force, their function being to help guide the
work instead of taking everything into their own hands.
If any wrong tendencies occurred in the movement, the
cadres had to persuade the masses to correct them by
themselves instead of throwing cold water on them to
hamper their initiative. Mao Ts,e-tung said:
We shoulil treasure, not hinder, every bi.t of socialist
initiative shown by peasants and cadres. It is our job
to live with, breathe the same air as the members and
cadres of the co-operatives and the county, district and

hsiang (township-Tr.) cadres,

not hamper their

initiative.l
From the analysis made in the above, it is clear that
the development of the socialist state sector, the leading
position securely established by socialist trade in rural
markets, the economic aid of the state to the peasants and
the further consolidation of the economic alliance between
the workers and peasants were the important prerequisites for the agricultural co-operative movement. The
economic conditions of the various strata of the peasantry
and the resultant socialist initiative of wide sections of

.

lMao Tse-tu\$, The Question of Agricttltural Co-operation,
cit., p. L0.
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the peasants were the objective basis for the successful
and rapid realization of the co-operative movement.
Under such circumstances, the Party adopted measures
and policies which suited the actual conditions in China,
particularly the economic conditions in the rural areas
and the needs of the peasants. These, in general, constituted the class policy of relying on the poor peasants
and uniting firmly with the middle peasants, the stepby-step transition from the el,ementary to the advanced
type, and the working methods of the mass line. The cooperative movement thus developed in a comparatively
smooth and natural way and avoided such damage as
might have occurred if changes had been effected too
abruptly. Not only were the impoverished and not so
well-off peasants led to accept socialism, but the capitalist tendencies of the well-to-do middle peasants were
also overcome which helped them to take the road to
socialism. The rich peasants were completely isolated
economically and finally had to give up capitalist exploitation. Despite the fact that the co-operative movement passed through many complicated transitional
forms, co-operation was brought about very quickly because, on the whole, the movement was fairly steady and
natural. What is more, during this revolutionary change,
agricultural production was not disrupted and there was
no social disord,er. On the contrary, agricultural production constantly increased during the progress of the cooperative movernent. A11 this fully den-ronstrates the
complete correctness of the Party line and its policies for
agricultural co-operation.

2. The Developrnent and Progress of Agricultural
Co-operation

Agricultural co-operation in China, generally speaking,
began with such transitional forms as mutual-aid production teams and producers' co-operatives of an elementary
type and passed on to agricultural producers' co-operaj
tives of an advanced type.
Mutual-Aid Teams. Mutual aid by exchange of labour
was a traditional practice of Chinese peasants. Back in
pre-Iiberation days, when they laboured undi:r the exploitation of both landlords and rich peasants, they more
or less adopted various forms of mutual aid by exchanging
labour as a means of surmounting their difficulties and
trying to keep up with their farm work. At that time,
mutual aid by the exchange of labour was a manif,estation
of the impoverishment of the peasants. Later, under the
leadership of the Communist Party it became the most
elem,entary form of transition in guiding them on to the
roacl to socialism.
During the several revolutionary wars, agricultural
mutual-aid organizations had already developed in the
revolutionary bases under the guidance of the Communist
Party and the fevolutionary governrnent. There were
labour mutuatr-aid societies and ploughing teams in the
revolutionary base in Kiangsi Province during the Second
Revolutionary Civil War (1927-36) and labour exchange
teams, mutual-aid and other similar organizations in the
various anti-Japanese bas,es during the War of Resistance
to Japanese Aggression (1937-45). At the time of the War
of Liberation, Iarge numbers of mutual-aid teams were
formed in the libOrated areas in North, East and Northeast
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China, which were more widely developed after the
founding of the People's Republic of China'
In Deoember 1951, in accordance with the developing
movement for mutual aid and co-operation in the countryside, the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist
Party formulated the "Decisions on Mutual Aid and Cooperation in Ag'ricultural Production." These laid down
detailed and comprehensive provisions governing the
policies on mutual aid and co-operation' The decisions
were then passed on to the Part;z committees in all parts
,of the country to be put into practice experimcntally and,
in February 1953, they were officially published by the
Central Comtnittee as a formal resolution. From 1952
onwards, under the guidance of these policies, the movement for mutual aid and co-operation advanced at a
quicker rate than before. In 1952 by the time of the
auturhn harvest, 40 per cent of the country's peasant
households had joined mutual-aid teams.
These teams were an elementary form of transition
from individual peasant production to socialist agriculture. The peasant household which joined a team still
owned its own land and other means of production and
carried on farming independently. The peasants engaged
in collective labour on the basis of individual management
and made common use of certain draught animals and
farm tools. The mutual-aid teams were of two t5rpes.
The lirst was the temporary or seasonal mutual-aid team.
It vras generally organized on a small scale and the
coll,ective labour expended by the members was limited
to oertain most important farm work in the busy seasons.
The second type, the year-round mutual-aid team, was
organized on a bigger scale. Its members worked together
doing important farm work all the year round' They

.
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might, according to the needs and the degree of their
collective consciousness, gradually accumulate a small
amount of common property such as farm tools and
draught animals.
On the whole, each peasant househo]d in the mutualaid teams sti1l engaged in individual production. The
collective labour of its members was eff,ected through the
common use of labour power and such means of production as dr:aught animals and farm tools, which remained
privately o',vned. That is to say, the members might use
one another's labour power and oertain means of production on their own plots. Any disparity in the reciprocal
use of labour power, draught animals and farm tools had
to be made good in cash or kind. Collective labour, however, changed agricultural organization and imbued the
peasants with the id,ea of collectivism. Under the historical conditions existing during China's transition
period, collective labour in mutual-aid teams
the first
shoots of socialism
successfully led the peasants
to
accept collective management.
This was made possible by
the leading role of the socialist state sector in the national
economy as a whole, by the connections the state sector
had established with rural trade and credit, and by the
guidance of the Communist Party's policy for agricultural co-operation. In sorne year-round mutual-aid teams,
socialist factors increas,ed with the accumulation of a
small amount of common property.
In production, mutual-aid teams proved themselves to
be definitely superior to peasants who worked individually. Through collective labour and the common use of
some draught animals and farm implem,ents, the mutualaid teams were not only able to overcome to a certain
extent difficulties caused by the shortage of these things
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or of labour power, and fight against natural calamities
with collective effort, but also to quickly raise their Iabour productivity. Available data showed that the labour
productivity of mutual-aid teams was in general 10-30
per cent higher than that of the peasants who worked on
their own. This was especially true with some year-round
mutual-aid teams. They were in a better position to expancl their agricultural production and side-occupations,
sinc,e they were able to work out simple production plans,
carry out division of labour according to the special skill
of their members, possess in common a small amount of
the means of production for common use, and to extend
mutual aid to side-occupations. That is why mutual-aid
teams not only found favour with those poor peasants
and lower middie peasants who r,vere short of draught
animals and farm tools but were attractive to those wellto-do middle peasants who had relatively more land,
clraught animals and farm tools but were hard pressed for
labour power.
The development of such teams did, to some extent,
timit the tendency towards hiring labour and leasing land,
draught animals and farm tools' Once in the mutual-aid
teams the impoverished peasants were able to pull through
their difficulties in production by their collective labour
and thus freed themselves from the rich peasants' ex)

tion the economic position of the mutual-aid

team

members as a whole was improved to some extent'

There werg however, contradictions in these teams,
mainly those arising between collective labour and individual management, the latter hampering the former.
Therefore, it was extremely difficult to make full and
rational use of labour power, draught animals and farm
implem,ents and to plan the farm production properly.
Individual management made it impossible to put the
land to rational use, while the conditions of land management by the member households, the amount of
labour and means of production expend,ed on their own
land and the degree of intensive cultivation all differed
greatly because of differences in th,e economic conditions
b'etween one member household and another.

When collective labour was carried out on the basis
of individual manag'ement, it was impossible to overcome
the contradictions between the poor and middle peasants,
especially the upper middle peasants, even though the
relations betwe€n them were readjusted in accordance
with the principle of mutual benefit. Those member
households with better economic conditions, by reason
of the fact that they owned more land and other means
.of production, could still expropriate a part of the labour
of other member households through exchange of labour
and mutual aid and thus obtain greater returns, True,
coll,ective labour in mutual-aid teams helped to improve
the economic conditions of member households, but under
individual production, it 'was stiIl impossible to completely check the tendency towards differentiation among
the peasants.
B,ecause of all this, the raising of 1abour productivity
and the growth of production in these teams was limited.
When agricultural co-operation mainly took the form of
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mutual-aid teams, the growth of agricultural production
naturally lagged far behind that of industry.
In time, the contradictions within the mutual-aid teams
and those between agriculture and industry inevitably
demanded the replacement of these teams by a new and
more advanced form of co-operation which was the agricultural ,producers' co-operatives of an elementary type.
In general it was easy for the mutual-aid teams to
switch over to an elementary type of produeers' co-operative. This was because, as they grew, the mutual-aid
teams themselves had created favourable conditions for
their transition to a more advanced. form. The peasants
participating in the teams had gradually become used
to collective labour and become aware of its advantages.
Collective labour had formed a fixed and regular connection in productive activities among some of the
member households. Moreover, common ownership of
a small amount of the means of production in certain
year-round mutual-aid teams had linked one member
household with the other in matters of property. Under
such circumstances, it was rather easy for the peasants
to accept the elementary type of agricultural producers'
co-operatives, which were characterized by the pooling
of land as shares and collective management in place of
the mutual-aid teams.
The Elernentary Type of Agricultural Producers' Cooperatives. Frior to the birth of New China, agricultural producers' co-operatives appeared in the lib,erated
areas though not on an extensive scale. After the
founding of New China, the Communist Party led the
peasant masses to form large numbers of mutual-aid
teams and, on that basis, began to organize agricultural
producers' co-operatives. By the end of 1952, the num-
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ber of this elementary type of co-operative (i.e. semisocialist) had exceeded 3,000 and, in 1953, it grew to
15,000 with a membership of 275,000 peasant households.
In the second half of 1953, the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party put forward the Party's
general line for the transition period. This was followed
by starting a vigorous campaign to publicize the general
line and introducing the policy of planned purchase and
supply of grain and other major agricultural products.
A11 this played an important role in weakening capitalist
influence in the countryside, checking the spontaneous
tendency towards capitalism among the peasants and
enabling them to take the co-operative road of their own
accord. In December 1953, the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party formulated the ,rDecisions on
the Development of Agricultural Producers' Co-operatives." ?aking into consideration the social conditions of
the whole country, especially the development of the
rural economy, as well as the advantages of the agricultural producers' co-operatives of the elementary (semisocialist) type and the increasingly important role they
were playing in the, movement for mutual aid and cooperation, the Party put forward in these decisions the
policy of "active leadership and steady progress', to all
Party members. The movement for mutual aid and cooperation was to be pushed forward with attention centred on the development of the agricultural producers,
co-operatives.
The promulgation of these decisions was followed by
a rapid development of these co-operatives. By the autumn
harvest in 1954, their number had jumped frorn 15,000
in 1953 to over 114,000. By the autumn harvest of the
following year, the figure had exceeded 630,000, with a
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membership of more than 16,900,000 peasant households.
The agricultural producers' co-operatives of the ele-

mentary type were marked by the pooling of land as
shares and unified management. This showed that the
change-over from an individual production in which the
peasants worked on their own or in mutual-aid teams to
agricultural producers' co-operatives based on partially
collective ownership brought about significant changes
in the production relations.
Regarding the ownership of the means of producLion,
the peasants who joined a co-operative of the elementary
type, generally speaking, still owned land. draught animals and large farm tools. On the other hand, the cooperative had its own common property, part of which
was the share funds contributed by the members when
they joined it and the other was the co-operative's reserve
fund. The privately-owned land, draught animals and
farm tools were then put under the unified control of
the co-operative instead of being separately used by their
owners. Besides, when conditions were mature, the
draught animals and farm implements could be converted
into common property by paying the owners for them.
In this way, the co-operative was able to organize its
rnembers in collective production while it still pneserved
in the main their ownership of the land and other means

of production.
With such changes in the ownership and use of the
means of production, the labour of the peasants who
joined the co-operatives also underwent a change in nature. They no longer expended labour in their own in-

dividual production as they had done when working on
their own, nor did they exchange their labour as a
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private productive factor the way they had while in
mutual-aid teams. They now put their labour at the disposal oI the co-cperatit e as part of its entire labour
force. It was, therefore, possible for the co-operative to
make planned and centralized use and distribution of its
entire labour power and to organize co-operation in
labour on a bigger scale.
In the light of these characteristics, the distribution
of products in a co-operative took a distinctive form. The
aggregate agricultural and side-occupational products of
the co-operative, after a part was deducted to meet the
depreciation of the means of production, formed its total
incom,e. Of this total income a part went to the state for
taxes and for the reserve and welfare funds of the cooperative u,hile the rest was distributed among the members in such basic forms as payment for work, dividends
on land and paym,ent for other rneans of production.
That part of the co-operative's total income which went
for taxes to the state and for the co-operative's reserve
and welfare funds represented, in fact, a part of the
fruits of the members' Iabour which went to satisfy the
common needs of society as a whole and of the co-operative itsetf. The reserve and welfare funds were used for
expanding production and improving the living conditions of the members, while the taxes were mainly used
by the state for the country's industrialization or as investments in agriculture to speed up its mechanization
and electrification. Al1 this conformed to the long-term
interests of the co-operative rnembers themselves.
The reserve fund was the chief source of the co-operative's common funds. The greater the reserve fund, the
greater the possibilities for the co-op's expansion in production, and the more consoiidated its common under-
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takings. The ratio between the reserve and welfare funds
on the one hand and the personal income of the memb,ers on the other was fixed in accordance with the principle of properly integrating the public interests of the
co-operative with the personal interests of its members.
In other words, on the one hand, the co-operative had to
meet the needs of its owr expanded production and public
welfare and, on the other, it had to ensure that the great
majority of its members gradually increased their income
as production increased. Experience proved that to ensure
an increase in income for the great majority of its members, it was inadvisable for too big a proportion of its
total income to be plaoed in the reserve fund when a cooperative was just set up. Later, as production increased,
the proportion allocated to its reserve fund could be
raised.

The portion set aside in the total income of the cooperative as payment for work was distributed in accordance with the principle of "to each according to his work."
Payment for work was mainly reckoned in workdays or
work-points. The members were paid in cash and kind
according to the quantity and quality of their work In
some co-operatives, a system of awards to members who
overfulfilled their output norms calculated on the basis
of seasonal or yearly quotas, as a kind of contract, was
enforced. Such a principle and form of distribution,
which was suitable to the level of development of the
productive forces at that time, combined the members'
personal interests with the collective interest and stood
the co-operative in good stead in stimulating their production enthusiasmThe dividends on land differed in nature from the
payment for work. The co-operative distributed part of
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its products as dividends on land, because the members
still owned their land while putting it at the disposal of
the co-operative. These products set aside for dividends
on land were also the fruits of its members' labour. They
were distributed not according to the amount of work
done but to th,e amount of land the members pooled as
shares in the co-operative when they joined it. The ratio
of the labour expended by each member to the total
labour clf the co-operative very often did not correspond
with the ratio of the land pooled by him to the total
amount of land used by the co-operative. Because of this
the dividends on land recei-zed by those members with
more land and better economic conditions included a part
of the fruits of other members' labour besides their own.
Even so, the advantage gained by these members in the
form of dividends on land was smalI. This was because
land refolm in China had resulted in a fairiy even distribution of land, the income of the co-operatives was
distributed mainly in accordance with the principle of
"to each according to his work," and only a small portion of the total income of the co-operatives went to
dividends on land.
Of the payment made for the use of certain privatelyowned draught animals and farm tools to their owners,
a part was to cover depreciation, while the rest was the
interest on the value of these anitaals aqd tools.
Payments of dividends on land and for the use of
privately-owned draught animals and large farm tools
were made by the elernentary type of co-operative because of the characteristics of the peasants as small
owners and their predilection for private ownership. They
were also meant to regulate the relations between the
poor and middle peasants, because, on the basis of in-
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creased production, not only the poor peasants with less
land and other means of production might increase their

especially the well-toincome but the middle peasants
- of more lanci and other
in possession
- might also increase, or at least not
means of production,
reduce, their income. By so doing, both the poor and
middle peasants would benefit. Besides, dividends on land
helped those member households rvhich, though given
Iand during the land reform, were short of labour power.
AII these steps made possible the gradual transition from
private ownership of the means of production to common
ownership. These not too abrupt changes facilitated the
growth of the productive forces in agriculture and the
consolidation of the co-operatives.
A suitable ratio between dividends on land and payment for u'ork was fixed. In principle, the forrner was
lower than the latter. With the expansion of production,
the proportion of the former became gradually smaller
while that of the latter bigger. This encouraged the members' enthusiasm for work and assisted the transition to
common ownership of the means of production.
To summarize the analyses made above, in this elementary type of co-operative the means of production owned
in common increased every year, while the privatelyowned land, draught animals and farm tools were used
by the co-operative. Unified management and collective
labour were carried out. The members' personal income
was determined mainly by the principle of "to each according to his work." AII this showed that co-operatives
of this type had more socialist elements than the mutualaid teams. On the other hand, the members generally
retained the private ownership of their land and other
means of production by which they earned a certain
do middle pdasants
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amount of income. This meant that co-operatives of this
t;,pe still pr,eserved private ownership to a certain extent, They were, therefore, semi-socialist economic
organizations based on partial collective ownership.
These co-operatives had greater advantages than the
mutual-aid teams. Through unified management, scattered, individual small production was changed into
large-scale collective production. It was possible for the
co-operatirzes to better exploit the potentials of the land,
make rational use of it and other means of production,
and use labour power in a more rational and planned
way than had been done by mutual-aid teams. They
organized labour co-operation on a larger scale with a
more pr,ecise division of work, and gave full rein to the
special skill of each memher
of which stimulated a
- allco-operatives
higher labour productivity. The
lad more
funds and labour power to engage in side-occupations,
which could be comblned with agriculture to develop a
diversified economy. They undertook capital construction projects, such as water conservancy and land reclamation, which were previously out of the question.
Furthermore, as the members' income was distributed
mainly according to the principle of "to each according
to his.work," by which those who did more and better
work were paid more, the members'enthusiasm for work
was brought into full play. They were encouraged to
take a greater part in both agriculture and side-occupations and to put tl.reir hearts into the study of production
techniques. All this brought prodqction to a much higher
level than that reached by the mutual-aid teams. As
shown by the results of investigations made in 1951 by
the Ministry of Agricultyre in 40 agricultural producers'
eo-operatives in North and Northeast China, the average
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tion, members of co-operatives generally earned mor6
than peasants who worked on their own'
Since socialist elements existed side !Y side with
private elements in the co-operatives of the elementary
iype, it was inevitable that contradictions should appear
tt contradictions between unified management and

-collective
"

labour on the one hand and the private ownership of land and certain other means of production on the
other. True, the change-over from individual production to these co-operatives had given a dynamic impetus
to the development of the productive forces' But the existence of inner contradictions was bound to obstruct
their further advance. First, the fact that the members
of the semi-socialist co-operatives retained their private
ownership of the land inevitably placed restrictions on
its rational use and on the undertakings of capital con-

struction

in

agriculture, such as water conservancy'

of the land an

as the members
ght animals and f
most rational use
troubles arose in the feeding and breeding of draught
anlmals. Thirdly, as the land, draught animals and farm
tools were still privately owned, it was necessary for the
co-operatives to distribute part of its farm produce to
the members in the form of dividends on land and pay-

ment for the use of some other means of production.
Under this system of distribution, some members did
more or less take a part of the fruits of the labour of
others. To some extent this adversely affected the members' working enthusiasm.
In order to completely resolve these contradictions,
further release the productive forces from the fetters of
the peasants' private ownership, ke'ep pace with and push
forward the industrial development, it was imperative, as
conditions matured, to transform these semi-socialist cooperatives based on partial collective ownership into so.
cialist co-operatives based on full collective ownership.
In this change-over, steps were taken to ensure mutual
benefit and voluntary participation of all members and
the development of production, while seeing that the great
majority of the members raised their incorne with the
increase in production. To guarantee an increase in
income was, in essence, a question of readjusting the
relations between the poor and middle peasants, To the
poor peasants the abolition of private ownership of land
and other means of production and of the remuneration
for them did, generally speaking, help to increase rather
than reduce their income. But to the well-to-do middle
peasants who owned more land and other means of production, it sornetimes led to a reduction of their income
at least until production reached a higher level of development. So that both poor and middle peasants might
benefit, conditions were created whereby the middle
peasants might increas,e their income, or at least not
suffer from its reduction. Meanwhile, due consideration
was given to those member households who had difficulties in maintaining a living because of shortage of labour
power. Mao Tse-tung pointed out:
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This work must be co-ordinzited with general plans
to expand production. When people see that large and
advanced co-operatives are better than small and
elementary co-operatives, when people see that longrange planning brings them a life of a much higher
material and cultural leveI, they will agree to combine
their co-ops and build advanced ones.r
As a matter of fact, in the course of its development,
the co-operative of the semi-socialist type had gradually
created the necessary conditions for its own transition
to a socialist type. Its unified management and collective labour as well as the advantages demonstrated by
the co-operative itself, for instance, inculcated in the
rnembers a profound socialist spirit, i.e. education in socialism, and further raised th'eir socialist conseiousness.
With the growth of production and the increasing accumulation of commonly-owned means of production,
privately-owned draught animals and farm tools became
relatively less important economically. Of the greatest
importance was the fact that the rapid, year-by-year
increase in the output of the co-operatives resulting from
the advantages of large-scale production made it possible
for them to guarantee increased income for the great
majority of their members when the time came to
abolish the private ownership of land and other means
of production.
Agricultural Producers' Co-operatives of the Advanced
Type. At the time of the autumn harvest in 1955, there
were already more than 500 agricultural producers' cooperatives of the advanced type, embracing some 40,000
peasant households. During the upsurge of agricultural
lSoci,alist Upsurge
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co-operation in the wiriter of the same year, agricultural
producers' co-operatives of the elementary type began
to change over to the advanced type in large numbers.
This new type of co-operative was based on common
ownership of the means of production. Land, draught
animals and farm tools were no longer owned privately
by the members but were the common property of the
co-operative.
In China, common ownership of land was not effected

immediately

by

resorting

to

nationalization.

It

was

achieved by gradually turning the land as private property into the collective property of the co-operative
members in the course of transforming agricultural producers' co-operati.ves of an elementary type into those of
an advanced type. Common ownership of draught anirnals and farm tools was brought about, in accordance
with the principle of voluntary participation and mutual
benefit, by turning them over to the collective ownership of the co-operative after paying their owners. No
household goods, small kitchen gardens, scattered trees,
poultry, domestic animals, small farm tools or those
needed for subsidiary cottage occupations were turned
into common property.
With the establishment of the common ownership of
the means of production, the relation between the members was corrpletely changed into one of a socialist type
marked by equality and mutual assistance. In the distribution of the co-operative's products, dividends on
land and payments for draught animals and farm tools
wer,e dispensed with. The aggregate products of the cooperative, except for meeting the depreciation of the
means of production, paying taxes to the state and accumulating common funds within the co-operative, were
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all d.istributed to the members according to the quantity
and quality of their work. This was a significant change
in the production relations, which showed that the semisocialist co-operative had advanced to a socialist one.
Co-operatives of the advanced type had more advantages than the elementary ones. By thoroughly eliminating the contradiction between unified management and
collective labour on the one hand and private ownership
of land and other means of production on the other:,
which the elementary type could not do, they made
rnor,e rational use of their land and other means of production and carried out capital construction on a large
scale. Besides, by abotishing payment of dividends on
land and for the use of the other means of production
and introducing the principle of "to each according to
his work," the members' working enthusiasm was further
enhanced. Endowed with more favourable conditions for
the exploitation of their land and labour power, the cooperatives of the new type registered higher labour productivity and output. They also made better plans for
their productive work.
The Upsurge of the Agricultural Co-operative Movement and Fractical Completion 'of Agriculturall Cooperation. The great upsurge in China's agricultural cooperation began in the second half of 1955. This was the
logical outcome of the development of social economy.
First, 1955 was the third year of the First Five-Year
PIan, when the country's socialist industrial construction was crowned with outstanding successes. This demonstrated the superiority of the socialist economy and
fired the peasants' enthusiasm for forming agricultural
co-operatives. On the other hand, the drop in the output
of farm crops in 1954 had adversely affected the tempo

of industrial development and China was faced with the
urgent need of transforming her backward, scattered, individual agricultural production into advanced, collective
and large-scale production and increasing output to
ensure the rapid development of socialist industry.
Secondly, the movement for mutual aid and co-operation in China had a quite long history and notable successes had been achieved. By June 1955, the number of
producers' co-operatives had exceeded 630,000, a few of
which were of the advanced type. The superiority of
co-operative farming was proved conclusively by the fact
that over B0 per cent of the co-operatives throughout the
country registered increased output in 1955. This was
bound to encourage millions of peasants to turn away
from the capitalist road and take the socialist one of
co-operation. In July 1955 Mao Tse-tung said in anticipation: "The tide of social reform in the countryside
the shape of co-operation-has already riached
-in places.
some
Soon it will sweep the whole country."l
That 500 million peasants took the socialist road.was
a change of great historic significance which was bound
to face opposition of all kinds. The opposition rose from
the hostile classes, namely, the former landlords, rich
peasants and other capitalist exploiters in the countryside. There was also a spontaneous tendency towards
capitalism among some peasants (mainly the well-to-do
middle peasants), their prejudices and habits having been
formed over a long period of individual production.
Since such forces existed in society, it was natural that
they were reflected in the ranks of the Communist Party.
Echoing these forces of capitalism outside the Party,
lMao Tse-tung, The Question oJ Agricultural, Co-operation, op.
cit., p. l.
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some Party members raised countless taboos and conventions against the great movement for agricultural cooperation. They claimed that the slogan of "bringing
about co-operative farming in three years" raised by the
peasant masses was nothing short of an illusion and that
co-operation could be effected fairly quickly in North
China but not in South China. They also asserted that
co-operatives could never be successful in backward
towriships, mountain regions, national minority areas'
areas inhabited by many nationalities in a single community and ar,eas frequently visited by natural calamities. Accor ding to them it was easy to establish cooperatives but difficult to consolidate them; the peasants
were too poor to contribute funds to the co-operatives;
and they were illiterate and could not supply the cooperatives with quatified accountants. They even declared
that th,e co-operatives would create a large surplus
Iabour power for which there would be no solution;.that
the more the co-operatives, the more the troubles, and
that the political consciousness of the n'lissses and the
experience of the cadres could not catch up with the cooperatives' rate of development. They alleged that the
Party's policy of planned purchase and supply of grain
and that of agricultural co-operation had dampened the
peasants' enthusiasm for production and that if the Party
did not change its poiicy of agricultural co-operation, it
was liable to break up the worker-peasant alliance, and
so on and so forth. Not content with such a clamour,
some of these people went so far as to actually restrict
the development of the co-operatives and, adopting the
policy of what they called "drastic compression," they
dissolved large numbers of them.
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These Right conservatives, however, failed to check
the rising tide of agricultural co-operation. On JuIy 31,
1955, at a meeting of the secretaries of provincial, municipal and autonomous regional committees of the Chinese
Communist Party, Mao Tse-tung delivered a report
entitled "The Question of Agricultural Co-operation."
This was a programmatic document guiding the great
socialist revolutionary movement in China. In it Mao
Tse-tung analysed the political and economic conditions
in the countryside from the Marxist-Leninist point of
view; summed up experience gained in the movement
for agricultural co-operation; clearly laid down the class
iine to be taken in the socialist transformation of agriculture; explained the interdependent relation between industry and agriculture and pointed out that, under
China's conditions, co-operation must come before the
gradual realization of mechanization of agriculture. At
the same time, he exposed Right conservatism in its true
colours, thus giving a dynamic impetus to the socialist
enthusiasm of the working people. Soon after the report
was published, the tide of agricultural co-operation swept
the whole country. The number of co-operatives doubled
in the short period from June to October 1955. In
October, on the basis of Mao Tse-tung's report, the
Seventh Central Committee of the Chinese Communist
Party, at its Sixth Plenary Session (enlarged), adopted
the "Decisions on Agricultural Co-operation." By the
end of December, agricultural co-operatives were set up
throughout many of the country's provinces and city
outskirts. In most of the provinces which were Iiberated
later, about 50 per cent of the total peasant households
joined the co-operatives. When describing this significant
ehange, Mao Tse-tung wrote;
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The first half of 1955 was murky and obscured by
dark clouds. But in the latter half, the atmosphere
changed completely. Tens of millions of peasants
swung into action. fn response to the call of the Central Committee, they adopted co-operation.l

By the end of June 1956, more than 110 million peasant househo,lds or 91.9 per cent of the country's total
had joined co-operatives; more than 76 million households or 63 per cent of the total joining co-operatives of
the advanced type. Between April and September 1956,
the co-operatives were streamlined and consolidated.
Then they were either expanded, merged or changed
from the elementary to the advanced type. By the end
of the year, 96 per cent of the country's peasant households had joined the co-operatives, BB per cent being in
the advanced type. AII this shows that agricultural cooperation had been established practically throughout
the country.
The basic realization of agricultural co-operation
opened a broad avenue along which China's agricultural
production could more rapidly develop. During 1956, the
first year of the establishment of the co-operatives on
a nationwide scale, serious natural disasters occurred.
Agriculture, however, passed the test. Led and supported
by the Communist Party and the government, the
peasants in all parts of the country made full use of the
advantages of their co-operatives and succeeded in increasing production. In 1956, both the gross output value
of agriculture and amount of grain production registered
a notable increase, exceeding their respective targets set
for 1957, the last year of the First Five-Year PIan. With
lSocialist Tlpsurge
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Ch,ina's Countrgsid,e, ogt, cit,, p. 1bg.

the excreption of the areas more seriously affected by
natural disasters, over Tb per cent of the peasant house_
holds throughout the country enjoyed increased income
to a varying degree; 1b per cent of them showed neither
increase nor decre'ase; and only about 10 per cent received a smaller income. Following the basic realization
of agricultural co-operation, the Central Committee of
the Chinese Qommunist Party put forward a great programme for the building of a socialist countryside
"the National Programme for Agricultural Development
(1956-1967)." According to this programme, the system
of agricultural co-operation was to be consolidated and
energetic efforts were to be exerted to raise the output
of grain, cotton and other crops. It was reckoned that
in the 12 years beginning with 19b6 the average annual
per rnou yield of grain should, according to natural and
economic conditions existing in the different localities
be raised to 400, 500 or 800 catti,es and ginned cotton, to
60, B0 or 100 catties. The programme also required that
within the period of the Second Five-year plan the level
of the output and income of most of the country,s cooperatives should reach or surpass that of the local
easants. AIso that within 12 years a
wherever necessary and possible,
agriculture and in aII other spheres
Had it not been for the realization and consolidation
of agricultural co-operation, it would have been naive
to think of such unprecedentedly rapid clevelopment of

agricultural production.

In 1956, besides the great successes achieved on the
agricultural front, industrial production advanced at
lightning speed, thanks to the impetus given by agricul-
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tural co-operation to the socialist transformation

of

handicrafts and capitalist industry and commerce. Compared with 1955, the value of industrial output increased

31 per cent and state investment in capital construction
62 per cent. Thus conditions were created for the further consolidation of the worker-peasant alliance, both
politically and economicallY.
With this upsurge in agricultural co-operation, conditions were ripe for the elimination of rich-peasant
farming. During the period of the dernocratic revolution, in light of the concrgte conditions existing in China,
the Communist Party adopted the policy of preserving
rich-peasant farming.'During the p'eriod of the socialist
revolution, however, this was superseded by a new
policy of first restricting expioitation by the rich
peasants and then gradually dispensing with them as a
class. Prior to the upsurge in co-operation, no steps had
been taken to eradicate the rich peasants as a class'
Mainly through the development of mutual aid and coop"r"iio.t in prod.uction, in su-pply and marketing and
in the credit system, restrictions were placed on their
exploitation of hired labourers, their speculative commercial activities and their practice of usury. The state
policy of planned purchase and supply of grain and
other major agricultural products played a decisive role
in restricting the economic activities of the rich peasants'
As a result of these restrictions, they were greatly
weaken'ed economically so that some of them were
unable to continue their exploitation' Nevertheless before the upsurge in agricultural co-operation, the rich
peasants, as a class, were not completely isolated economically. They not only maintained sorne contact with
the capitalist sector in the cities but took advantage of

the spontaneous capitalist tendency of the peasants
working on their own (especially the well-to-do middle
peasants) to oppose the socialist transformation of agriculture. Thus, only by pushing forward the movement
for agricultural co-operation and by winning over the
middle peasants (including most of the wetl-to-do middle
peasants) to the socialist side were the rich peasants
finally isolated. Only then was it possible to change the
policy of restricting them to one of removing them as
a class.
The concrete method of achieving this end was to
admit them into agricultural producers' co-operatives.
Before the upsurge in co-operation, co-operatives had
rrot be,en extensively organized and rich peasants were
definitely excluded. The aim was to ensure the smooth
progress of agricultural co-operation and prevent the
plots and disruptive activities of those rich peasants who
broke the laws. During the high tide of agricultural
co-operation, a fundamental change took place in the
relative strength of classes in the countryside. Most of
the rich peasants, seeing the general trend, knew that
it was impossible to take the capitalist road. They had
no alternative but to ask to join the co-operatives.
It was, therefore, thought advisable to admit into the
co-operatives those rich peasants who were ready
to accept reform. So, considering each specific case
on its own merits and on the condition that they gave
up exploitation completely, rich peasants were admitted
in different capacities. Some became full members, others
were denied membership until they had worked in the
co-operatives for a period of time and had b,een approvgd
by a general rneeting of members. After joining the cooperativ,es they were given equal pay for equal work, so
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that they might change into working people living by
their own labour. The mernbership'of the former landiords was dealt with generally in the same way as that

formed into collective production based on common

tion. Mao Tse-tung said:
. . . It takes a hard struggle to build up co-opera-

Some of the cadt'es, however, lacked sufficient
knowledge to take such a dialectical-materialist ap-

Instead of analysing class relations and concrete
proach.
-conditions
and making a comprehensive study of the
achiev,ements and shortcomings of the co-operatives and
_'M*T.*tune,ontheCorrectHandtingo!Contradictiotls
Among the PeoPIe, oP- cit., P.

34.

of these shortcomings, they listened to
complaints about the movement for agricultural
the

the
coplanned
purchase
and
operation and the Party's policy of
supply of grain and other major agricultural products
which were raised by the bourgeoisie, rich peasants and
a number of the well-to-do middle peasants who insisted
on taking the capitalist road. And so, among these cadres
a "miniature typhoon" whirled around their incorrect
ideas about the co-operatives which they said had no
advantages. This "miniature typhoon" was essentially a
continuation of the struggle concerning which road to
take, the capitalist or the socialist one, under the new
circumstances. It was not until after the rectification
campaign, the anti-Rightist struggle and especially the
big teap forward in production from the winter of 1957
to 1958 that what they had asserted about the co-operatiVes being without advantages was completely repudiated.
OnIy then did the bourgeois Rightists who had heaped
abuses on agricultural co-operation clearly show their
own ugly face as opponents of the Communist Party and
socialism. Through this, those cadr'es who had tended
towards a Right deviation in their thinking were given a
profound class education and gradually corrected their
erroneous standpoint.
The nationwide rectification campaign in 1957 was a
far-r,eaching movement of socialist education on a mass
scale. Through free airing of views and debates, the
peasants throughout the country were able to distinguish
between right and wrong ideas, strengthen their own
confidence and determination to take the socialist road
and refute the capitalist ideas of the well-to-do middle
peasants and, in general, thd individualist and sectarian
ideas. They exposed and dealt severe blows to the discauses
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ruptive activities of the former landlords, rich

peasants,

counter-revolutionaries and other bad elements. Ail this
played an important role in consolidating the co-operatives
and developing agricultural production.
The basic realization of agricultural co-operation and
ttr,e socialist transformation of handicrafts and capitalist
industry and commerce marked the decisive victory in
the socialist revolution on the econornic front. The
rectification campaign brought about a victory in the socialist revolution on the political and ideological fronts.
Under these new circumstances, the political consciousness of the people was enormously raised, thus preparing
material and moral conditions for the 1958 big leap in
industry and agriculture.
During the big leap forward in 1958, in order to meet
the needs of objective conditions, the agricultural cooperatives throughout the country made consistent
efforts to expand and improve their work' In the autumn
of that year, like thousands of galloping horses, the
peasants merged the co-operatives to form the rural people's communes heralding a new and higher stage of development in collective ownership'
3. The Socialist Transformation of Individual Handicrafst
and Small Trades

The Characteristics of Handicrafts Run on an Individual Basis. In the early transition period there were
great numbers of handicraftsmen. According to the 1954
,trti"ti"", about 20 million people were engaged in handicrafts on an individual basis, and the value of their
output was about 9,300 million yuan. Of the total

number, about B million were independent handicraftsmen whose production was valu,ed at about 6,800 million
yuan, and 12 million were peasants vrho took up the
production of handicrafts commercially on a part-time
basis. The value of the peasants' output was about 2,500
million yuan. Also, there were two other groups engaged
in handicrafts. The first worked in capitalist manufactories, and the seeond consisted of those peasants who
pr"oduced handicrafts as side-occupations for their own
use. Neither of them fall into the category of handicrafts
on an individual basis.
The individual handicraft economy, like individual
farming, was based on the labour,ers' private ownership
of the means of production. However, in comparison with
the latter, it had certain characteristics of its own.
Firstly, individual farming though basically smallcommodity production, possessed some survivals of natural economy, while handicrafts were a pure commodity
economy the production of which was entirely for the
market. Furthermore, the handicraftsmen had to purchase all their means of production and consumer goods.
In comparison with the peasants working on their own,
they maintained closer connections with the market and
with the commercial and credit establishments. In old
China, a great number of handicraftsrnen were und.er the
control of commercial capital which supplied them with
raw materials and marketed their products. Even in the
early days of the transition period, handicraftsmen still
suffered from exploitation by private commerce and
factory owners. With the development of the socialist
state sector and the graduai realization of the socialist
transformation of capitalist enterprises, the handicraftsmen gradually freed themselves from their subordination
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to commercial. capital. They established a close connection with the soiialist sector; the socialist commercial enterprises supplied them with raw materials and marketed
their products.
Secondly, prior to the realization of agricultural coop,eration in China, individual farming was predominant,
and the main productive force was that of the peasants
working on their own. Handicraft production, however,
was only a part of the industry which was overwhelmingIy dominated by large mod,ern industrial enterprises. The
link between industry and individual farming was largely
maintained through the exchange of commodities, but
tlae relationship between the individual handicrafts and
large mod,ern industry went further than this. The
handicraftsrnen could assist an industry by producing or
processing certain semi-finished products for it.
Thirdly, among China's handicrafts, there were various
and numerous trades and many kinds of products,
consisting of rnanufacturing and a variety of repair
trades. The handicraftsmen dealt directly with a vast
number of customers in town and country. While agriculture served its consumers generally through trade, a
number of handicraftsmen produced on direct orders from
the consumers. This was particularly true with the repair
trades. Here, production and trade were combined; the
handicraftsmen were small producers as well as small
traders.

Fourthly, most handicraftsmen, like the peasants working on their own, were owners of their means of production and engaged in independent productive activities.
However, there was a section of the independent handicrafts, where the relationship between master and apprentice, employer and employee existed which was not
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capitalist in character. Because the tools they used were
rnther simple and most of the apprentices and hired
hands became independent producer.s soon after they
had learncd the trade. The process of changing from an
appr,entice to an independent handicraftsman is a natural
step. AIso, the independent handicraftsman was usually
the one doing the principal work, while the apprentices
or hired hands were only his assistants. The means of
production he owned were basically his means of labour,
and not means of exploitation. What he derived from
exploitation constituted only a small part of his total income, the rest being the fruits of his own labour. Such
an undertaking which had not developed into capitalism
remained basically an individual operation. The economic difference between it and a capitaiist factory was at
first quantitative, namely, the difference in the number of
employees. But quantitative change leads to qualitative
change. If the economic status of such an independent
handicraftsman improved so that he finally hired more
workers, and his own labour gradually became of secondary importance, then he would have become a small
proprietor or even a capitalist.
The RoIe of llandicrafts in the National Economy.
Owing to the backward productive forces, capitalism did
not fully develop in old China. In agriculture, individual
peasant production predominated. In industry, the position of handicrafts had always been important. According to a 7954 nationwide survey of handicrafts, they still
accounted for about 20 per cent of its entire gross output
value. Therefore, in the process of socialist construction,
handicrafts were a part of the economic force which
could not be ignored. They played a significant role in
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the development of the national economy as a whole'
This can be elaborated as follows:
Firstly, as an auxiliary force to the large machineoperated industry, handicrafts served to make up for the
insufficiency of industrial products. In ord'er to push
forward socialist construction, it was necessary to give
priority to the development of heavy industry so as to
provide aIl society with the means of production for the
purpose of extended production- In the meantime considerable efforts had to be made to develop light industry
in order to satisfy the ever increasing material and cultural ne,eds of the working people. With the rapid
increase of consumers' purchasing power the products of
the larger industries were often found to be inadequate
to meet the demand. It was therefore necessary to handle
handicrafts correctly so as to let them perform their
function to the utmost. In fact, a rather big proportion
of consumer goods and a part of the means of production
needed by the working people in town and country had
bben provided by handicrafts over a long period. In the
countryside particularly 60-?0 per cent of the goods
required by the peasants were and still are handicraft
products, including ploughs, hoes, harrows, sickles, waterwheels, household furniture, kitchen utensils, basketry,
supplies for educational and cultural purposes, etc' A
certain number of handicraft products are controlled by
state commercial establishments and supply and marketing co-operatives to better satisfy the needs of the working people. As for repair and personal services run by
handicraftsmen, they are constantly in clemand in town
and country. Large industry cannot satisfy the needs in
this field.

Secondly, handicraftsmen can serve capital construc-

tion and large industrial plants. They can do repairs,
make machine parts and relatively small and simple
things. For instance, they produce building materials
such as lime, bricks and tiles, and quarry stones; they
can build and repair houses in town and country and
make and do maintenance work on boats and vehicles,
ctc.

Thirdly, certain crafts and works of arts will always
hand. Their development is not oniy significant in maintaining and promoting China's traditional
arts, but also meets the demand of domestic and foreign
markets, especially foreign. Chinese cloisonn6, Iacquerware, porcelain, pottery, wood, stone and ivory carvings,
laces, embroidery, hand-sewn articles with drawn-thread
work and braided straw articles including hats and
braided feathers, paper and silk fans, etc. have found
brisk markets in all parts of the world and provided
China with a large amount of foreign exchange for
purchasing many capital goods needed for socialist
be done by

construction.

Fourthly, handicrafts have provided tens of millions
of people with employment. This fact greatly facilitated
the handling of the employment problem in the early
days of the transition period. In the meantirne, handicraft
production served to train many skilled workers for the
state factories. For instance, between January and
September 1956, from the handicraft trades in Tientsin
some 12,300 skilled workers were transferred to state
factories in many parts of the country and industrial
construction projects in the remote border regions. In
the same year, more than 6,000 skilled workers were
trained in the handicraft trades in Shanghai of whom
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mol'e than L,000 were transferred to other parts of China,
and 700 were sent to state factories in that city.
In view of the important role of handicrafts in the
national
porting
possible
socialist
production steadily declined as a result of imperiaiist,
feudal, and bureaucrat-capitalist exploitation and oppression. According to a survey of 18 handicraft products in
major cities and provinces, from the beginning of the
Anii-Japanese War to 1949, handicraft production had
dropped by about 4? per cent. Only after liberation was
it able to recover gradually, and later develop rapidly,
thanks to the assistance and leadership of the state enterprises. According to statisticB, the gross value of
handicraft output (including the handicraft co-operatrves)
in 1949 was 3,240 million yuan. By 1954, it had soared

and others being certain articles for ornaments' Some
handicrafts making tobacco, cotton fabrics, leather products, etc. were gradually replaced by modern plants using
machines. Nevertheless, these trades constituted only
a minor part of all handicrafts. On the whole handicrafts were growing and were in a prosperous state,
makihg an important contribution to industrial and agriculturil production as well as to the rising living
standards of the peoPle.
The Road of Socialist Transformation for the Individual Handicrafts,men. Although handicraft production
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in the national economy, the
individual . ownership of handicraftsmen represented
backward production relations which were unsuitable for the development of the productive forces of
the whole society. Like the peasants working on their
own, the handicraftsmen operated separately on an individual basis; production was extremely limited, techniqtres backward and productivity very low. The individua1 handicraftsman's household usually operated as a
production unit. Some had hired hands or apprentices,
but they worked only as assistants. There was little division of r,vork. Very often one man had to attend to many
processes of production, sornetimes even taking upon
himself the buying of raw materials and the marketing
of his products. Very few improvements were made in
played an important role

technique.

The handicraftsmen had very little capital. According
to a survey of more than 86,000 handicraft units in major
cities including Peking, Wuhan, Canton and Chungking,
the total capital was only 74,000,000 yuan, averaging 850
yuan each; over 90 per cent of the handicraftsmen had an
average capital of about 300 yuan. The survey of 1954
showed that the annual value produced per handicraftsman was only 890 yuan, less than 10 per cent of the
annual value produced per worker in modern industry.
Under such circumstances, to rernain in business and
continue their rneagre existence, the handicraftsmen had
very little choice but to work longer hours and accept
an ever lower standard of living.

In order to

develop the productive forces,

it

was

xecessary to change the relations of production in handi-

crafts run on an individual basis. Again there was a
struggle over which of the two roads to take. Qne way
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was to leave them alone and let them follow the natural
tendency towards capitalism. The other was to organize
handicraft co-operatives and turn production by scattered
units into collective production along the road towards

socialism. The Party rejected the capitalist road and
guided the handicraftsmen with a firm hand along the
road to socialism.

On the eve of liloeration of the whole country in 1949, the
resolution of the Second Plgnary Session of the Seventh
Central Cornmittee of the Chinese Communist Party
pointed out explicitly that cautious, gradual, positive
steps had to be taken to guide the deveiopment of the
scaite.ed individual handicrafts in' the direction of
modern collective production. In 1953 in the light of
the changing situation, the Party decided that with the
gradual socialist industrialization of the country, the sotransformation of the individual handicraftsmen
"i"li.t
should be carried out simultaneously witb those of agri-culture and capitalist industry and commerce.
Individual handicraftsmen, like the peasants working
on their own, were both small owners and labouring
people. As in the case of peasants, patient persuasion,
ed'ucation and careful organizational work had to be

carried out in leading the handicraftsmen to organize
themselves on a voluntary basis, changing their individual ownership into socialist collective ownership. However, due to eertain differences mentioned before between
agriculture and handicrafts, the steps and forms of socialist transformation for handicrafts had some special
Ieatures.

Handicrafts run on an individual basis were a form of "
commodity production. As such, the problem of obtaining raw materials and marketing was of primary importance, and was the greatest difficulty confronting the
individual handicraftsrnen. Therefore, their socialist
transformation had to be started by organizing the supply
of raw materials and the marketing of their products.
In this way a close nelationship was established with the
socialist sector of the economy which helped to solve
these difficulties, sever their relations with private commerce, shake off their dependence on commercial capital,
and gradually foster their idea of collectivism' On this
basis a furth,er step was taken to organize production,
changing the sector of individual ownership into one of
collective ownership, and the patriarchal relationship be'tween master and apprentice, employer and employee
into one of equality, mutual help and co-operation among
members of the socialist co-operative. These methods
of socialist transformation were readily accepted by the
great majority of the handicraftsmen.
Forms of Handicraft Co-operation. Moving from cooperation in supply and marketing towards co-operation
in production was the principal way along which the
socialist transformation of the individual handicraftsmen
was accomplished. In keeping with such development,
there appeared the small supply and marketing group,
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then the supply and marketing co-operative, and finally
the producers' co-operative.
The supply and marketing group was an elementary
form of handicraft co-operation. It was organized for
the purpose of purchasing raw materials from, and selling
products to, the state commercial establishments and the
supply and marketing co-operatives, or accepting their
orders for processing goods. Such a form was easier for
the handicraftsmen to accept in the initial stage of cooperation before their collective idea had been developed.
The members were in general independent handicraftsmen or small proprietors. The apprentices and hired
hands were not eligible for membership although they
took part in production. After the handicraftsmen had
joined their groups, the means of production remained
their own, and they continued to engage in independent
production, accounting for their own profit or loss' The
relationship between master and apprentice, employer
and employee remained virtually unchanged.
Although the supply and marketing groups had not
basically altered production relations in the individuallyowned handicraft units, they were bound to develop into
producers' co-operatives. This was because the groups
came into close contact with the socialist sector when
obtaining material and marketing products, and they also
began to accumulate some collectively-owned property.
In the supply and marketing groups, some elements of
socialism had already appeared
Each member in the group who began to have the
problem of raw material supply and marketing solved
was able to carry on and expand his production fairly
smoothly. However, since the production relations based
on individual ownership had not been radically changed,
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the backward state of production could not be overcome
and the spontaneous trend towards capitalism showed
signs of growth. For example, th,ere were some groups
that only sold their inferior products to the state trading
agencies, while marketing the good ones on their own.
When the market was brisk, some would request freedom
to produce and sell on their own, but when the market
was dull, they would ask for processing and purchasing
orders from the state enterprises.
The supply and marketing co-operative was a more
advanced form of organization than the supply and
mariketing group. Such co-operatives were organized by
a number of individual handicraftsmen engaged in small
production and supply and marketing groups for the
purposes of freeing themselves further from the exploitation of the middle men and solving the common question
of raw material supply and unified marketing. At the
initial stage generally such co-operatives were responsible
only for obtaining raw materials and marketing products,
leaving production as before. The members contributed
shares. but retained the ownership of their tools and
equipment. As production expanded, and the collective
'consciousness of the members was raised, certain
processes of production became centralized. For instance
in some co-operatives simple division, of work was
practised as far as production techniques allowed. Thus,
a simple supply and marketing co-operative gradually
turned into one for production. A portion of profit'out of
its business operation could be used to buy common
means of production, and a part of the means of production of the members could be turned into common
property. In it, therefore, there were still more socialist
elements than in the supply and marketing groups.
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In spite of this, however, this kind of co-operative was
basically limited within the sphere of exchange. The
expansion of the production scale and adoption of more
advanced techniques were sti1l hampered by th,e private
individual ownership of a few means of production. The
thorough remoulding of the habits and mentality of the
small producers was out of the question, and it was not
possible to completely prevent the spontaneous trend
towards capitalism from developing. In order to further
release the productive forces, the handicraft supply and
marketing co-operatives had to be turned into producers'
co-operatives.

This transition was accomplished when the supply and
marketing co-operatives had accumulated some common
property and the members agreed to turn over to the cooperative their major m,eans of production in return for
compensation, for the purpose of engaging in collective
production. All those who participated in production,
whether they were apprentices, hired hands, or members
of the handicraftsmen's families, became members o-t the
co-operative, thus changing the old patriarchal relationship between master and apprentice, employer and
employee.

The handicraft producers' co-operative was thus based
on the collective ownership of the means of production.
Its management was unified and profit and loss were
shared by all members. The incorne of the co-operative,
after money for taxes and accumulating the reserve and
welfare funds had been deducted was distributed to the
members in the forms of wages and work bonus on the
principle of 'to each according to his work."
In the development of these producers' co-operatives,
an elementary form appeared. Private ownership of the
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means of production did not turn imrnediately into collective os,nership of the co-operative, but rather these
lneans were rented to the co-op or pooled for its common
use as shares. The co-operative had to pay dividends or
lent to the members out of its income according to the
amount of their means of production put to common use'
But unlike the land-owning peasants working on their
own, the independent handicraftsmen depended mainly
on the skill of their hands for their living' The means
of production they owned were comparatively simple'
It was, therefore, easier to turn them into common
property than it had been with the peasants. This explains the reason why this elementary form of qo-operative did not develop extensively during the socialist
transformation of handicrafts.
Since they were founded on collective operation, the
producers' co-operatives not only practised division of
work and co-ordination, but also, as their common funds
grew, gradually semi-mechanized or mechanized production, thus considerably raising labour productivity. AII
this proved that the handicraft producers' co-operative
was superior to the handicraftsmen working on an individual basis and other forms. In 1955, according to
statistics, the annual output value per member of the
handicraft co-operatives in the whole country averaged
1,35? yuan, 28 per cent higher than that of an individual
handicraftsman's household which averaged only 1,060
yuan. The annual output value per member of the handicraft producers' co-operatives averaged 1,970 yuan, 85
per cent more than that of an individual handicraftsman's
househoid. In the 415 co-operatives in the country where
semi-mechanization or mechanization had been introduced, the annual output value per member wqs aF
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high as 5,444 yuan, about three times as much as the
average value produced by the co-operative members
without the benefit of machines. Furthermore, the
quality of the products was improved and the variety increased. For instance, in 1956 in Shanghai more than
3,000 kinds of new products were manufactured. The
cities of Peking and Tientsin and the provinces of KiangSU, Fukien, Hunan, Hupeh, and Liaoning also added
more than 2,000 kinds of new products to their handicraft production. Meanwhile, the costs were reduced
perceptibly.
Thanks to increased production the common accumulation of the co-operatives grew, and the material and cultural well-being of the members improved continually.
Up to 1955, the funds of all co-operatives in the country
totall'ed 240 million yuan, and by 1956, they had risen to
610 million yuan. In 1956, 90 per cent of the members
increased their income (new members admitted in 1956
comparing their income with that before their participation, old members comparing their income with that in
1955). Many co-operatives also provided welfare services
to their members such as free medical service, medical
allowance, workman's compensation, maternity and
sickness leave with pay.
The Practical Completion of Co-operation in Handicrafts. As mention,ed before, the socialist transformation
of individual handicrafts was a standing policy of the
Chinese Communist Party. As far back as the days of
the anti-Japanese war, under the slogan of "To develop
production and ensure supplies" the Party actively gave
a lead to handicraft production in th,e revolutionary bases,
and established a certain form of co-operation in the
supply of raw materials, marketing and production.
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l-)uring thc peri<lel of economic recovery aftcr the establishment of the People's Republic of China, through experiments in certain key undertakings and setting examples and standards, a number of handicraft supply and
rnarketing and producers' co-operatives were formed.
From 1949 to 1952, the membership of the handicraft
r:o-operatives and groups increased from 89,000 to 250,000.
During this period, however, emphasis was placed only
on making certain key experiments. The ones who were
first organized were mostly the unemployed and partly
employed workers in the cities, and only a few of the
independent handicraftsmen were included. In 1953 after
the announcement of the Party's general line in the transition period, however, a new stage for the over-all development of handicraft co-operatives began. The Party
restated its policy concerning the socialist transformation
of handicrafts, i.e. "dynamic leadership, steady advance."
The steps to be taken were: beginning with supply and
marketing, to proceed to production reform, and advance
from sma11 to large units, from elementary to an advanced
type. Step by step, the supply and marketing group,
the suppiy and marketing co-operative, and the producers' co-operative were organized. By the end of 1955,
the m,embership of the handicraft co-operatives and
groups had expanded to 2,200,000, or 29 per cent of total
rrumb,er of handicraftsmen in the country. There were
415 co-operatives with a membership of 35,000 which had
introduced mechanization or semi-m,echanization in production. At the F ifth National Conference on Handicraft
Co-operation held at this time, conservative id,eas were
criticized and a comprehensive plan formulated. At the
beginning of 1956, spurred on by the upsurge in agricultural co-operation and the socialist transformation of
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private industry and cotnmerce, a vigorous nationwide
campaign for the socialist transformation of handicrafts
was commenced. The handicraftsrnen in entire regions
and trades became organized right away into producers'
co-operatives based on collective ownership, bypassing
the step of the supply and marketing co-operatives. By
June of the same year, 90 per cent of the handicraftsmen
in the country had been organized, and co-operation in
handicrafts on nationwide scale was basically completed.
This movement in handicraft co-operation was basically
healthy, but because of its rapid pace there were some
shortcomings. On,e was the premature or hasty centralization of production, the pooling of profit and sharing of
Ioss in some trades which were more successful when
scattered and better able to cope with ever changing
market conditions and meet the various needs of
consumers. Another was the merger or expansion of cooperatives blindty without considering the objective conditions. Centralization of production and management
did not fit all handicraft trades which were complicated
and numerous. There were many repair trades and
personal services as well as manufacture. Some could
serve their customers better if they were not oentralized;
they could make widely varied products. Others could
adopt different forms with greater flexibility so as to
provide direct service to their customers and to make
it easier for members of the handicraftsmen's families to
take part in production as assistants. Blind concentration of production and aimless large-scale management
after these trades were organized into producers' cooperatives som,etimes brought about a r,eduction in the
variety of products, a lowering of their quality, imbalance of supply and demand, disruption of co-ordina'

tion, and caused great inconvenience to the customers.
So, some of the advantages of separate production and
management as described above were lost. The members themselves would also suffer from a reduction in
income. For these reasons, except in those trades*where,
because of the necessity for close co-ordination and mass
production, the advantage really lay in centralized
operation, the rest generally w,ere k,ept decentralized. It
was also inadvisable to organize only large co-operatives.
I-or a certain period of time, a1I sizes and various forms
of organization existed side by side Iarge and small
groups and co-operatives for supply,- marketing and production, while some of the handicraftsmen were left to
manage their own production and finances Large cooperatives were established of course, since their large
rnembership made it easier to practise co-ordination and
division of work, increase labour productivity, lower the
costs and adopt new techniques. But the deveJ.opment
of a large co-operative was gradual and based on specific
conditions.

The Beginning of the Transition of Handicraft

Co-

operatives to Ownership by the Whole People. After the
basic realization of handicraft co-operation and as a
result of the developing productive forces, some older
and larger co-operatives which had accumulated funds
and had a high degree of mechanization, wanted to
specialize and expand into factories. But this development was impeded by the fact that these co-operatives
enjoyed no assurance in the supply of raw materials
and the marketing of their products because their pioduction, supply and marketing were not part of the state
plan. They could not depend on the state for allocating
and increasing funds, equipment, labour, or technical
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personnel. Thus they were unable to expand their production further. In 1958 when the big leap took pIace,
the state needed some of the handicraft co-operatives to
be reconstructed and expanded to form the bases of local
industries for the purpose of implementing the Party's
general line for socialist construction. As a logical
result, some handicraft co-operatives based on collective
ownership were turned into factories owned by the whole
people.

This transition of some handicraft co-operatives
proceeded more rapidly than it did in agriculture because
of the prevailing economic conditions among handicraftS.
Before co-operation was achieved, handicrafts run on an
individual basis had never been the dominating factor
in the country's industrial enterprises. Afterwards, the
handicraft co-operatives based on collective ownership
were still of secondary importance in industry, though
they and state industries based on ownership by the
whole people formed the whole industrial system of the
country. Some of these co-operatives, mainly those in
which production had been mechanized or semimechanized, were closely co-ordinated with the state industries in production. At the same time, the handicraft
co-operatives, compared with their agricultural counterpart, possessed more capital, mrechanical equipment,
technicians and managerial staff. Their labour productivity was generally higher, and the remuneration of the
members was nearly the same as the wages of the workers in state enterprises. Encouraged by such conditions,
and reinforced with the members' mounting enthusiasm
for production and their growing socialist consciousness
as a result of the nationwide rectifi.cation campaign and
the campaign for checking up the work of the co-
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in 1957, a number of handicraft co-operatives
turned into state factories under local governments, or
r.rperatives,

co-operative factories under the Federation of Handicraft
Co-operatives.
The transition of a handicraft co-operative to a state
factory indicated that the transition from collective
ownership to ownership by the whole people was completed. The transition of a handicraft co-operative to a
co-operative factory represented a transition from a
small to large collective ownership which prepared better conditions for its further transition to ownership by
the whole people. By 1958, according to membership,
37 per cent of the handicraft co-operatives had been
transformed from collective ownership into ownership
by the whole people, 28 per,cent retained their collective
ownership as co-operative factories or handicraft cooperatives in the cities. The remaining 35 per cent were
handicraft co-operatives in the rural areas, which were
under the direction of the people's communes.
There were greater advantages when a co-operative
changed over from collective ownership into ownership
by the whole people: (1) The productive potential could
be fully exploited, since the funds, equipment, manpower
and technical facilities were distributed and used rationally and on a larger scale; (2) An over-all arrangement
could be made for rational division of work and coordination between the various industrial branches,
because the production and marketing of the goods
produced in such factories became part of the state plan;
(3) The state could, according to p1an, reorganize and
expand the factories on the basis of former co-operatives, and thereby achieve greater, quicker, better and
more economical results in building up local industries.
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Thus, when a handicraft co-operative turned into a state
or co-operative factory, its productivity was greatly increased and the way to technical revolution was wide

open. According

to

some regional surveys,

in

1957

mechanized and semi-mechanized handicraft production
accounted for 9 per cent of the gross output value of all
handicrafts in these regions, while in 1958, this proportion exceeded 30 per cent. The gross output value of
all handicrafts in 1958 increased by nearly 50 per cent
over that of the previous year.
That some of the handicraft co-operatives quicklv
changed over from collective ownership to the ownership by the whole people was a natural trend, and was
beneflcial to the development of the national economy.
But it did not necessarily follow that all handicyaft cooperatives should be transforrrled at once. Handicrafts
in China, with their long history and rich variety, are
an indispensable and component part of the national
economy. According to the experience gained in the

transformation of handicrafts in recent years, it was
clear that to satisfy the various needs Of the people with
a Wide 'range of handicraft products both centralized
production and individual operation, both manufacturing
and repair trades directly serving the customers should
exist side by side. And with regard to ownership,
various forms will need to exist for a fairly long period
of time. With the exception of those large mechanized
or bemi-mechanized co-operatives, which with the consent of their members were turned into state factories,
the rest were allowed to remain under collective ownership as co-operative factories or co-operatives, and, under
the direction of the state sector of the economy, continued to expand all the advantages of collective owner-

ship. In the meantime, under the direction of the

state

sector, individual operation of certain handicrafts was
allowed to remain as the situation demanded. AII this
was favourable to the development of production and
the improvement of the people's living conditions.
Although it is a natural tendency for certain handicrafts
to adapt themselves to mechanization or semi-mechanization step by step, there will still be many things which
will remain hand-made for many years. Therefore, a
long-range view must be taken in formulating poticies
for handicrafts. The principle of making over-alI plans
and comprehensive arrangements with due regard being
given to all parties concerned should be applied. Energetic measures for expansion should be taken on the
basis of preserving the original, variety, quantity, and
quality of products, so that the constantly rising needs
of the whole society may be satisfied to the maximum.
The Socialist Transforrnation of Small Traders and
Pedlars. In China, a great number of small traders and
pedlars
also operating individually have always
- In
- there were
existed.
1955, according to statistics,
about 2,800,000 such small units in which some 3,300,000
people were employed which constituted g6 per cent of
the total number of private commercial establishments,
and the volume of commodities transacted by small
traders and pedlars came to 65 per cent of the total
volume handled by private commerce.
These people were different from the peasants and
handicraftsmen in that they were engaged in commercial operations, not in production. They were not
capitalists, but individual working people engaged in
commercial transactions. As a rule, they possessed only
a meagre amount of capital, operated a sma1l shop, a
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stand or stall, or travelied while pedciling their wares.
OnIy a very few employed assistants and the overwheLming number depended upon their own labour
entirely.
They were widely dispersed in town and couniry, and
a large proportion of them were pedlars. In the past,
when rural communities were scattered, production was
backward and transportation difficult, they provided
indispensable services, purchasing, retailing, and transporting their goods over short distances in the countryside. They often travelled to the remote areas buying
the peasants' products and selling them necessities for
their daily use and production. They also travelled
along deflnite routes at regular intervals, or delivered
goods to the consumers' homes. In a word, their mode
of operation grew out of the heterogeneous needs of their
customers. Their role in commodity exchange in town
and country was indeed quite significant.
The sma1l traders and pedlars, however, were often
inclined towards spontaneous capitalist development and

speculation. Qr-rite often they were a strong enough
force to upset the equilibrium of the market, the state's
supply and marketing plan and price policy. Due to their
Iimited resources, however, they aiways had difficulties
in carrying on their business. In the course of socialist
transformation, it was necessary to make provisions for
them and to remould them in a suitable manner. They
were labourers. For this reason, they could be counted
on to follow the leadership of the working class and
accept socialisrn step by step. Any measure that would
expropriate their livelihood or crowd them out had to
be avoided. The Party's policy for their socialist transformation was based on the principle of their voluntary
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participation, under the guidance of the state commercial establishments and supply and marketing co-operatives. They were helped to join various types of
olgarrizations best suited to their individual business
conditions so as to become part of socialist commerce.
The major transitional forms were and still are the cooperative groups and co-operative stores.
The co-operative groups act, on behalf of their members, as distributors, commission agents or purchasing
agents, for the socialist commercial establishments.
Selling is sti1l the business of the individual member,
and he alone is accountable for his proflt and loss. The
advantage of such a tneasure is twofold. The rnembers
can keep close contact with the state commercial establishments, and since their means are now concentrated,
they ai:e able to purchase in large quantities and their
difficulties in stock purchasing have been overcome. On
the other hand, the various operational forms which had
been proved suitable before socialist transformation are
kept intact, so that the needs of the customers are
satisfled arrd the enthusiasm of the members encouraged.
trn essence, such co-operative groups have not changed
the individual operations of their members. NonetheIess, in their role as retail distributor,s or commission
agents for state commerce, since the time when the
socialist sector was established in a position of dominance
in the national economy, and the capitalist sector had
practically vanished from the scene, they have become
an organic part of socialist commerce. They have to
purchase their merchandise from the socialist sector and
sell at prices regulated b1r the state. Their income is
derived only from the difference between wholesale and
retail prices, or from the commission they receive. Their
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position is thus substantially closer to that of the salesmen in the state stores under the wage system.
The other form, that of the co-operative store, has
changed individual operation into a collective one. The
co-operative store differs from the co-operative group
in that it sells its stock directly to consumers and shares
profit and loss'among its members. The advantages of
this are that not only difficulties in stock purchasing due
to dispersed capital are overcome, but through unified
operation, the network of stores and their trade activities are adjusted rationally and sales increase. Hence
this form is superior to the co-operative group. However, there are also contradictions in it. For instance,
when the sma1l traders and pedlars are organized into
co-operative stores it often causes inconvenience to
customers; yet if the small traders remain scattered as
before, it creates difficulties in management. These
stores have to act as distribution and commission agents
for state commerce under the direction of the latter or
of the supply and marketing co-operatives according to
the state regulations. If they are left completely alone
to direct their own business, they easily develop capitalist
tendencies, exploiting their customers by various means.
This form of organization was, therefore, not widely
adopted during the early period of socialist transformation of the small traders and pedlars. The co-operative
groups are far more numerous.
The work of tranqformation among the small traders
and pedlars was accomplished step by step. After the
establishment of the People's Republic of China, the
Party and the government assigned markets, locations
and lines of business for the sma1l traders and pedlars,
thus enabling the majority of them to stay in business
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and even expand their activities to a certain degree.
This was done according to the policy of "over-all planning, comprehensive arrangement, with due regard
given to all parties concerned," and in consideration of
the market conditions in various localities and the practical difficulties they had in the operation of their business. After 1953 with the progress in economic construction and the enforcement of planned purchase and
supply of grain and other major agricultural products,
state commerce and the state supply and marketing cooperatives developed rapidly. As a consequence, a number of small traders and pedlars went out of business,
increasing unemployment in the countryside. For a
time, difficulties arose in the flow of goods between toln
and country. The state took immediate action in making
further arrangements for the small traders and pedlars
by expanding wholesale seltring and reducing wholesale
prices and supplying them with merchandise through
the state commercial establishments and supply and
marketing co-operatives. In the meantime, they were
made retail distributors or commission agents for state
commerce in the process of their socialist transformation. They started to set up large numbers of cooperative groups and co-operative stores in the latter
hatf of 1955 hs part of the nationwide upsurge of socialist
transformation. By the end of 1956, 1,150,000 small
units in the retail and catering trades, or 46 per cent oI
the total number in these two trades, organized themselves into co-operative groups, while 800,000, or 32 per
cent of the total figure, became co-operative stores. In
the same period, some small traders and pedlars were
taken into joint state-privatq enterprises. Qf the 540,000
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units which remained on an individual basis, the greater
part were very widely scattered, which made their organization almost impossible.
After the upsurge of socialist transformation, a unifled
socialist market was formed. In the second half of 1056,
with a view to expanding commodity exchange between
town and country and increasing the variety of products
to better satisfy the people's needs, the Party and the
government decided to open a free market for a limited
number of small and native products. After this, for
a while the number of small traders and pedlars again
increased. Such a development reflected a social and
economlc need. But it also showed that individual
operation or production which is the source of a spon.
taneous capitalist tendency still lingered on, despite the
upsurge in socialist transformation, and, when the opportunity came, it flared up again. It was, therefore, necessary to strengthen the control of the free market and
ban all unlawful and speculative activities. Since 1958
when the rural people's communes were established all
over the country and small traders and pedlars were
drawn into them, greater restrictions have been imposed
upon the free market. But under the existing conditions,
since the peasants are allowed to pursue certain household side-occupations, it is impossible to completely,do
away with the simple local markets in the countryside.
Similarly, certain free scope is given to the operation
of the remaining individual handicraftsmen in the cities.
Neither complete pfohibition nor absolute non-restriction will do any good to production or advance the people's welfare.
The realization of the socialist transformation of agriculture, handicrafts and small'traders on an individual

basis is of historic signiflcance in China. It demonstrates
that 90 per cent of the labouring people have abandoned

the capitalist path, and taken the socialist road, thus
uprooting for ever the foundation upon which capitalism
grows.
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CI".APTEIT TIIREE

THE SOCIALIST TRANSFORh4ATION OF THE
CAPITALIST SI]CTOR

1. Special Features of Chinese Capitalism and the Party's
Policy for the PeacefuJ Transformation of Capitalist
IndustrY and Commerce

Following the victory of the People's War of Liberation, the state confiscated the property of the bureaucrat
capitalists. The industrial and commercial enterprises
of the national capitalists were temporarily left intact.
The latter became one sector of China's national economy
during the transition period.
After the founding of the People's Republic, China
embarked upon the stage of socialist revolution. The
task was to eliminate capitalism and all systems by which
man exploits man. This is a universal principle applicable to socialist revolution in all nations. In their
"Manifesto of the Communist Party" Marx and Engels
stated clearly:
The proletariat wili use its political supremacy to
wrest, by degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie, to
centralize all instruments of production in the hands
of the State, i.e., of the proletariat organized as the

ruling class; and to increase the total of productive
forces as rapidly as Possible.l
The proletariat of each nation, however, adopts different ways in which to fulfll this historic task according
to its own speciflc historical conditions as well as its
relative position of class strength at home and abroad.
In China the method of dealing with state-monopoly
capitalism of a feudal and comprador character was to
confi.scate its property and transfer it to the state. The
method of dealing wibh national capitalism was to carry
out the nationalization of its property, step by step,

through peaceful transformation. Mao Tse-tung pointed
out:
Conditions in China were such that it was not only
possible, by using peaceful methods, methods of persuasion and education, .to turn individual ownership
into socialist, collective ownership, but also to change
capitalist into socialist ownership'2

The Dual Function of National Capitalism. National
capitalism had a twofold function in the development
of the economy in semi-colonial and semi-feudal old
China as well as in the transition period from capitalism
to socialism. In o1d China national capitalism never
achieved a position of monopoly in the country's economic life. With the exception of a few in the upper
strata, national capitalists had little connection with imperialism. At that time the power of capitalism in the

L
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world at large had begun to decline like the setting sun.
But in o1d China, a backward country under imperialist
enslavement, national capitalism, though not fully developed, was an advanced force in the country's economy.
It hastened the disintegration of the age-old fer.rdal system, propelling commodity production forward and
helping the formation of a national market. It is true
that Chinese national capitalism lagged far behind the
industrially advanced countries both in its technical level
and in equipment, but it did, to a certain extent, employ
modern production techniques, use up-to-date scientiflc
experience and organize mechanized industrial production on a large scale.
Unlike bureaucrat capitalism, Chinese national capitalism was not comprador and feudal in character. Because of its position in the world capitalist system
Chinese national capitalism had contradictions with
imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat capitalism. With
the support of these other two, imperialism turned China
into a market of monopoly capital for the dumping of
its commodities and plunder of raw materials, and an
outlet for its capital. The policy imperialism adopted
towards Chinese natiorial capitalism was to stunt its
growth or push it aside. In this connection, Mao Tsetung said:

The history of imperialist aggression upon China,
of imperialist opposition to China's independence and
to her development of capitalism, constitutes precisely
the history of modern China.l
rSelected Worles of NIao Tse-tung, Lawrence and Wishart,
London, 1954, Vo]. III, p. 123.

Under such circumstances national capitalism had to
wage economic struggles against imperialism for the sake
of its own development. For instance, at one time national industrial capital won a position in the textile and
food industries and afterwards made energetic efforts
to deve).op machine-building and basic chemical industries. Commercial and fi'nance capital also wanted to
free itself from the grip of foreign corporations, establish
its own foreign trade relations, rid itself of the control
of the big banks run by the imperialists and bureaucrat
capitalists and buitd its own reserve funds. But all these
stiuggles ended. in failure owing to the weakness of national capitalism.
Historically, China's national capitalism wielded a
progressive influence but it was quite limited' In a semicotoniat and semi-feudal society national capitalism, weak
and backwarcl economically, was unable to completely
sever its multiple ties with irnperialism, feudalism and
bureaucrat caPitalism.
Light industry'virtually dominated national capitalist
industry which could not develop as an independent industrial system without a heavy industry for its foundation. In 1949, statistics showed that of the gross output
value of Chinese capitalist industry consumer goods
accounted for 81.5 per cent, while capital goods only 1B'5

per cent. The machine-bu
only 1.4 per cent. National

a large proportion of its ma
materials. For instance, in
Shanghai before liberation, 96 per cent of the spindles
and 72 per cent of the looms were imported' In the
flour mills B0 per cent of all rollers and 97 per cent of
the large rollers were of foreign manufacture' Before
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the War of Resistance to Japanese Aggression, half of
the wheat used in the flour mills in Shanghai was imported from the United States, while most of the cotton
used in the cotton mills was also from that country and
several others. Of the wool used in the woollen textile
mills B0 per cent was imported. Some B0 other kinds
of raw materials, inclqding rubber, rayon and d.yestuffs,
came entirely from abroad. The uneven distribution of
the productive forces also reflected how the national industry of a semi-colonial and semi-feudal society depended upon imperialism. About 60-70 per cent of all
Chinese private industrial enterprises were concentrated
in the imperialist-dominated coastal cities. Many of the
products of these enterprises mainiy served foreign markets and the bureaucrat bourgeoisie in the cities. Among
the scattered and backward national industry, there was
a large percentage of small enterprises and a consid.erable

number of handicraft workshops. In 19b3, statistics
showed that 96 per cent of the private factories had less
than 50 workers and other employees each. These small
enterprises were mostly poorly equipped and low in

productivity.
Commercial and flnance capital accounted for a large
percentage of national capital
more than B0 per cent
prior to the War of Resistance.- In old China commercial
capital was more strongly comprador and feudal in
character than industrial capital. A lesser part of it was
necessary to industrial capital in commodity exchange
while the greater part served imperialism and feudal
economy. Commercial capital in the big coastal cities
mainly handled imports and exports and as often as not
grew .around the foreign corporations established in
China, hence its strong comprador characfer. In the in-
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terior of the country and in small cities and towns commercial capital was mostly connected with the economic
activities of the landlords who exploited and controlled
the production of peasants and handicraftsmen. OId
China's flnance capital, by and large, did not grow on
the basis of the development and concentration of industrial capital. It expanded abnormally to facilitate
the dumping of foreign commodities and sale of bonds
issued by the reactionary government. It was usurious
as well as comprador in character. Controlled by the
big banks of 'the imperialists and bureaucrat capitalists,
it became a link in the imperialist financial network of
exploitation in China. The large proportion of commercial and flnance capital was an indication of the
strong speculative nature of Chinese national capital.
This was a product of China's semi-colonial status,
especially of prolonged and vicious inflation' Bureaucrat
capital headed by the four big famili'es was actually of
a speculative nature. Suffering from the imperialist
policy of dumping and being crowded out by bureaucrat
capital, normal industrial production and business was
very difficult to maintain. Practically all commercial
.and industrial enterprises engaged more or less in hoarding or speculation in gold, foreign curency, bonds or
real estate with the banks as the centre of speculative
capital.
It can be seen from the foregoing analysis that national
capitalism in old China had both its progressive and
positive, also its backward and negative aspects. Under
the historical conditions of that time, its dominant aspect
was that it helped the development of social productive
forces, and it had contradictions with imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat capitalism.
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After the founding of the People's Republic, China's
revolution passed from the democratic to the socialist
stage. At this 1;ime the national capitalist sector of the
economy was no longer progressive but backward, compared with the socialist sector against which it stood in
direct opposition. Nevertheless, under China's special
historical conditions, it still had a dual character at a
certain stage in the transition period, which differed
in essence from that which it had in old China.
China was backward economically, because although
the democratic revolution had destroyed the reactionary,
decadent economic system of o1d China, it was impossible
to end quickly the backwardness in production which the
. o1d system had caused. When the Peop1e's Republic was
founded, modern industry accounted for about 17 per
cent of the combined gross output value of industry and
agriculture. In terms of net output vaIue, it was about
10 per cent. Individual smalI-scale production was predominant in the national economy as a whole. Under
these circumstances, in ordei to speedily rehabilitate
and build up the national economy and to advance
gradually towards socialism on the basis of a steady increase in production and a gradual rise in the people's
Iiving standards, it was necessary for the country not
only to develop the socialist state sector of economy
but also to utilize all possible economic forces and bring
all positive factors into play. When China's trbnsition
period began, capitalist industry accounted for 63.3 per
cent of the gross output value of the country's industry
(excluding individual handicrafts). In 1949, the output
percentages of private industry among some of the
principal industrial products were: Coal, 28.3; caustic
soda, 59.4; cement, 26.1; electric motors, 79.6; cotton

yarn, 46.7; cotton cloth, 40.3; paper, 63.4; matches,

80.6;

flour, 79.4; and cigarettes, 80.4. The proportion

of
capitalist commerce in the country's commerce was even
greater. It accounted for 76.1 per cent of the total
volume of wholesale trade and 85 per cent of the total
retail sales. These flgures showed that the capitalist
sector still occupied an important position in the economic life of society at that time, and it was an important
economic force to be utilized.
The aim of the capitalist sector was obviously to obtain
surplus value. But to attain this, it had to produce
material goods or serve as a link between production
and consumption in the sphere of commodity exchange.
For this reason capitalist industry and commerce were
permitted to continue in operation and even grow somewhat for a certain period of time so that they could
pLay a positive role in the rehabilitation and developrnent of the national economy. Firstly, at the initial
stage of the transition period the products of the socialist
industries lagged far behind the state and people's
demands. In order tb rapidly restore and develop the
production of the state sector and establish its hegemony
over the whole national economy, the state had to concentrate huge manpower and material resources for socialist industrial construction as quickly as possible.
UnCer these circumstances it was beneficial to the resl.olation and development of the nationai economy to
use capitalist industry for the increase of production
under state leadership. Capitalist industry made up for
the inability of the socialist state sector to supply all
of the consumer and capital goods needed by the people.
China was a country in which small-peasant production was predominant. Therefore, exchanging some of
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the products of capitalist industry for the peasants' grain
and other farm produce was particularly signiflcant in
strengthening the worker"-peasant economic alliarnce.
Secondly, since there were a large number of technical
personnel and those experienced in supply and marketing in the capitalist enterprises, more engineers, technicians and skilled workers could be trained from among
them. Thirdly, along with the growth of production, the
proflts of capitalist enterprises increased steadily. The
state could turn a portion of such profits into state

accumulation through taxation and price policies.
FourthlSr, the capitalist sector with its extensive trade
network and connections at home and abroad served as
an important force in promoting the exchange of goods
between town and country and between China and foreign countries. Furthermore, China has tremendous
manpower. The fact that capitalist enterprises provided
work for a number of industrial and office workers during the initial stage of national economic construction
was of great help in solving the whole employment

problem.
The capitalist sector also had its negative side during
the transition period. Capitalism, whether in industry or
commerce, must obtain surplus value. Thus part of the
material wealth created by the workers in capitalist enterprises goes into the capitalists' pockets instead of
being used to raise the living standards of the workers
or to increase the state's accumulation of funds. Commercial capitalists exploited the peasant masses and
other consumers through commodity exchange. If the
situation had remained unchecked, it would have
dampened the workers' enthusiasm for production and
come into direct conflict with the interests of the work-
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ing class and of socialism. Next, blind competition and
anarqhy in capitalist production was antagonistic to the
balanced (proportionate) development of the national
economy. If this had not been brought under strict control, the national economic plan and the development of
the entire socialist sector would have been disrupted,
Finally, within the capitalist enterprises the contradiction between the working class and the bourgeoisie continued since capitalist exploitation of the workers still
existed, and the class struggle was still acute. Some diehard capitalists denied the workers' democratic rights,
attempted to continue their unlimited exploitation, or
used underhand methods to buy over and corrupt the
weak-willed workers. This unscrupulous profiteering
and other unlawful activities were very bad for the
development of the national economy as a whole.
The capitalist sector in some ways benefited and, in
other ways, injured the welfare of the country and the
people. Such was the dual character of Chinese national
capitalism before the completion of its socialist transformation.

The Dual Character of the National Bourgeoisie.
Chinese national capitalism had a dual charaCter and
therefore the Chinese national bourgeoisie also had a
dual political character. Except for the bureaucrat
capitalists, the national bourgeoisie was the smallest class
with the shortest history in China. It consisted mainly
of small and intermediate capitalists and their intellectuals. In the stage of democratic revolution the national
bourgeoisie of a semi-colonial and semi-feudal country
like China was oppressed by imperialism, feudalism and
,bureaucrat capitalism. For its own economic development, it had a certain'desire to engage in revolutionary
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struggles to free itself from the three oppressions. So,
it allied itself with the proletariat against their common
enemy. But, because of its economic and political weakness, it did not completely sever its ties with imperialism,
feudalism and bureaucrat capitalism and lacked the
courage to flght in a thoroughgoing way against them.
Instead, it had a strong tendency to waver and compromise. Due to this two-sided character, at certain
periods and to a limited extent, the national bourgeoisie
either joined the Chinese democratic revolution and became a revolutionary force, sympathized with the
revolution, or remained neutral. At other periods it
betrayed the revolution and followed the imperialists and
their lackeys as accomplices in counter-revolution. Mao
Tse-tung pointed out:
On the one hand, the possibility of participating in
the revolution; and on the other hand, the proneness
to compromise with the enemy of the revolution _these constitute the dual character of "one person
fi1lirrg two posts" of the Chinese bourgeoisie.l

In accordance with this vacillating character of the
Chinese national bourgeoisie, the policy of the Chinese
Comrnunist Party during the democratic revolution was
to both unite with and struggle against the bourgeoisie,
to attain unity through struggle. Its negative side of
wavering and compromise was ovel'co ne while the
development of its positive revolutionary side was encouraged. This made it possible to include it in the people's democratic united front led by the working class
lselecteil Wot'ks of Mao Tse-L'ung, Lawrence and Wishart' London, 1954, Vol. III, p, 118.

and based on the worker-peasant alliance. The alliance
of the Chinese working class with the national bourgeoisie which was established during the democratic
revolution was not only of great significance to the victory in this revolution but had also a far-reaching influence on the changing class relations during the period
of the subsequent socialist revolution.
Theoretically, when China entered the stage of socialist
revolution the bourgeoisie should have been removed as
a class. But the alliance of the working class with the
national bourgeoisie continued. This was because the
working class had formed an alliance with the bourgeoisie during the democratic revolution; the struggle
with the imperialist aggressive bloc was still an important
task during the transition period; the counter-revolutionaries in the country had to be completely suppressed;
and during the early transition period the capitalist
sector was still able to play a certain active role. Furthermore, the socialist camp was growing in strength in the
world at large and the political and economic hegemony
of the working class and socialist state sector was being
established at home. Under such circumstances the
Chinese Communist Party adopted a policy of uniting
with and educating the national bourgeoisie. Consequently, the bourgeoisie expressed its support for the
people's democratic state power under the leadership of
the working class and for the Constitution, thus accepting socialist transformation without much reluctance.
Nevertheless, the bourgeoisie by nature had a strong
inclination towards capitalism. Because of its desire for
profit it opposed certain measures taken by the state for
the socialist transformation of the national economy and
even resisted in varioLls ways. These were its negative
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political aspects. Because of this political two-sidedness,
most capitalists vacillated between taking the socialist
or the capitalist road. The Party's task was to continue
the policy of both uniting with and struggling against
the national bourgeoisie and of attaini4g unity through
struggle, in order to win over a majority of its members

to

socialism.

The principal contradiction in the transition period
was between taking the socialist or the capitalist road
and that between the working class and the bourgeoisie.
This contradiction was antagonistic in nature and a lifeand-death struggle. But owing to its dual character, the
contradiction of China's national bourgeoisie with the
working class also had a non-antagonistic aspect. Under
China's concrete conditions during the transition period
which were extremely favourable to socialism and because of the possibility that the bourgeoisie would accept
socialist transformation without much reluctance, the
contradiction between the working class and the national
bourgeoisie, when properly handled, was limited to a
contradiction within the ranks of the people. OnIy on
a very few occasions did it become a contradiction between the people and the enemy. Thus, the method used
in dealing with the contradiction between the working
class and the national bourgeoisie was, in general, the
same as that used to handle the contradictions among
the people, that is, the method of persuasion and education.

The Policy of Using, Restricting and Transforming
Capitalist Industry and Commerce. The historical
characteristics of national capitalism and the national
bourgeoisie are the principal grounds for the policy of
peaceful transformation adopted by the Chinese Com-

munist Party and the People's Government. The Constitution of the People's Republic of China provides:
The policy of the state towards capitalist industry
and commerce is to use, restrict and transform them.
The state makes use of the positive sides of capitalist
industry and commerce which are beneflcial to
national welfare and the people's livelihood, restricts
their negative sides which are not beneflcial to national
welfare and the people's livelihood, encourages and
guides their transformation into various forms of
state-capitalist economy, gradually replacing capitalist
orvnership '"vith ownership by the whole people; and
this it does by lrreans of control er<ercised by administrative olgans of state, the leadership given by the
state sector of the economy, and supervision by the
workers.l

The policy towards the national capitalists was to
unite with

ar-rd struggle against them constantly and to
achieve unity through struggles, bringing their positive
sides into fuIl p1ay, while overcoming their negative
sides. Parallel with the transformation of capitalist enterprises, rneasures were taken gradually to remould the
capitalists from exploiters into working people living by
their own labour.
What was this policy of using, restricting and trans-

forming capitalist industry and commerce?
The policy of using capitalist industry and commerce
was that under China's historical conditions, the capitalist
sector was allowed to exist for a certain period of time
lArticle 70, The Constitution of the People's Republic o!
Foreign Languages Press, Peking, 1954, p.76.

Chit"ta,
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following the victory' of the democratic revolution.
Those capitalist enterprises which were beneflcial to the
national welfare and the people's livelihood were allowed to develop. In the initial stage of the transition
period, while giving priority to the development of the
state sector of economy, the state carried out the policy
of "taking into account both public and private interests
and benefiting both labour and capital," and gave
proper consideration to the capitalist sector in the allocation of raw materials and certain other matters. As a
result the capitalist sector grew to some degree. Between
1949 and 1952 the gross output value of capitalist industry increased by about 54 per cent, while the retail
sales of private commerce increased by about 20 per cent.
The growth of private industry and commerce enabled
the state sector to control an increasing number of industrial articles, which helped to restore the national
economy as well as consolidate the worker-peasant
alliance.

The policy of restriction was that the state took measures to restrict the negative sides of capitalist industry
and commerce which were not beneficial to the national
welfaqe and the people's needs. The state set a limit to
capitalist exploitation by enforcing its Iabour protection
policy and price policy and through taxation and control
over the distribution of the profits of the enterprises.
It also restricted anarchy in capitalist production and
speculation. This was done by controlling the supply
of raw materials, goods in stock and markets and by
taking other measures such as supervising the opening
and closing of capitalist industrial and commercial enterprises, deflning the scope of their operations and banning
unlawful activities of the capitalists.

Sihce the restrictions placed by the state on capitalist
industry and commerce clashed with the narrov/ interest
of the profit-seeking bourgeoisie, there were naturally
many capitalists who raised objections to these restrictions or violated them. The struggle between restriction
and counter-restriction was the main form of class
struggle within the country for a certain period. Such
struggle was most clearly manifested during the campaign in 1950 to stabilize commodity prices and in the
uu fan movement jn 1952. With a view to smashing
the resistance of the bourgeoisie, an acute struggle was
waged against those few capitalists who persisted in their
unlawful activities and, through the struggle they were
isolated from the masses of the people as well as from
other members of their class. The method adopted towards the great majority of the capitalists who were
willing to abide by the policies, laws and decrees of the
state was to educate them and unite with them, so as
to facilitate the further transformation of capitalist industry and commerce.
The policy of transforming capitalist industry and
commerce was to gradually change capitalist private
ownership of the means of production into socialist
ownership by the whole people, and capitalist economy
into socialist state economy. It is true that through the
measures of utilization and restriction the capitalist sector
was made to serve socialist construction to a certain extent, but as long as the capitalist economic relations
remain unchanged, it was impossible to resolve the contradictions between the capitalist and socialist sectors
and those within the capitalist sector itself. That explains why, along with the use and restriction of capitalist industry and commeree, their socialist transformation
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had to be carried out step by step. Otherwise, the
measures of use and restriction would not have produced
full results.

The policy of use, restriction and transfor:mation of
capitalist industry and commerce by the state was an
organic whole, its final aim being their socialist transformation. The view that "to use them flrst, then restrict
and finally transform them" was not correct. As a matter of fact, from the flrst day of the founding of the
People's Republic, the policy of using, restricting bnd
transforming has been a unifled whole, though the emphasis was different at different times.
The socialist transformation of the capitalist sector
was carried out in accordance with the law that the production relations must be suited to the nature of the
productive forces. The contradiction between the capitalist ownership of the means of production and the
productive forces of society sharpened with the growth
of the socialist sector of the economy. Since capitalist
enterprises could not compete {avourably with state
enterprises in raising labour productivity, lowering production costs, and improving the quality of the products,
many of them encountered a number of difficulties in
production and some even became paralysed. Furthermore, the contradiction between the workers and capitalists could never be resolved rvithin the capitalist sector
itself. All these things showed that capitalist economie
relations had become an obstacle to the development of
the productive forces and had to be replacr:d by new,
socialist production relations.
In the transition period the socialist transformation of
capitalist industry and commerce was accomplished in
two steps. The flrst was transforming the capitalist

.
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into the state-capitalist sector, and the second was transforming the state-capitalist into the socialist seetor. To
bring about the socialist transformation by peaceful
means via state capitalism, a policy of graduallv buying
out the means of production owned by the bourgeoisie
was adopted. Under certain historical conditions, the
adoption of this policy is advantageous to the proletariat.
Both Marx and EngeJ.s pointed out many years ago that
it would be most expedient for the working class to buy
out from the bourgeoisie all its properties and nationalize
them. Lenin said in 1918 in his "I-eft'Wing Childishness and Petty-Bourgeois Mentality" that after the
seizure of state power the proletariat should, under certain conditions, adopt two methods of work. He said:
. . . It will become clear that we catr and ought to
employ two methods simultaneously, i.e. the ruthless
suppression of the uncultured capitalists, who refuse
to have anything to do with "state capitalism" or to
consider any form of compromise, and who continue
by means of profiteering by bribing the poor peasantry, etc., to hinder the app.lication of the rneasures
taken by the Soviets, ui,th the method of compromise,
or buying off llie cullur:ed capilalists, -'rzho agree with
state capitalism, who are capable of putting it into
practice and who are useful to the proletariat as clever
and experienced organizers of the largest types of
enterprises, which supply commodities to tens of millions of people.r
The policy of buying off adopted in China was a concrete application of the fundamental principle of
lV. I. Lenin, Selected Works, English edition, International Publishers, New York, 1943, Vol. VII, pp. 369-370.
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Marxism-Leninism, which was in turn enriched and
developed by being applied to China's specific conditions.
Buying off is different frorn purchasing. This is because the means of production owned by the capitalists
are nothing but capitalized surplus vaIue, an accumulation of the workers' unpaid labour. The policy of buying
off adopted by the Party and government is politically
a consideration given by the working class to its revolutionary ally, a price paid to achieve a peaceful change.
Economically, capitalist production always aims at securing proflts. Since capitalism was allowed to go on existing in China for a certain period of time and an effort
was made to bring about its peaceful transition, it had
to be allowed to take a portion of the surplus value. The
price to be paid was, therefore, not determined by the
value of the means of production but by the progress
and requirements of socialist transformation. Before the
change-over of private enterprises to joint state-private
management by whole trades, buying off took the form
of distribution of proflts. The price then received by
the capitalists tvas based, by and large, on the condition
of production and the management of an enterprise concerned. If an enterprise produced more and was better
managed, the capitalists obtained more proflt. If not,
they reccived 1ess. Alter the change-over of private
enterprises to joint state-private management by whole
trades, buying off took the form of paying a fixed interest on shares to the capitalists and making proper
arrangements for their work. At this stage of trans.tormation, this form of buying off helped the capitaiists
to tide over differences that might arise in their living
standards when they were changing from exploiters into
working people. It enabled them to have a feeling of
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security and to accept socialist transformation more
readily.
The socialist transformation of capitalist industry and
commerce in China was not accomplished merely by
paying a price for its peaceful and orderly conversion.
It was accompanied by the simultaneous remoulding of
the capitalists themselves, so that they were able to
gradually change from exploiters into working people
earning their own living. The "dual transformation" of
the enterprises and the capitalists helped to weaken the
resistance put up by the moribund forces of the bourgeoisie against the socialist revolution and promoted the
speedy completion of the socialist transformation. At
the same time the national bourgeoisie of China was a
class in which there were more intellectuals and specialists with a knowledge of modern science and certain
productive techniques and experience of management
and administration. When these people qrere persuaded
to acce pt socialist remoulding instead of putting up
resistance they placed their knowledge and experience
at the service of socialism. Naturally, the method of persuasion and education was also a form of class struggle
so far as class relations were concerned. But such a
struggle was based on a desire for attaining unity, for
helping the capitalists to accept peaceful transformation
without too much reluctance. It depended mainly upon
reasoning. It was only when a few of them openly
violated or opposed the policies, Iaws and decrees of the
government that supplementary measures, such as administrative and legal action, had to be taken.
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2. The Elementary Forms of State Capitalism

State Capitalisrn in the Transition Period. State
capitalism was the form through which the socialist
transformation of capitalist industry and commerce was
carried out during the transition period.
State capitalism is not an independent economic form.
Its nature and function vary with the polilical and economic conditions of the whole society. There is state
capitalism under a capitalist system and state capitalism
under a proletarian dictatorship.
State capitalism in a capitalist country exists under
the ,direct control of the bourgeois state, in the form of
state-established monopolies or nationalized enterprises.
It serves the interests of the monopoly-capitalists and is
basically no different from private capitalism. The difference, if any, is that it is owned not by a single capitalist or a group of capitalists, but by the bourgeoisie as a
whole. In his Anti-Duhring, Engels said:
The modern state, whatever its form, is an essentially capitalist machine; it is the state of the capitalists, the ideal aggregate capitalist. The more productive forces it takes over, the more does it become"a
real aggregate capitalist, the more citizens does it
exploit. The workers remain wage earners, proletarians. The capitalist relationship is not abolished;
it is rather pushed to an extreme.l
The modern revisionists are oniy apologists for moribund capitalism, spreading illusions and trying to lure

l,he working class away from the revolutionary path,
when they try to disguise the state capitalism of capitalist
countries in the beautiful mask of "socialism" and repeat
the reformist "theory" of the British Labour Party.
State capitalism under proletarian dictatorship is an
entirely different matter'. Lenin said:

In a capitalist state, state capitalism is recognized by
the state and is controlled by it for the benefit of the
bourgeoisie, and in opposition to the interest of the
proletariat. In the proletarian state, the same thing
is done for the benefit of the working class for the
purpose of withstanding the as yet strong bourgeoisie
and of flghting it.l
Although the capitalists still exploited the workers in
this type of state-capitalist enterprise, they can no longer
squeeze them at their will as in the past, nor can they
hunt freely for high proflts. They must meet the
demands of the state and society as a whole in their
production and in the operation of their business. This
type of state capitalism is one which can be restricted
by the proletarian state in the interests of building
socialism. It is just as Lenin said:
State capitalism is capitalism which we shall be able

to restrict, the limits of which we shall be able to fix.
This state capitalism is connected with the state, and
the state is the workers.2
Following the victory of the people's democratic revolution in China, people's democratic state power was
lV. I. Lenin, Selected, Worlcs, Lawrence ancl Wisl-rart, f,ondcn,
Vol. 9, p. 238.
2V. I. Lenin, Selectecl Works in Tuso Volumes, Foreign Languages Publishing llouse, Moscow, 1952, Yol. II, Part 2, p. 644.

1946,

lF. Engels, Anti-Duhring, Foreign Languages PUblishing llouse.
Moscow, 1947, p. al4.
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set up. This state power was a special form of proletarian dictatorship with a powerful socialist state sector
of the economy as its base, and because of this, state
capitalism in China's transition period was, just as Lenin
said, state capitalism under proletarian dictatorship. The
purpose of directing capitalist industry and commerce
into the channels of state capitalism was to better utilize
their positive sides which are beneflcial to the national
welfare and the people's needs and restrict their negative sides which are not so beneficial, and to gradually
change the economic relations of capitalism and eventually replace capitalist ownership of the means of production with ownership by the whole people.
When the capitalist sector was diverted into state
capitalism, fairly permanent connections were established between it and the socialist state sector through
various forms of a more or less socialist nature. According to the degree of such connections and the growth of
socialist elements, state capitalism in China may be
divided into two forms the elementary and the
advanced.

-

The Formation and l)evelopnrent o[ the Elcmentary
Forms of State Capitalism. The elementary statecapitalist enterprises were still privately managed by the
capitalists. Connections of one kind or another were
established only by contracts with the socialist state
sector outside the enterprises.
In industry, the elementary forms of state capitalism
consisted mainly of the private enterprises processing
goods for the state, accepting state orders, and the state
purchasing and marketing their entire output.
Processing of goods: State commerce (or other state
enterprises or government offices) through a contract sup-

plied a private factory with raw materials or semifinished products for: processing goods according to specifications, quality, quantity and within a specified time.
The private factory delivered the finished products to
the state enterprises and received a sum for processing
charges, which covered wages and other costs of production, the business tax for the products processed and a
reasonable profit.
Manufacturing of goods: State commerce (or other
state enterprises or government offices) through a contract placed orders with a private factory which delivered
goods according to speciflcations, quality, quantity and
within a specifled time. The private factory received
a price for the goods, which covered reasonable cost,
the state tax for the products, and a reasonable profit.
If necessary, state commerce might pay a part of the
price for the goods in advance as a deposit or supply
part of the raw materials.
The planned purchase by the state of the entire output
of private enterprises: According to the needs of society,
the state appointed certain state commercial establishments to make planned purchases of certain important
products which were essential to the national welfare
and the people's needs on a long-term basis and at appropriate prices. For the private factories, such purchasing generally took the forms of processing goods or
accepting orders. Ttre difference was that, in the latter
case, the capitalist enterprises, after fulfilling the state
orders, could produce the same commodities with their
own raw materials and sell them on the market, while
in the case of planned purchasing by the state, they were
not allowed to selI the commodities themselves.
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The planned marketing by the state of all Ilnished
products of pr:ivate enterprises: The private factories
sold their entire output of certain products to the state
enterprise by contract according to speciflcations and
quality, and at reasonable prices and within a specifled
period of time. State marketing also took the form of
processing goods for the state, or accepting orders from
it, or similar forms. The difference was that the private
Iactories were, in general, not allowed to sell their products elscwhere because they wer"e marketed by the
state enterprises exclusively. State purchasing of the
entire output of the private enterprises was laid down
by the law of the state, while state marketing was a
voluntary bond between state enterprises and the private
l
factories concerned.
In addition to the above mentioned, another form of
state purchasing was adopted immediately after liberation before the processing of goods for the state and
accepting orders frorn it were extensively developed.
Under this form state commerce made provisional or
regular purchases of certain products from private factories and $aid a reasonable price according to the specifications, the quality and quantity of the products. This
was a makeshift arrangement and a more elementary
form of state capitalism.
In commerce, the elementary forms of state capitalism
consisted of making private enterprises retail distributors
or commission agents of the state.
Making private enterprises retail distributors: State
cornlnerce entrusted the private retail stores to sell its
commodities. The stores purchased stock from state
commerce with cash according to plan and sold it at the
retail prices prescribed by the state enterprises. They
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obtained a profit from the difference between the wholesale and retail prices. The commodities sold by them
were generally those completely or largely controlled
by the state. The retail distributors made no purchases
of the same kind of goods for stock from the free market.
Making private enterprises commission agents: State
commerce entrusted the private retail stores to se1I those
commodities completely or largely controlled by the state.
After selling the commodities at prices prescribed by
state commerce, the stores turned over the entire
proceeds to it and received a certain amount of commission, including commercial proflt. Private enterprises
acting as commission agents had to deposit a certain sum
as security with the state. They were not allowed to
purchase from the free market those commodities which
they handled for the state on a commission basis.
In industry, the elementary form of state capitalism
appeared very early. In the early period after liberation,
the state established connections with private industrial
enterprises through placing orders lor the processing and
manufacturing of goods and purchasing their products.
This was done to help capitalist industry restore production, to enable the state to control the products-of private
industry in order to facilitate the commodity exchange
between town and country and to consolidate the
economic basis of the worker-peasant alliance. In 194g
the value of the products processed and manufactured
by capitalist industries for ttre state was 12 per cent of
their gross output value. The flgure rose to 29 per cent
in 1950, 43 per cent in 1951 and 56 per cent in 1952.
After the usu Jan movement in 1952, all or nearly alt the
principal branches of the capitalist industrial enterprises
were placed within the orbit of state capitalism.
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According to the requirements of the Party's general
line in the transition period, the state began to expand
the scope of orders for processed and manufactured goods
in a planned and systematic way from the second half
of 1953 from the principal to the ordinary trades, from
large to-small factories and from the large and mediumsized cities to small cities. The amount purchased by
the state as a makeshift arrangement practised from the
early years of liberation was continually reduced, while
the number of orders given for processed and manufactured goods, especially state purchasing and marketing
of all products of private enterprises was continually expanded. The proportion of the value of the products
processed or manufactured by the private factories, or
exclusively purchased and marketed by the state in the
gross output value of aII capitalist industries was 62 per
cent in 1953, 79 per cent in 1954 and 82 per cent in 1955.
The proportion of the value of the products purchased
hy the state as a makeshift arrangement in the gross
output vahre of capitalist industry dropped from 7.4 per
cent in 1952 1o 5.7 per cent in 1953, 3.7 per cent in
1954 and 4.6 per cent in 1955. The principal products
of the cotton textile, weaving and dyeing industries and
such products as cement and rubber tires were aII systematically purchased and marketed by the state. Many
of the principai daily necessities were also marketed by

the state.
As the amount and scope of state orders for.

processed

and manufactured goods increased, the control and super-

vision over the private industries was strengthened. In
1953 and 1954, the large and medium-sized cities all drew
up control regulations for placing orders for processing
and manufacturing goods. Under the unified leadership

of the local Party committees, the governmental departments, state enterprises and the trade 'union organizations concerned, co-ordinated and unifled measures to
strengthen state control over processing and manufacturing goods, unfolded a movement in the private enterprises for increasing production and practising economy
and strengthened supervision by the workers. To supervise the fulfilling of the contracts, state representatives
were sent to some of the private enterprises which were
engaged in this business for the state.
State capitalism in commerce was in its embryonic
stage in the period of national economic rehabilitation.
It was widely developed only after 1954. When the
planned purchase and marketing of grain was enforced
by the state at the end of 1953, the private grain stores
were turned into retail distributors or commission agents
for the state. The planned purchase and marketing of
cotton cloth and other goods which began in 1954 further
expanded the activities of private enterprises as retail
distributors and commission agents and excludgd the
capitalists from the wholesale link of these commodities.
From 1953 the state began to replace private wholesale
trade with state comrnerce in a planned way, putting the
private wholesale merchants and their employees in state
commercial enterprises. The small wholesalers who
riealt in commodities of secondary importance were retained and allowed to do second-hand wholesale selling
for the state commercial enterprises as far as possible.
Allowing the second-hand wholesale distributors and
commission agents to act in this way, Iike the retail
distributors and commission agents, was one form of
state capitalism in the field of wholesale. In 1954, the
function of the private wholesalers was practically all
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taken over by state commerce. The private retailers
had to depend on state colnmerce for the supply of stock.
As a result, state capitalism in the commercial Iield was
greatly expanded.
In 1953 and 1954 when state capitalism began to
develop in this fleld, it was not retail distributors and
commission agents but those engaged in wholesale purchases and retail sales who appeared in large numbers.
They were like retail distributors but were not subjected
to strict state planning and control of prices. Some of
them did not make plans for their purchases of stock
nor did they have to sell the commodities at the prices
prescribed by the sthte. Besides making wholesale
purchases from state commerce, they were also able to
purchase the same commodities from the free market.
After the enforcement of the planned purchase and
marketing of grain, edible oil and cotton cloth aciording
to state plan, there was no longer a free market for these
commodities. The private retailers who had dealt in
these commodities were turned into retail distributors
or commission agents for the state ,by whole trades'
After this, retail distributors and commission agents for
the state, as the principal forms of state capitalism,
gradually replaced those engaged in wholesale purchases
and retail sales. As the function of the retail distributors
and commission agents developed, some higher forms of
state capitalism emerged. The specialized commission
agents, for instance, were those private merchants who
completely discontinued their own business. With all
their commodities belonging to the state, their sales plan
was completely controlled by the state.
In 1953, the volume of retail sales handled by the
state-capitalist commercial enterprises (including retail
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distributors, commissio, ug".rt, ancl those engagecl in
wholesale purchases and retail sales) and co-operative
stores was only one per cent of the total retail sales
volume of private, state-capitaiist and co-operative commerce. It rose to 17 per cent in 1954 and 45 per cent

in

1955.

The Role of the Elementary Forms of State Capitalism
in the Socialist Transforrnation of the Capitalist Sector.
The elementary forms of state capitalism were fundamentally capitalist in nature. The assets of the statecapitalist enterprises were still the private property of
the capitalists and stiil used by them directly in the
spheres of production and exchange as functional capital
(that is, industrial or commercial capital), which increased its value in its turnover. These elementary
forms of state capitalism, however, had already established close connections with the socialist state sector.
These connections were made outside the enterprises
between the capitalist and state sectors, embodying the
leadership of the latter over the former.
The movement of industrial ,capital invar:iably. has to
pass three interwoven phases: In the first, money capital
is used to buy labour power and means of production;
in the second, the process of production begins; and in
the third, capital returnl to the sphere of exchange in
the form of commodities. These different phases show
that the movement of industrial capital cannot be carried
out independently. It must rely on obtaining the necessary means of production, especially raw materials, and
a market for its products. For this reason, when the
socialist state enterprises controlled all or most of the
raw materials and the commodity market, the capitalist
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enterprises had to rely on the socialist state sector and
to accept state orders for the processing and manufacturing of goods together with the planned purchasing and
marketing by the state of all their products. Otherwise,
they would not have beeri able to continue production.
The elementary forms of state capitalism were a way to
control the first and last phases (mainly raw materials
and. market) in order to handle the middie phase. By
this method the state enterprises were able to control
capitai circulation, supervise the production process and
restrict the exploitation of surplus value and anarchy in
production. To achieve this, it was, of course, not enough
to rely only on the external connections between the
state and capitalist sectors, important as they were. Control by state power from the top to the 'oottom and the
supervision by the masses of workers from the bottom
to the top were also necessary. This meant a twofold
measure in which economics were linked with politics.
To ensure voluntary acceptance of the elementary
forms of state capitalism by the private industrial and
commercial enterprises, the state also made sure that
they received a reasonable amount of profit, in addition
to taking the above-mentioned measures; otherwise they
would not have been willing to continue operation and
production. In fact, after the capitalist industrial and
commercial enterprises had accepted state oiders for
processing and manufacturing goods and acted as retail
distributors and commission agents for the state, their
legitimate profit was guaranteed though their exploitation of surplus value was restricted. This was an important reason why the elementary forms of state
capitalism were rapidly developed.
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In the elementary forms of state capitalism, the exploitation of surpltts value was mainly restricted in the
following ways:
First, from the point of view of production, the workers were wage-earners. The wages they received were
still a transmuted form of the value of labour. But as
the socialist state sector grew strong, the wage level and
working conditions of the state enterprises had a deflnite
influence upon the capitalist enterprises. This, together
with the state policies of beneflting both labour and
capital and of labour protection and supervision by the
workers within the private enterprises, brought the
wages of the capitalist enterprises gradually close to
those operated by the state in quantity, although they
were still basically different in character. The capitalists
were no longer free to increase their exploitation of the
surplus value created by the workers by lengthening the
working day and increasing the intensity of labour. This
kind of restriction was applied to capitalist enterprises
in general which, however, were not as easy to control
and supervise as the state-capitalist enterprises.
"Secondly, in the elementary forms of state capitalism,
one of the factors which determined the amount of profit
to be taken by the capitalists was the amount paid by
the state for processing charges and the price of goods.
These were the central link through which the exploitation of surplus value in the capitalist industry was
restricted. They also formed the focal point of the
struggle of restriction and counter-restriction between
the working class and the bourgeoisie. If these were too
Iow, the capitalists would not be able to get any proflt
and their enthusiasm for production would be adversely
affected. But if they were too high, the state would not
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be able to prevent the capitalists from getting excessiveIy trigh profits. After the uu fan movement in 1952, in
order to encoLlrage enthusiasm for production in the capitalist industries, the state made the following provisions
concerning their proflts: According to respective conditions and under normal and proper operation, private
factories were to receive an annual prolit amounting to
about 10 per cent, 20 per cent or 30 per cent of their
capital. Some factories which turned out high-quality
products at low cost, there'fore, could obtain more
profits, and vice versa. This helped to encourage the
advanced, take care of the majority and push forward
the backward. At the same time it restricted the prolits
of the capitalist enterprises within certain limits.
Thirdly, in the cletlentary forms of state capitalism,
the capitalists could no longer appropriate all the net
earnings as prolii.s, but received only a portion. The
amount of profit obtaincd by them was determined by
the principle of the distribution of the net earnings.
During the early days of the transition period, the net
earnings of capitalist enterprises were distributed according to the "Regulations Concerning the Private Enterprises" which for the first time set a limit to the proflt
to be taken by the capitalists. As the elemcntaly forms
of state capitalism, such as the capitalist enterprises accepting, state orders for processing and manufacturing
goods and acting as r,etail distributors and commission
agents for the state, were developed, and as the workers'
supervision was established, the method of "dividing the
profit into four parts" was introduced in 1953 to further
restrict the exploitation of surplus value. According to
lhls melhod, the earnings of the private enterprises
were divided roughly into four parts: Income tax, reserve
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Iunds for the enterprise, "workers' welfare funds and
profit for the capitalists (including dividends and bonus).
'1'he portion for the capitalists was only a quarter of the
total net earnings.
The flrst of the four parts was the income tax. In
capitalist society, capitalists also turn over a portion of,
their profit to the state in the form of tax. Since the
capitalist state serves the interests of the bourgeoisie,
this portion of surplus value is only changed from being
expropriated by a certairr capitalist to being expropriated
by the bourgeoisie as a who1e. In China the class nature
r:f the state is different. When the capitalists turned
over a portion of their profit to the state in the form of
tax, this portion became the property of the whole peop1e, to be used to satisfy the needs of the whole society.
This portion of value, in fact, no longer represented exploitation of the workers by the capitalists. From the
point of view of distribution, the labour engaged in
producing this portion of value was no longer surplus
labour in the capitalist sense"
The portion of the net earnings of the private enterprise set aside as the welfare funds was spent on the
collective welfare facilities for the workers and other
employees and used to reward the advanced ones among
them. It was to be eventually expended by themselves.
This portion of value likewise no longer represented the
exploitation of the workers by the capitalists. The
labour engaged in producing it was also no longer surplus value in the capitalist sense.
The reserve funds, to be changed from surplus value
into capital, were stili owned by the capitalists. The
function of this portion of value as capital was also
strictly restricted as the original capital was. The
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capitalists were not at liberty to withdraw it and spend
it for other purposes. In the process of the socialist
transformation, it was to be turned eventually into state
property together with the original capital. Here, the
change from surplus value to capital mainly created conditions for developing the enterprises and expanded the
production of material goods to satisfy the needs of the
whole society rather than bringing more surplus value
to the capitalists.
In the distribution of the net earnings of the capitalist
enterprises, only the last portion which was paid to the
capitalists in the form of dividends and bonus was the
true surplus value created by surplus labour in the
capitalist sense.
Fourthly, the activities of capitalist commerce were
completely confi.ned to the sphere of exchange where,
by using its capital and wage-Iabour, it obtained commercial profit through the difference between the purchasing and marketing prices. The price policy of the
state had, therefore, a considerably greater effect on the
amount of its proflt. For the two forms of state capitalism
retail distributors and commission agents the
net -earnings of capitalist commerce were limited mainly
by the difference between the wholesale and retail prices
or the amount of commission. The net earnings of
capitalist commerce were also distributed according to
the principle of "dividing the net earnings into four
parts" as discussed above.
Of course, the state did not ignore the law of surplus
value when it rest'icted exploitation by the capitalist
enterpnses. On the contrary, in enforcing the policy of
placing orders for processing and manufacturing goods
by the capitalist enterprises and the price policy, the
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full accouht the fact that the exploitation
surplus value is the objective law of capitalism.
Therefore, when deciding on the ainount of processing
charges and prices to be paid by the state for the goods
processed and manufactured by capitalist enterprises, the
state not only considered the production cost but also
allowed a necessary amount of proflt for the capitalists
so that they might make some money. Those who
tolerate the unscrupulous profit-seeking aspect of capitalist enterprises hesitate to impose restrictions upon
the exploitation of surplus value and let capitalism have
free scope will commit mistakes of Right opportunism.
On the other hand, those who allow the capitalists no
profit while capitalism is allowed to exist will commit
mistakes of "Left" adventurism, because their ideas did
not facilitate the development of production and exchange, nor conform with the Party's policy of "buying
off" the capitalists.
Anarchy in capitalist production was also restricted in
the elementary forms of state capitalism. Through giving the private industrial enterprises orders for processing and manufacturing goods and getting the private
commercial enterprises to act as retail distributors and
commission agents, the state could, to a certain extent,
direct the production and exchange of the capitalist
enterprises into the orbit of the state plan.
In the case of those capitalist enterprises which accepted state orders for manufacturing goods, the connection between them and the state remained outside
the production process, and at the exchange stage when
capital was turned from commodities into money. But
since this business relation was carried on when the
state sector led the capitalist sector and when state comstate took into

of
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merce controlled the greater part of the commodity
market, the contracts for manufacturing goods inevitably
affected ttre production phase of capitalist enterprises,
forcing the capitalists to arrange their production according to the contracts. The contracts between the state
and the capitalist enterprises for manufacturing goods
reflected the demands of the national economic plan as
a whole. By making them arrange their production according to the contracts, the state could, to a certain
extent, bring it into the state plan. In the case of those
enterprises which accepted state orders for the processing
of goods, since the connection between the state and
capitalist sectors covered the two exchange stages before
arrd after the production process, thus completely cutting
off the capitalisl, sector from the free market and mahing
it easier to place capitalist production within the state
plan. As a matter of fact, those capitalist enterprises
which accepted state orders for processing and manufacturing goods had already lost their economic independence, because with the raw materials and market
controlled by the state sector, they could not but rely on
the latter to continue their production. Under these conditions, the state could convene production conferences
of aII trades including both state and private factories
to give them production assignments in a unifled manner,
and enable them to carry out their production according
to the state plan.
To be able to accept state orderS for processing and
manufacturing goods, many private factories organized
themselves to operate jointly so that they could have a
division of work and co-ordination among themselves
and establish close connections in production. In the
meantime, while fu1fllling state orders for processing
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and manufacturing goods, some private factories established co-ordination in production directly with the state
industries.
The commodities produced by the capitalist industrial
enterprises which accepted state orders for processing
and manufacturing were turned over to state commerce
as soon as they were produced. State commerce sold
them to the consumers according to its plan for commodity exchange. In the sphere of exchange, the capitalist commercial enterprises acting as retail distributors
or commission agents for the state also accepted the
control of the state over the quantity, variety and direction of exchange of the commodities they engaged to
se11.

The elementary lorms of st.'rte capilalism also greatly
affected the allocation of labour power and means of
production to capitalist industry and commerce. Through
assigning tasks of producticln and oper:ation, regulating
the price of goods, processing charges and the difference
between the wholesale and retail prices, the state, on
the basis of the needs of society, encouraged some trades
or enterprises, while restricting others. At the same
time, it weeded out those few trades and enterprises
which were not beneflcial to the welfare of the country
and people.
From the above analyses it can be seen that although
the elernentary forms of state capitalism were stiLl essentially capil.alist il nature, their economic relations had
somewhat changed and they had some socialist factors.
Although the workers in these enterprises stiIl remained
wage-labourers, their position had begun to change. A
part of the value produced by their labour was now
taken by the state and used for the needs of the whole
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society. By supervising the fulfllling of contracts made
by the capitalists with the state sector, the workers were
already participating in the operation and management
of the enterprises in one way or another. Their enthusiasm for labour, therefore, was increased.
For the reasons given above, the elementary forms of
state capitalism raised labour productivity, increased pro-

duction and improved their management to a certain
extent, which proved their superiority over private enterprises in general. In these forms the capitalist ownership of the means of production and method of management were generally preserved and there were no radical
changes in econornic relations. They were accepted
fairly easily by the industrial and commercial capitalists.
In accepting state orders for processing and manufacturing goods or acting as retail distributors or commission agents for the state, capitalist enterprises were given
a full guar.entee for the supply of raw materials, stock
of commodities and a market for their products and were
able to obtain a certain amount of proflt according to
their contract. For this reason, most capitalists were
glad to establish such economic connections, through
which the s,tate encouraged and brought into play their
initiative for production and operation.
Of course, the growth of the elementary forms of state
capitalism was not all smooth sailing. Complex struggles
had to be waged before the capitalist enterprises would
accept state orders for processing or manufacturing goods
or act as retail distributors or commission agents for the
state. The industrial and commercial capitalists often
asked to co-operate with the state when they were in
difficulties and then wanted to operate independently
when the market was brisk. They were ready to accept

state orders for processing or manufacturing goods that
were difficult to dispose of, but wanted td produce and
market by themselves those products that commanded
a ready sale. Quite a few of them continued their unlawful activities such as doing shoddy work, using inferior material, substituting poor-quality articles for good
ones, etc. When the state sector steadily developed, its
Ieading position in the market was increasingly consolidated, the ties between the capitalist sector and the
rural economy were gradually severed, the connections
between the capitalist enterprises themselves gradually
weakened, and the bulk of the raw materials and commodities were controlled by state commerce, the capitalist enterprises had no other choice but to accept state
capitalism.
The Contradictions in the Elementary Forms of State
Capitalism During Their Development. Since the
capitalist nature of the enterprises in the elementary
forms of state capitalism remained basically unchanged,
irresolvable contradictions existed.
In the first pIace, the contradiction between the socialized character of production and capitalist private
ownership of the means of production remained' When
the capitalist enterprises were turned into the elementary forms of state capitalism, their connections with the
free market were severed. This promoted the growth
of the productive forces, but at the same time the capitalists were less keen to improve and expand their enterprises when competition on the free market disappeared.
Many of them lost interest in production and were reIuctant to improve their management, which resulted in
a great amount of waste, poor-quality products, unnecessary accumulation of raw materials and other serious
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irregularities. Since the proflt for the capitalists, which
was included in the processing charges and price of
goods, was calculated in terms of the cost, the capitalists
were reluctant to cut down the cost, and sometimes even
raised it by deliberately wasting raw materials and paying unurarranted incrcases in wages. Secondly, the
workers and capitalists were still in direct antagonistic
positions. As the leading class of the country, the workers had to supervise the capitalists according to the
terms of the contracts between the state and the capitalist
enterprises and see to it bhat they were fulfilled with
regard to the specifled quality, quantity and time of

delivery. On the other hand, the workers were still
exploited wage-labourers" This inevitably dampened
their enthusiasm for production. Finally, the contradiction between the blindness and anarchy in capitalist production and the demand for planned and pr:oportionate
development of the socialist economy was not basically
resolved. Blind competition and development between
enterprises coulcl not be completely avoided in the
elernentary forms of state capitalism, because the state
could not exercise direct control over them according
to plan and certainly could not make a comprehensive
plan for the distribul,ion of the productive forces of the
capitalist sector as a whole.
When the socialist sector was not strong enough and
the planned control of the national economy was confined to some important economic branches only, the
state could, by different methods, adjust the relations
between the state enterprises and private enterprises in
a general way according to the principle of "taking into
account both public and private interests." One of the
forms for making such adjustments and providing over-

all

arrangements for different trades was placing state
orders with the private enterprises for processing ancl
manufacturing goods and letting them act as retail distributors or commission agents. This was good because
it enabled the production and operation of private indrlstry and commerce to play an auxiliary role to the
socialist sector and facilitated the development of social
productive forces. However, the situation changed when
the state sector developed rapidly, and was accompanied
by a big rise in the technical level and labour productivity in the national economy. Then capitalist industry and comm€rce obviously lagged behind the
state enterprises in the methods of management and
production techniques. For the sake of making over-all
arrangements for and giving due consideration to the
capitalist enterprises, the state often had to compromise
to a certain degree with their low production quotas
when placing orders with them. Sometimes the state
had to reduce the production and operation of certain
state enter:prises in order to maintain the backward
capitalist enterpi:ises. This shorved that capitalism was
becoming a serious obstacle to the dcvelopment of the
social productive forces. In order to hasten the expansion o{ the productive forces, it was necessary for
the capitalist enterprises to readjust their production
equipment, r'aise their .labour productivity, change 1,heir
various forms of management and car4y out a reorganization of production and organic co-ordination between
enterprises and trades. To achieve this, it was necessary
to push the socialist transformation of capitalist industry,
and commerce further and turn the elementary forms
of state capitalism into advanced ones,
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3. The Advanced Form of State Capitalism

Joint state-private enterprises are
advanced form
".the
of state capitalism in China. In the development of this
form there 'were two stages: the joint state-private operation of individual enterprises, and joint operation by
whole trades. The latter was the decisive step in the
socialist transformation of capitalist industry and commerce.

-

The Birth and Development of Joint State-Private
Enterprises. In the first stage, a joint state-private enterprise was one in which the state made an investment and
assigned personnel to share in its management with the
capitalist owner. This form emerged soon after the People's Republic of China was established. At rthat time,
some of the private concerns had shares which belonged
to bureaucrat capitalists or properties belonging to Japan,
the epemy country, and its puppets. When these were
nationalized and converted into public share,s, these
private enterprises came under joint state-private operation. In the meantime, a few capitalists who had difficulties in operating their business or lacked funds for expansion applied for joint operation, as was the case of the
Yungli Chemical Company and Chiuta Company. After
the rtsu forz movement in 1952, more private concerns
requested that their business be reorganized in this way.
As public confidence in the private banks dwindled, their
business of granting credits and l,oans was gradually taken
over by the state banks which becanr,e centres for the
deposits, clearance, and credit transactions rfor rthe whole
country. Under these circumstances there was no need
for the private banks to exist independently. In Decem-

ber 1952, all private banks, except a few owned by ,overto come under joint stateprivate operation. In transportation, the Ming She.ng
Steamship Company and other fairly large concerns were
the first to change over to joint operation. Other private
shipping comp,anies followed suit. In industry, some
capitalists had appropriated and utilized state, property,
but by reaching agreement with the state they turned
back these property rights which were not rightly theirs.
Such prop,erty was turned into state shares in their
respective concerns. Sorne others, on their own initiative,
requeisted that their concerns be changed over to joint
operation for the purpose of seeking more government
aid. As a whole, however, there were not many joint
state-private enterprises in this period. In 1g4g there
were only 193 such enterprises with 100,000 or more
workers and other employees, their annual output value
being 220 million yuan. By 1953, the number increased
to a little over 1,000, with 2'i0,000 workers and other
employees and an annual orrtput value of 2.000 million
seas Chinese, were merged

yuan.

From 1954 joint operation began to extend in a planned
way. Conditions for change were maturing in that year,
for in 1953, the Party's general line for the transi.tion
period had been widely publicized, and the First'FiveYear PIan was launched. The elementary forms-of state
capitalism had been developed on a broad scaIe. A gloup
came forward from among the capitalists actively demanding a change-over to joint operation. Finally, practical exp,erience had been gained in the joint operation of
some enterprises. In view of these conditions, in January
1954, the Party and the government formulated the
policy of "consolidating the positions gained, expanding
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certain important points, setting examples, and intensifying the preparatory work." In September of the same
year, the State Councii promulgated the "Provisional
Regulations for the Joint State-Private Industrial Enterprises." Under the correct leadership of the Party, a
Iarge number of big private establishments changed over
to joint operation. At the end of 1954, the total number
of the joint state-private industrial enterprises in the
country exceeded 1,?00 with more than 530,000 workers
and other employees and an annual output value of more
than 5,000 million yuan, which constituted 33 per cent
of the total produced by the private and state-private
industrial enterprises. After the change-over of the
larger concerns, the smaller establishments encountered
more difficulties. Being awar:e of the scattered and backward character of Chinese capitalist industry and its
uneven dev'elopment, the Party and the government,
in the first half of 1955, decided upon the policy r:f
"over-a1l arrangement and. comprehensive planning, with
due consid.eration given to aII parties concerned'" To

conditions which prevailed among thern. By the end of
1955, the number of jointly-operatefl industrial establishments had exceeded 3,000, with ?80,000 workers and
other employees and an output value equivalent to 49'7
per cent of the total produced by the private and joint
state-private industrial enterprises. The salient fact concerning joint operation during this period was its gradual
development from large factories to small ones, from
large trades to small ones and from a few big cities to
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medium-sized and small ones throughout the country.
Petitions for the change-over came from many factories
collectively; and in some cities the change-over was
effected by whole trades. This created conditions for
the realization of joint state-private operation by whole
trades on a nationwide scale and for the high tidc in the
socialist transformation of industry and commerce.
Joint operation is a transitional form by which the
capitalist ownership of the means of production is changed
to ownership by the whole people. In this process sharp
and complicated struggles between the working class
and bourgeoisie could not be avoided. Some capitalists
were against joint operation. Others, seeing the general
trend of events, expressed readiness to accept it but were
really reluctant to hand over the management qf their
enterprises to the state. Still others attempted to share
management with the state for private ends, making use
of the state funds and favourable conditions to expand
their own personal influence. Over matters of property
reappraisal and accepting assignrnents of work, some
capitalists were very sharp and calculating, putting their
own interests firs't. at the expense of the state. The Party
and the government showed great patience towards those
who were reluctant'to accept joint operation. Towards
the enterprises where the capitalists were co-operative,
fair and reasonable policies were adopted, and prop,er provisions were made for them and their agents, in addition
to the work of persuasion and education which was carried out among them. Thanks to al1 these measures and
with the unrem,itting support of the workers, the capitalists' opposition was overcome.
The Role of the Joint State-Private Operation of Individual Enterprises in the Socialist Transformation of
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the Capitalist Sector. During the stage of the joint operation of individual enterprises, after taking an inventory
and making a reappraisal, the assets of the capitalists
were turned into private shares and the investment made
by the state became state shares. Through such a measure, the means of production were turned from capitalists' private ownership into joint ownership by them and
the state. The state also assigned its representatives to
take.part in the management and give leadership. The
capitalists and thcir agents who previously had been in
responsible positions received appointments from the
government to participate in the management, but they
no longer played a dominant ro1e, because they had to
follow the leadership of the state. On matters involving
state-private relations, they consulted with the representatives. of the state shares in their capacity as
capitalists.
In a joint enterprise, both the original capital (private
shares) and the investment of the state (state shares) were
used for production, and dividends were distributed out
of the profit according to the proportion of the shares
held by each. The property of the capitalists being in the
nature of capital, the dividends received by them actually
were stil1 surplus value. On the other hand, since the
state shares were the property of the who e people, the
dividends distributed to the state were not surplus value
but socialist proflt. Ttrerefore, in a joint enterprise, two
different economic aims existed. The purpose of private
capital was basically to pursue surplus value, while that
of the state investment Was to satisfy the needs of society.
However, as private capital and state investment were
merged and as the state had virtually established its
Ieadership in the enterprise, the property of the capitalists
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lost its ind,ependent position though it remained capital.
Private capital was, therefore, subordinate to the state
plan to a very large degree and better utilized to satisfy
the needs of society.
Along with the change in the ownership of the means
of production, the posttion of the working class in these
joint enterprises changed significantly also. As a part
of the property of the enterprise was still owned by the
capitalists, the workers remained rvage-labourers, at least
to some degree, since a part of their labour went into
the creation of surplus value for the capitalists. Nevertheless they were to a J.arge extent no longer wage:
labourers. They worked chiefly to fulfil the state plan,
doing their share in creating socialist profit for the state,
b,ecause a part of the property of the enterprise belonged
to the state which actually had control of the business,
and the ,enterprise was engaged mainly in the fulfilment
of the state p1an.
The profit of a joint enterprise was distributed according to the principle of "dividing profit in four parts."
That portion paid in dividends and bonus was divided
proportionately between the state and private shares.
The capitalists' share of the profit diminished, and in the
meantime, owing to the change of ownership of the means
of production, the character of the portion for the reserve
funds had also chauged, the funds then serving the expansion of socialist production more extensively.
The socialist sector of the economy penetrated deeply
into the joint enterprises, and took a commanding position. This enabled the state to control not only the
supply of their raw materials and the marketing of their
products, but also their whole production and exchange
process, facilitating the inclusion of production and
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marketing in the state plan. These enterprises were
in nature, or as Lenin said, "three-fourths
of socialism." They were superior to the elementary
forrtrs of state-capitalist enter:prises accepting state orders
for processing and manufacturing goods or acting as distributors or retail commission agents for the state.
One resuit of such a change in production relations in
the joint enterprises was the galvanizing of the workers'
enthusiasm, hence their potential forces for production
were more fully released. Further buttressed by investments made by the state for expansion, labour productivity
was raised. According to statistics, labour productivity
in the joint state-private industrial enterprises rose by
214 per cent between 1950 and 1955 while that of the
private induslrial enterprises increased only 58 per cent
during the same period. In 1955 labour productivity in
the joint enterprises was twice as high as that in the
private ones. Lenin said: "In the lasb analysis, productivity of labour is the most important, the principal
thing for the victory of the new social system."l The
rise of productivity in the joint enterprises and the consequent expansion of production and higher profits and
other prosperous aspects gave further impeLus to the
capitalist enterprises to change over to joint operation,
thus speeding the progress of socialist transformation of
capitalist industry and commerce.
Contradictions During the Development of the Joint
State-Frivate Operation of Individual Enterprises. The
joint operation brought about profound changes in capitalist economic relationships. However, it did not eliminate
capitalist ownership of the means of production, and
semi-socialist

lLenin, Selected Works in Ttoo Volumes, Foreign Languages
Publj.shing House, Moscow, 1952, Vol. II, Part 2, p. 231.
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within the joint enterprises, exploitation of surplus value
survived. A part of the profits was distributed according to the proportion of the state and private owners,
and when the profits grew, the capitalists'share of bonus
and dividends was also increased. This was detrimental
Lo state accumulation and the morale of the workers.
Furthermore, there were contradictions between the statd
and the private interests, i.e. between the state and the
capitalists, on matters involving the operation and
managernent of the epterprises. As the state representatives were in leading positions in the enterprises, it was
possible to introduce the socialist methori of operation in
place of the capitalist one, so that the busine,ss might
better serve the interests of socialist construction' However, the capitalists had not completely relinquished
their ownership of the means of production, and their
profit was more or less directly connected with the
amount of the net earnings and with the questions of
policy in the management. Therefore, when socialist
principles of management and operation were put into
effect, opposition from them was ellcountered. As a
matter of fact, capitalists in some joint industrial enterprises showed their discontent on many occasions. They
attempted to vie for power in matters of personnel
appointment and in the taking of inventories to determine the amount of shares. TJeey tri-ed to draw the employees of higher ranks and the technical staff to their
side in an effort to isolate the representatives of the state;
or to sow discord between the state and the workers and
other employees and between the cadres to obstruct the
transformation of the enterprises. Some capitalists even
ptrsued private ends at the expense of public interest
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and engaged in speculative and other unlawful activities
in the name of the joint enterprises.
At this stage of development, contradictions existed
also between the joint ar-rd private enterprises. After
their change-over to joint operation, a few establishments
in every trade improved their business and raisecl their
labour productivity under the direct leadership of the
state. On account of their r.apid growth, the majority,
which had not changed over, encountered more difficul_
ties than ever before. The establishments which had
earlier co.me under joint operation were mostly superior
in scale, finance, equipment and management to those
remained in private hanrls; this made it particularly
Y!i"h
difficult for the latter to carry on. This prtblecerned not only the production and the livelihood of"orr_
the
workers and other employees in some private industrial
enterprises but also the rerations between the state and
these enterprises. In order to resolve such contradictions,
the government followed the policy of ,,over-all arrange_
ment and comprehensive planning with due consideration
given to all parties concerned,, and began to make production plans on a trade-wide basis. But, althougfr a tot
of work was done in merging and reorganizing the enter_
prises, it was impossible to carry this out on a large scale
because it was often handicapped by the capitalist ownership of the means of production. The development of
the situation, therefore, demanded that the capitatist industrial and commercial enl_erprises be changed over to
joint state-private operation by whole trades and that a
systern of paying fixed interest to the capitalists be

introduced.

,

The Upsurge in the Socialist Transformation of Capitalist Industry and Commerce and the Realization of Joint

State-Private Operation by Whole Trades. In the latter
half of 1955, following the nationwide upsurge of agricultural co-operation, the socialist transformation of capitalist industry and commerce also developed to a new stage.
In the first quarter of 1956, the high tide of joint operation by whole trades swept the entire country. At the
end of the same year, the joint state-private industrial
enterprises, of which a few small factories 1ater joined
the handicrafts co-operatives, constituted 9g per cent of
the capitalist industrial establishments and of their workers and other employees at the beginning of the year,
and 99.6 per cent of their gross output value. Besides,
over 48,000 individual handicraftsmen,s households were
merged into joint enterprises. In the year 1gb6, 112,000
private industrial establishments, with 1,200,000 workers
and other employees, changed over to joint state-private
operation. In the same year 400,000 private commercial
establishrnents changed over to joint operation and over
1,440,000 were converted into co-operatives.
This upsurge in the socialist transformation of capitalist
industry and commerce Was not at all fortuitous, but a
necessary outcome of the development of the socialist
revolution and socialist construction in China.
In the first place, with the progress made in the planned
construction oI the national economy, the growth of the
socialist sector, and the intensification of socialist transformation, the contradictions between the capitalist and
socialist sectors, and within the capitalist sector itself,
became more obvious, as was the decadent nature and
backwardness of capitalism. In 1gb4 some of the private
industrial and commercial enterprises encountered difficulties in production and marketing while many had to
suspend operation partially or completely and found it
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difficult to carry on. In 1955 the government gave them
powerful aid by increasing the orders for processing and
manufacturing goods and widening their activities as
retail distributors and commission agents for the state,
thus temporarily pulling them through the predicament.
But the basic contradictions remained unresolved. The
situation demanded that the socialist relations of production supe::sede the capitalist.
In the second pIace, the nationwide upsurge of agricultural co-operation in the latter half of 1955 indicated that
the 500 million peasants refused to go along the capitalist
road, and had turned the individual production of small
olvners into collective production based on socialist
ownership. Thereafter, the alliance between the working
class and peasantry was further consolidated, and the
capitalist sector in the cities b'ecame more isolated. Thus,
the relative strength of classes in the country underwent
a profound change in favour of socialism to the disadvantage of capitalism" The great success of socialist transformation in the countryside pushed the socialist transformation of capitalist industry and commerce on to a
higher stage.
In the third place, workers in capitalist enterprises,
guided and educated by the Party, became ever more
class conscious and better organized. They urgently
demanded a change in production relations so as to free
themselves from capitalist exploitation. The bourgeoisie,
too, had had several years of experience under the persuasive and enlighi,ening education of the Party and the
government. In face of the arnazing development in socialist construrction and socialist revolution, many of them
came to realize that the socialist path had become a
general trend desired by aII. When faced with such a

le

ality, particularly the ever-mounting difficulties in
own enl.erprises, the rnajority of them realized that
change had to be rnaile, whether they liked ii or not,
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and that the status quo could no longer be maintained.
I{owever, their rrrinds, dominated by narrow class interests, were filled with conflicts and fears. T'hey worried about losing their economic gains and political status.
In November 1955, Chairman Mao Tse-tung invited a
group of represeniabive capitalists to a discussion at which
he advised thern to recognize clearly the laws of social
development and become masters of their own destiny,
so that they themselves could work towards a bright
future. He also pointed out to them that if they accepted
socialist transformation, the Party and the government
would continue to thoroughly implement the "buying
off" policy, make arrangernents for each and every one
of them with regard to their political status and work,
and encourage them to change themselves from exptroiters
into working people living by their own labour. Chairman Mao's speech gave great encouragement to the
capitalists of China and their feelings of insecurity were
to a large extent dissipated. Soon afterwards came the
nationwide upsurge in joint operation by whole trades.
In January 1956, the capitalists in Peking were the first
to send in their application to change over to joint operation by whole trades. After this was approved by the
government, hundreds of thousands of private industrialists and businessmen, workers and other employees
in their enterprises gathered on the Tienanmen Square
to celebrate the victory of socialist transformation. In
Shanghai, Tientsin and other major cities the movement
for joint op'eration by whoLe trades also grew rapidly.
Thus, a profound revolution in capitalist ownership of
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the means of production was practically completed in a
few months. To honour the occasion the capitalists held
festivals and celebrations everywhere.
The Joint Operation by Whole Trades Virtually Transformed Capitalist Enterprises into Socialist Ones. After
joint op,eration by whole trades was established, the
means of production which b,elonged to the capitalists
was placed at the disposal of the state to be utilized
under a unified plan. In the meantime, the state made
due arrangements with regard to the economic and political status of the capitalists. The major measures were
the assessment of shares according to which a fixed
interest was to be paid to them and personnel arrangements for their work and positions in the enterprises.
In the assessmeirt of shares the assets and Iiabilities of
a private entelplise were checked and reappraised to
determine the amount of private shares according to fair,
reasonable, and realistic principles. According to statistics, at the end of 1956, the total of private shares in the
joint state-private enterprises in the whole country
amounted to 2,400 million yuan, of which industrial shares
were 1,700 million yuan; the shares in the field of comrnerce, catering, and personal services were 600 million
yuan, and in communications and transport 100 million
yuan.
Payrnent of fixed interest meant that the capitalists,
regardless of the profit or loss of the enterprise during
the entire period of joint operation, were to be paid interest on their shares at a fixed rate by the state (generally
5 per cent per annum). Payment of such interest, in
general, started from January 1, 1956. The total payment is about 120 million yuan a year, and the recipients
number 1,140,000.

In personnel arrangement, al.l those formerly employed
by the capitalist enterprises were taken over by the state,
and then each w'as given work and a po.sition appropriate
to his abilitv or special skill, or with due consideration
of each special case. Up to the end of 1957, such provisions had been made for more than 810,000 people.
The joint operation by whole trades and the system of
the payment of fixed interest were important steps in
the socialist transformation of capitalist industry and
commerce. Now such measures have taken effect, the
means of production of the capitalists r,vhich are completely at the disposal of the state no longer play the role
of functional capital. After the amount of shares was
determined, the lega1 proprietary rights retained by the
capitalists only bring them regularly a fixed sum of interest for a certain period which has nothing to do with
the profit of the enter:prise. That is to say, the capitalists'
right to own their property has been severed from their
right to use" it. This severance of the two rights is different from the same phenomenon under capitalism. In
the latter case, the owners only entrust some other capitalists to use their property for them. In China it was
an entirely different matter. The owner-capitalists did
not entrust the use of their property to others but to the
state which was under the leadership of the working
class. ,Once the state had the control of these assets, they
ceased to function as capital serving capitalism, but were
used by the state for production to serve socialism.
To the capitalists themselves, these assets may still
seem to have certain features of interest-earning capital,
for by giving up their right to use them, they obtain a
certain amount of interest. However, interest-earning
capital always implies full repayment, while in these
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joint-state private enterprises, tne state will stop interest
payment after a definite period of time and turn thcse
assets (private shares) into state property. Private stiares
are, therefore, not the same as interest-ealning capital,
but a tran.sitional form by which private capital is
changed into the property of thc whole people. The
realization of ioint operation by wholc trarles, the calculation of the proportion of stale and private shares in the
e nterprises was then unnecessary, etnd the s[ate only
had 1,o provide a certain amount of funds to meet the
requirements of production and operation of some
enterprises.

The change of ownership of the rneans of production
has rcsulted in a change of pr-rsitions of the capitalists
and workers in the joint enterprises. In general, the
capitalists have turned over their means of production
to the state. Except for the fixed interest which they
draw, they have no more rights over their property.
Thus they no longer lunction as capitalists, bu-t as government-appointed employees rvorking in the enterprises. In
the meantirne, the workers have freed themselves from
the position of wage-Iabourers. Th.ey maintain direct relationships with the state in production; their labour is
no longer a commodity and their wages are no longer a
form of labo,ur value, since they are now r:emuneration
for their labour in the enterprise. Since the realization
of joint operation by whole trades, the workers in the
joint establishments, like those in state enterprises, have
taken part in manasement. Many outstanding workers
have been promoted to managerial or other Ieading positions. This is a profound change ir-r production relal,ions.
OI course, since the capitalists are still drawing fixed
interest from the state, they remain capitalists. A small

part of the value created by the workers goes into their
hands in the form of intert-'st on their shares. Hence the
capitalists' exploitation of workers has not been completely and finally elin-rinated.
However, so that ttre socialist transformation of the
capitalist sector of the economy may proceed in a smooth
manner, the, periodical fixecl interest payments to the
capitalists are necessary. By such a measure, the
dcvelopment of the productive forces is protected, and
social production is not disrupted in the course of
changing production relations. It also gives the capitalists
arrrple time to make adjustments belore the nationalization of their enterprises takes place, so that they do not
fear any abrupt changes in their standard of living. This
helps the rernoulding of their political views and ideology,
and is also helpful in gradually changing tl-rem fi'om exploiters into working people living by their own labour.
According to the above analyses, we can see that in a
joint ent,erprise, there exists a dual relationship between
the capitalists and the workers. On the one hand, the
relationship of equality among colleagues prevails, but
on the other hand, the relationship betw,een the exploiting and the exploited stiil survives. Such a relationship
and contradiction between classes will continue to exist
for a rather long period of time. This, however, is not
the dominant thing. It is instead the socialist relationship which has become important. This is because after
the realization of joint operalion by whole trades, the
capitalist economic relationship was mainly replaced by
that of socialism, and the joint state-private enterprises
became basically socialist in nature.
The Economic B,eorganization of the Joint State-Private Enterprises and Their Gradual Transition to State
.
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Enterprises. Although the state took direct control of
the joint enterprises after the change-over by whole
tradcs, and they becaine, therefore, little different from
state enterprises, yet their scattered, uneven and
irrational distribution which had existed under capitalism was not changed all at once. Besides this, the
management of these enterprises was not fully adapted
to the needs of the new form of ownership. Such a
situation naturally inhibited the expansion of the productive forces to a certain degree. In view of this, the
state immediately started the economic reorganization
of these enterprises. Mergers, the internal reorganization of industrial enterprises and the readjustment of the
trade networks were carried out according to the principle of "let the larger and more advanced enterpr.is,es
lead the smaller and backward ones." Their equipment,
funds, technical and labour forces were re distributed
under a unified plan to meet the needs of the whole
country. Thus, the contradictions, which had existed between the large, advanced enterprises and the smail,
backward ones and which could not be easily resolved
before joint operation by whole trades, were then basically overcome. The scattered, backward state of the
capitalist sector was gradually changed. Division and
co-ordination of work between different enterprises and
trades in a socialist fashion replaeed competition and
anarchy in production, which were characteristic of
capitalism. In the meantime, within the enterprises,

or expanded, and some others merged o,r closed down.
After such reorganization and improvement, labour productivity rose noticeably. In 1956 the gross output value
of the jointly operated industrial enterprises was 32 per
cent more than in 1955. The volume of retail sales in
the joint state-private stores, co-op stores and co-op
groups increased by over 15 per cent in the same period.
A new atmosphere prevailed in management and production. Many factories improved the quality of their
products, added new varieties and reduced production
costs. Many retail stores also widened the range of their
goods and improved their ways and methods of selling.
In nearly all the joint enterprises, the Party gave more
effective leadership. Wage rates were readjusted step
bv step; the working conditions of the workers and other
employees, their material well-being and cultural life
were improved. A11 these achievements fully proved
the superiority of joint operation by whole trades.
Naturally, the economic reorganizatiorl and reform of
these enterprises could not be compl.eted overnight. In
1956-57, the work was carried out according to the principle of "letting the majority of them maintain their
status quo while readjusting only a sma1l number of
them." This readjustment was limited to within the
enterprises which had changed over to joint operation.
In 1958, however, after the socialist revolution scored a
victory on the political and ideological fronts and during
the big leap forward in industrial and agricultural production throughout the country, economic reorganization
was undertaken on a much larger scale and more
thoroughly. A1l boundaries between enterprises, between trades and between stat,e, joint state-private and
co-operative enterprises were broken down. AII plans

various systems tvere reformed, socialist emulations promoted, and improvements made in managernent and in
business methods. As a result, socialist methods of management took the piace of the former capitalist ones.
Where necessary, some of the establishments were rebuilt
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and readjustments were made under a unified scheme.
A number of the employees in commerce were transferred
to industry, many small trades merged with the large
ones, and many joint state-private enterprises merged
with state enterprises (with the fixed interest and positions of the capitalists retained). After the nationwide
establishment of the people's communes, many small
enterprises in the countryside b,ecame corrunune-operated.
Wage systems in the joint state-private enterprises were
basically the same as those in the state enterprises. In
fact, these joint enterprises have become state enterprises
owned by the whole people, except for the fixed interest
paid by the state to the holders of private shares. Ttre
changes in production relations provided favourable conditions for the expansion of the productive forces and
the big leap fonward in production.
4. The Remoulding of the Capitalists

The Remoulding of the Capitalists as an Important
Task in China's Socialist Revolution. The socialist transformation of capitalist industry and commerce in China
in the transition period involves the twofold task of
transforming capitalist enterprises and remoulding the
capitalists. Socialist transformation of the capitalist
sector of the economy is a special form of class struggle
in this country. It is inconceivable that the capitalists,
as a class, will voluntarily step down from the stage of
history. To enable them to accept socialist remoulding
not too reluctantly and change their deep-rooted bourgeois political viewpoint and way of life, it is necessary
to go through devious and complicated struggle"s both in

the economic field and in political and ideological spheres.
I'hese struggles generally take the form of peaceful remoulding, that is, through persuasion and education. On
the one hand, the political and ideological remoulding
of the capitalists brings into play their positive side
which serves socialism and reduces their resistance to

socialist transformation; while, on the other hand, it
gradually changes them from exploiters into working
people living by their own labour.
The remoulding of the capitaiists, being an important
task in the socialist revolution, must go hand in hand with
the transformation of their enterprises, that is, both the
enterprises ar-rd the men must be changed. Capitalist
ownership of the means of production is the material
basis of bourgecis ideology. No effective change can be
brought about in their ideology without the transformation of the enterprises. Conversely, since the capitalists
own capital, it will be difficult to realize the peaceful
transformation of their enterprises if they are not persuaded through education to accept the policy of the
state. While this dual transformation should go hand
in hand, there may be a difference in emphasis at any
given period, either on the one or on the other, depending

on the prevailing conditions. For instance, before the
transformation of the enterprises is virtually completed,
the emphasis may be on changing the enterprises; after

that, it may be on remoulding the capitalists.
Remoulding the Capitalists While Transforming Their
Enterprises. The work of educating and remoutding the
capitalists is subordinate to the task of the state in the
utilization, restriction and transformation of the capitalist
sector. Its content and methods vary with different
stages. Firstly, during the rehabilitation of the national
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economy, the eclucation of the capitalists was aimed
mainly at strengthening their poiitical opposition to im-

perialism, feudalism and bureaucrat capitalism and
arousing their patriotic sentiment and law-abiding spirit.

Such education helped them to accept the direction given
by the state led by the working class and follow the lead
of the socialist state sector of the economy, while being
guiding them to gradually take the road of state

capitalism.

Before the success of the democratic revolution, a
section of the national capitalists seriously entertained
the idea of a "middle line," which, however, went bankrupt when the democratic revolution was completely
won. Nevertheless, during the early period of transition some capitalists were reluctant to sever their ties
completely with the feudal landlords and bureaucrat
capitalists. A greater number of them had illusions and
fears regarding imperialism. They were afraid that imperialism and the Kuomintang reactionaries might come
back. Many did not believe that the Communist Party
and the People's Government were capable of rehabilitating and expanding the national economy. They hoped
to develop capitalism as a "rival" of the socialist s'tate
sector, the leadership of which they were not ready to
accept; still less were they ready to accept socialist remoulding. Confronted with such a situation, the Party
and the People's Governrnent carried out complicated
struggles and patiently undertook their education.
During the period of economic rehabiiitation, the great
war of resis;ting U.S. aggression and aiding Korea was
waged while land reform and the movement for suppressing counter-revo utionaries were launched. All
these completely broke off the ties of the capitalists with
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the imperialists, feudal landlords and bureaucrat capitalists. In the economic field, the speculative activity of
the capitalists was combated. Prices having been successfully stabilized, a policy of readjusting industry and
commerce was enforced. The capitalists were encouraged
to engage in production and business under the direction
of the state sector and actively participate in the work
of rehabilitating the national economy. A1l this gave
them a deep and most realistic education. Under such
conditions, the Party and the government held various
conferences with them, organizing them to study the
policies and directives of the Party and the government.
I'hese rneasures succeeded in gradually winning over the
majority and putting them on the right track.
To be sure, the work of educating the capitalists did
not proceed smoothly. In this period as the socialist
sector of the economy rapidly grew, the capitalist sector
also developed to a certain extent. The struggle between
taking the socialist or capitalist roads became sharp. A
certain number of capitalists who had a strong desire
to develop capitalism resorted to unlawful means to obtain
high profits, which came to a climax in the campaign
against the "five evils" in 1951, in which the Party and
the government led the working people of the whole
country in launching a large-scale mass movement, i.e.
the usu foza movement. This gave the capitalists a profound education in patriotism and the observance of law.
They learned to know through practical experience the
tremendous strength of the working class. They now
understood that the leading position of the working class
and state sector was unassaiiable and that the only rvay
out for them was to observe state policies and decrees
and to carry on ploduction and their business in a Ie-
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gitimate manner. Changes in class alignrnents in the
country brought about the emergence of a group of progressives among the capitalists. These progressives expressed their readiness to accept socialist remoulding.
They were the persons who later played a leading role
in the socialist transformation of capitalist industry and
commerce.

Secondly,

in

1953, as planned large-scale socialist con-

struction began, the socialist transformation of the capitalist sector also went ahead step by step according to
plan. During this period, while the capitalists'education
in patriotism and the observance of law continued, they
were further educated in accepting sociaiist transformation by being acquainted with the Party's general line
in the transition period, the Constitution of the People's
Republic of China, the First Five-Year Plan for the
Development of the National Economy, and so on.
The Party's announcement in 1953 of the general line
of the state during the transition period cam'e as a big
shock to the capitalists. It spelt an end to their illusions
and capitalist
that the two sectors of economy
- socialist
might exist side by side for a long time and that "the
-New Democracy would live for ever." Before this announcernent, the struggle between the working class and
the capitalists had been mainly one between enforcing
and resisting restriction. After the announcement of the
general 1ine, the question of abolishing capitalism and of
changing capitalist ownership, was put on the agenda.
The shock to the capitalists was quite natural. Nevertheless, there was another side' The announcement of the
Party's general line together with the beginning of largescale planned socialist construction gave a tremendous
impetus to the working people throughout the country,

inspiring their unlimited confidence and courage. The
grand vistas opened up for socialist expansion also made
a significant impact upon the capitalists and made them
visualize the country's splendid future. The situation being
as it was, more and more of them, by systematically
studying the general line in the transition period, the
Constitution of the state and the First Five-Year PIan,
gradually realized that socialist transformation was an
irresistible current or what was called "the general trend
and the people's inclination." A section of the capitalists
began to express their earnest desire to accept socialist
remoulding.
The change-over from capitalist ownership to socialist
ownership was effected step by step through the transitional forms of state capitalism" To the capitalists this
was a practical education. In previous years, when they
had accepted government orders for processing and manufacturing goods, and acted as retail distributors or commission agent-s for the state, they had, quite unconsciously,
taken the first step in scjcialist transformation. From
practical experience they came to appreciate the benefits
of carrying on production and business under the leadership of the state sector and according to state plan. The
flourishing of those enterprises which had earlier changed
over from private to joint state-private operation
furnished an attractive example, encouraging them to
take a further step in accepting socialist transformation.
In the course of joint state-private operation the state
gave suitable work to those capitalists and staff members
who had formerly been employed in the enterprises, besides paying dividends and bonus to all capitalists, thus
helping them to maintain their living standards. Manysided education and careful consideration of their in-
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In

by the
nationwide upsurge in socialist transformation and
spurred on by the workers in private enterprises, the
capitalists throughout the country requested that their
enterprises be changed over to joint state-private operation -- not one enterprise after another, but aII together
trade by trade.
Thirdly, after the completion of the change-over to
joint state-private operation by whole trades, capitalist
ownership of the means of production was virtually
brought to an end. Consequently, a capitalist standpoint
became out of date and reactionary. So, the emphasis in
the programme of the Party and the government for the
education of the capitalists since has been to help them
abandon such a standpoint completely and become working people living by their own labour. This task is even

terests brought good results.

more

aificutt.

1956, influeneed

Since then, however, certain favourable

In the enterprises where they, in the capacity of state
employees, 'began to work regularly with the cadres
delegated by the government, their relations with the

working class began to change. T'leese new things provided favourable conditions for their education and
rcmoulding.
In the light of such conditions, the Party and the government decided to make practical work in the enterprises

the principal way in which the capitalists could be
educated and remoulded. The specific measures in-

cluded: (1) Improving the relationship between the state
representatives, the workers and those representing the
capitalist side as co-workers in the joint state-private
enterprises, so that the latter could discharge their duties
under the leadership of the state representatives and
play an active role; (2) Organizing courses for extensive
study of political theories for the capitalists on a volun-

prevailed. After the virtual completion
for instance, class alignments in the
change-over,
the
of
changed; the national bourgeoisie
radically
country have

condi.tions have

has lost its economic base and serious splits have occurred

in its own ranks. The progress in socialist transformation
in the past few years has brought about great changes
in social concepts and practices. Labour is to be looked
by exploitupon as an honourable oc
number of
ing others as a clisgrace.
dete-nined
the sons and daughters of
to live by their own labour as working people after education by the Party. They refused to inherit the property
of their fathers or clder brothers as this would give them
the unenviable title of "capil,a1ists." I'eeling morc and
more isolated, an increasing nurrber of capitalists expressed their willingness to accept socialist remoulding.

to change, through practical experience, their habit

of
putting their own interests first; to learn how to serve
the people and socialism, ernulating the great collective
and selfless spirit of the working class.
The Effects of the Rectification Canopaign and AntiRightist Struggle on the Remoulding of the Capitalists.
In 1956 a decisive victory was achieved for socialist revolution on the economic front. But the principal .contradiction in the country that betr,veen the working
class and the bourgeoisie and that between taking the
socialist or capitalist road w&s not finally resolved,
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The contradiction between socialism and capitalism was
generally expressed in the political rather than in economic aspects. The principal content of class struggle
then became a political and ideological struggle.
In 1956, taking advantage of the "Hungarian events,"
international imperialism launchcd an anti-Soviet and
anti-Communist campaign. An anti-socialist wave was
also rising among the Chinese bourgeoisie. By the
spring of 1957 the activitigs of the bourgeois Rightists
reached a point of frenzy. Under cover of the Party's
rectification campaign, they made an attempt to restore
capitalism by staging a replica of the "Hungarian events"
in China. Among the capitalists there were some
Rightists who did their best to discredit ,socialism and
the working class while extolling capitalism and the bourgeoisie. They alleged that the bourgeoisie no longer had
a dual character but only a positive side and that "fixed
interest was no exploitation." They demanded that the
state representatives be withdrawn from the joint enterprises and that the fixed interest be paid for twenty years,
while opposing ideological remoulding. Actually, on
account of their anti-Communist and anti-socialist
character, the bourgeois Rightists degenerated into reactionaries and became agents for imperialisrn and the
Kuomintang reactionary clique.
These bourgeois Rightists wer.e, after all, merely a
handful of reactionaries who opposed the Communist
Party and socialism. Tlrey. were doomed to failure in
their vain attempt to contend with the people of the whole
country under the leadership of the Communist Party.
After the anti-Rightist struggle began in full force, the
Party actively led the working people and the capitalists
in this nationwide struggle, smashing the Rightists,

attacks, exposing their true reactionary face and completely isolating them. They had to bow before the people; admitting their wrongdoing. The Party and the
government sternly criticized the bourgeois Rightists
ideologically while treating them leniently in administrative discipline to afford them an opportunity to correct
and reform themselves. To the national capitalists this
struggle was a most profound education. The great
majority of the hitherto middle-of-the-roaders were able
to raise their understanding and came to realize that it
was "no good" to be Rightists, or to take the capitalist
road and oppose the Communist Party and socialism. At
the same time the ranks of the Leftists supporting socialism and the Communist Party's leadership further
swelled.

On the basls of success in the anti-Rightist struggle,
while a rectification campaign was going on among the
government functionaries and working people, the capitalists also conducted a rectification campaign among
themselves. Its aim was to eradicate the capitalist
standpoint and establish a socialist one through education and remoulding. During this campaign the capitalists carried out self-examination based on the six
criteria of judging whether words and actions were right
or wrong as discussed by Mao Tse-tung in his book
On the Correct Handli,ng oJ Contradicti,ons Among the
Peopte. Through various forms, such as a full and frank
airing of views, great debates and "giving your heart to
the Party," a movement for self-criticism and selfremoulding took place among them.
The majority of the capitalists saw from the rectification campaign that they did have a dual character and
that it was really necessary for them to accept socialist
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remoulding polit{cally and ideologically. The,y learned
that under conditions prevailing in China the only way
out was for them to become honourabl.e socialist working
people after complete remoulding. Many of them
changed their political outlook to a greater or less degree.
During the great leap forward in industrial and agricultural production in 1958, a good number of them became
more or less active. Then, the Party brought forward
a policy of encouraging the capitalists to energetically
serve the cause of socialism and remould themselves by
taking part in the great movernent fo socialist construction. The Party guided the initiative they had shown
during the rectification campaign in the direction of
serving socialism, encouraging them to do their share in
technological reforms and in the movement for increasing
production and practising economy, so that through
,practical experience they might continue their political
and ideological remoulding. Significant achievements
have been registered in the work of remoulding the capitalists. This task, however, is not completed and it will
still take a long time to abolish the capitalist class
through a complicated struggle.
China is still in the period of transition from capitalism
to socialism. Classes still exist. The transformation of
the old system of social economy has been virtually but
not yet completely achieved. The capitalists still draw
fixed interest. In the countryside there are still some
privately owned means of production and markets for
private activities. The force of bourgeois and pettybourgeois habits will take a long time to eradicate. T.he
tirne for the complete remoulding of the landlords, rich
peasants, counter-revolutionaries, bad characters and
Rightists is still far off. Bourgeois reactionary ideas and

political activities in town and country have not yet beell
thoroughly uprooted though they were dealt a decisive
blow during the rectification campaign and anti-Rightist
struggle in 1957. These reactionary ideas and political
activities still find a market among a section of the wellto-do middle peasants and intellectuals. Whenever the
opportunity presents itself, these people witl make trouble.
It is, therefore, necessary to continue learning and obeying the laws of development of the class struggle in China
during the transition period and work for the completion
of the socialist revolution on the ec6nomic, political and
ideological fronts.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE BIG LEAP FORWARD IN SOCIALIST
CONSTRUCTION AFTER THE BASIC
COMPLETION OF THE SOCIALTST
TRANSFORMATION

In 1956 a decisive victory was achieved in the socialist
transformation of agriculture, handicrafts and capitalist
industry and commerce, basically completing the socialist
revolution as far as the ownership of the means of production was concerned. Sccialist construction began
according to plan in the course of large-scale socialist
transformation. The two wer.e closely interrelated and
reinforced each other. The development of the powerful
socialist state sector of the economy provided the material
basis for the socialist transformation of agriculture, handicrafts and capitalist industry and commerce. Conversely,
the practical completion of the transformation released
the productive forces and opened a broad path for the
rapid expansion of socialist construction. When the socialist transformatiorr of capitalist industry and commerce
was virtually completed, it was possible for the state to
rebuild, expand, merge and reorganize more than 100,000
former privately-owned factories, to fully develop their
production potential and include their entire output
capacity in the state plan. Readjustment and reorganization of the former private commercial enterprises was also

effected on a large scale so that they were more rationally
distributed, satisfied the needs of the people in town and
country better, and finally formed a unified socialist
market. Thus, full scope was given to the increase of
production and commodity exchange without fear of
speculation and manipulation by private capital. In
agriculture and handicrafts, co-operation released productive forces. Agricultural co-operation broke down the
limitations caused by private ownership of land and individual srnall-peasant production. A more rational use
of labour power, Iand, draught animals and farm tools
was rnade; various small-scale irrigation and water conservancy projects were carried out which made it easier
for the state to include agricultural production in its plan.
In handicrafts, co-operation resulted in a division of
Iabour and co-ordination on a large scale and a gradual
advance from hand to machine work. In two or three
years many handicraft co-operatives were turned into
mechanized or semi-mechanized factories. A more important point was that the establishment of the socialist
the most
system of economy liberated the workers
- stirred
vital factor in the productive forces. It deeply
their initiative for production. Ttrey zealously responded
to the call of the Party and the government to take their
full part in great construction projects. The success of
the socialist revolution on the political and ideological
fronts further raised the working people's socialist consciousness. Their skyrocketing energy found fu1l expression. They were high in spirit, strong in morale and
firm in determination. The revolutionary courage and
enthusiasm of hundreds of millions of working people
was the decisive factor in the leap forward of China's
socialist construction.
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The purposes of socialist construction are to develop
the productive forces, to build a socialist material and

social and economic appearance of China be radically

technological basis and to expand and consolidate socialist
relations of production. Having waged long revolutionary struggles led by the Communist Party, the broad
masses of the working people (not only the working class
but also the impoverished peasants) show great socialist
initiative. The socialist transformation of agriculture,
handicrafts and capitalist industry and commerce was
completed before the industrialization of the country
which previously was economically backward. This was
a very good thing. But the practical establishment of
socialist relations of production does not rnean that a
socialist system has been fully built up. During the next
few years, it is necessary to set up a large advanced
machine-building industry and carry out a technical
revolution in agriculture and other branches of the
national economy so that the industrialization of the
country, and mechanization and electrification of agriculture can be brought about. Only thus can the continuous
expansi.on and perfection of socialist production and the
uninterrupted rise of labour productivity be realized,
the fuller satisfaction of the constantly rising material

China's economy remained backward even after the
basic completion of the socialist transformation. From
the founding of the Peoptre's Republic to the successful
completion of the First Five-Year Plan, the gross output
value of industry increased sixfold; steel production rose
from 160,000 to 5,350,000 tons and coal from over
32,000,000 to 130,000,000 tons. Such a high rate of increase is inconceivable in capitalist countries. But in
the level of industrial developrnent, China is still far
behind the most advanced countries. (In 1957 the steel
and coal production of the Soviet Union was 51,000,000
tons and 463,000,000 tons respectively, and in the United
States it w'as 102,000,000 tons and. 470,000,000 tons
respectively.) In agriculture, China ied the world in
total grain production in 1957. But the per capita share
reached only 286 kilogrammes, while in the Soviet Union
it was 655 and in the United States, 928. Agricultural
and light industrial products, cannot yet fully satisfy the
constantly rising requirements of the people nationallyA11 this explains why the material basis of the country
iS not yet strong enough. It is because China has not
yet built herself into a modern industrial country and
her industrial and agricultural production is still relatively backward that imperialism still dares browbeat
China, and the Kuomintang reactionaries and the bourgeois Rightists have the effrontery to raise a hue and cry.
The broad masses of the working people have not yet
succeeded in raising their very low standard of living.

and cultural requirements of the working people be
secured on the basis of production increase, and the socialist system consolidated politically and economically.
In 1955 Mao Tse-tung said:
Only when socialist transformation of the socialeconomic system is complete and when, in the technical

all

branches of production and places wherein
work can be done by machinery are using it, will the

fie1d,

changed.l

lMao Tse-tung, The Question of Agricultural Co-operation, Fot-

eign Languages Press, Peking, 1959, p.

34.
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Having completely broken the shackles of imperialism
and feudalism, shaken off the fetters of capitalism and
won the decisive victory in the socialist revolution on
the political and ideological fronts, the working people
of China now demand that the economic backwardness
of their country be quickly changed. Their keen and
strong desire for rapid socialist construction is like the
erupting of a live volcano. The great Chinese people
will use their own hands to change their own destiny and
turn China from a backward agricultural country into
an advanced industrial one within the shortest possible
time.

The Principal Task of Socialist Construction. The
principal task of socialist construction is to build China
into a great socialist country with a highly developed
modern industry, agriculture, science and culture. Success in fulfilling this task will greatly raise the production level, and more fully satisfy the constantly rising
material and cultural requirements of the people with
ever more abundant products. Communist relations in
the economie field and in ideology will be developed
gradually and so a foundation will be iaid for the transition from socialism to cornmunism.
Industrialization is first on the programme for the
building of a complete socialist industrial system. Industry wiII produce all kinds of machinery, equipment
and materials needed for extended socialist production
and technological reform of the national economy, as well
as various consumer goods required directly by the.people. Of course, thanks to the rapid economic development of the socialist countries headed by the Soviet
Union and the increase of economic aid and co-operation
betrveen them, China finds herself in a vastly different
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situation in her period of socialist construction from that
which faced the Soviet Union in her early years when
she was economically isolated and helpless. Tlris does
not mean, however, that there is no need for China to
build a complete industrial system of her own. On the
contrary, the internal and external situation of the country demands it. To provide China with a high level, of
economic and cultural life and modern national defence,
the national econorny lvhich has long remained backward,
must be changed as quickly as possible, so that technoIogical reform and the mechanization and electrification
of agriculture can be carried out. It is obvious that a
big country like China with a large population, rich resources and enormous needs cannot depend for a long
period on imports of machinery and equipment in large
amounts if she is to attain this great objective. The only
way is, therefore, for China internally to build a complete industrial system of her own. Externally, the
establishment of a powerful industry in China will greatly
accelerate the growth of the economy of all the socialist
countries, enable the socialist camp to surpass the imperialist camp economically at an even faster rate and
enhance their strength in safeguarding world peace. In
the political report of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party to the Eighth National Congress
of the Party in September 1956, Liu Shao-chi said:

In order to satisfy the needs of socialist expanded
reproduction in our country, fulfil the task of socialist
industrialization, strengthen international co-operation
between the countries of the socialist camp, and help
to promote a comrnon economic upsurge in all sociafist
countries, we should build, in the main, an integrated
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industrial system within the period of three five-year
plans on the basis of our large population and rich
resources.l

China's socialist construction involves the setting up
comp ete industrial system on a national scale as
well as local industrial systems in each co-ordinated area
and in a numb,er of provinces and autonomous regions.
Each of these will have diffcrent special features and
be at different stages of development. The population
of each province or autonomous region, with a few exceptions, exceeds 10,000,000
the largest being 60,000,000- these,
70,000,000. Only a few of
however, have a relatively strong industrial foundation; while in the rest
industry is very weak or non-existent. In order that the
rich resources of the interior regions may be futly utilized
and the uneven economic development in different parts
of the country remedied, greater efforts must be made to
buitd new industrial bases while strengthening the
existing ones. If possible, every province and region
should develop its own industry and becorne gradually
industrialized. Consideration must be given to the local
resources and the industrial sites must be distributed
near raw materials and fuel and the consumers. Various
natural conditions and resources in different regions
necessitate differences in industrial systems, in special
characteristics and in degrees of development. As
modern industry is an extremely complicated and integrated undertaking, division of labour and co-ordination between areas and between branches of industry are

of a

rEishth Nati,onal Congress of the Communist partg of China,
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Documents, Foreign Languages Press, Peking, 19b6, pp.

necessary. The schedule of construction must follow
the order of importance in accordance with the unified
construction plan of the country as a whole.
The building of a complete industrial system in China
is not only absolutely necessary but perfectly possible.
Her vast territory is endowed with rich and varied natural
resources and other basic conditions for developing all
branches of industry. She has 650 million iridustrious
and brave people. Her strongest force of working people
has been liberated from the bondage of the old relations
of production; they enthusiastically demand a speedy
change in their economic and cultural backwardness.
The extensive domestic market can absorb large quantities of industrial products and agriculture can supply her
growing industry with a great amount of needed raw
materials from the farms. China enjoys the fraternal assistance of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries
which are supplying all kinds of machinery and equipment required for economic construction. This will
speed up the building of heavy industry and the training
of scientific and technical personnel. A more important
point is that an advanced socialist economic and political
systern has already been established. All these conditions are extremely favourable for China's development
into a highly industrialized country.
Clearly, the setting up of a complete industrial system
on a national scale does not imply that all industrial
products must be made at home nor that economic cooperation with the fraternal socialis't countries and trade
with other friendly countries is unnecessary. It means
only that China should principally depend on home production for all vital products and those of which large
quantities are needed. Since considerable quantities and
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various kinds of capital and consumer goods are needed,
some of them still have to be imported. At the same
time China has to export some of her industrial and
agricultural products to satisfy the needs of fraternal and
other friendly countries. After the building of a complete industrial system, China must continue to develop
broad economic co-operation with the socialist countries
and, on the basis of equality and mutual benefit, expand
trade with different countries in the world. In the
present era, production has been highly socialized, No
country gan develop its own economy by closing its doors
to others. Socialist construction, of course, can still less
proceed in isolation. It will be a mistake to entertain
such an idea.
A complete industrial system is the materidl basis for
carrying out technological reforms in the entire national
economy. It will result in a large agriculture being
modernized through mechanization and electrification.
The two basic departments of social production
agriculture and industry depend on each other.- Socialist
- a large modern agriculture and
society calls for both
a large moiern industry. Without the former, there
can be no solid basis for the latter. In China a leap forward has been made in agriculture, thanks to the basic
completion of socialist transformation, the success of the
socialist revolution on the political and ideological fronts,,
and the high revolutionary enthusiasm of the peasant
masses under the correct leadership of the Communist
Party. But there is no reason for complacency with
what has been achieved so far. In order that agricultural
production may make continuous leaps forr,vard, it is
necessary to carry out mechanization and electrification
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gradually and in a planned mahner to complete the technical revolution in agriculture.
Aithough not completed yet, it will not be so very Iong
before a powerful heavy industry necessary for the
mechanization and electrification of agriculture will be
built step by step at which time labour productivity will
be steeply increased. By then, there will be abundant
grain and other farm produce to satisfy the daily needs
of the people and the requirements of industrial pi:oduction. What is more, it will be possible to transfer 50 per
cent or more of the manpower from agriculture to industry and other branches of the economy and to further
raisO the economic and cultural standards of the country.
Mechanization and electrification will also reduce the
peasants' working hours, giving them more time for
obtaining education in general and acquiring scientific
knowledge, raising their technical level and laying a
foundation for the gradual elimination of the differences
between town and countrY.
Modern industry and agriculture must be accompanied
by modern communication and transport networks, the
importance of which has been keenly realized in China's
industriai construction. Without modern means of com'
munication and transport, it is impossible to set up a
powerful modern industry. Mechanization and electrification of agriculture also demand the establishrnent of
modern communication and transport networks in the
vast countryside. In a big country like China, there are
at present only 30,000-odd kilometres of trunk railway
lines and 2,000,000 tons of shipping (including tugboats)'
Obviously, this falls far below the needs of the fastexpanding industriai and agricultural production. Of
course, the building of modern communication and trans-
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port netwol'k is impossible without a powerful heavy
lndustry. So it must go hand in hand with the industrialization of the country.
Socialist construction includes cultural as well as eco_
nomic development. Age-long imperialist and feuclal
domination in China caused her culture and science to
lag behind. The majority of the working people were
illiterate and scientific and technical personnel were few
in number. These conditions have made the socialist in_
dustrialization of the country and the technical reform

of the national economy extremely difficult. It is, therefore, necessary to build modern science and culture
simultanecusly with moderrt industry and agriculturi-,, so
that the technical and cultural revolutions may proceed
side by side.
Culture is part of the superstructure. It is determined
by the economic base and in turn actively affects the
formation and consolidation of that base. Cultural de_
velopment must, therefore, serve economic construction.

universal; secondary school education must b,e universal
and achieved step by step; higher education must be
developed; scientific research institutions expanded and
a large number of socialist-minded persons with a high
degree of general education and complicated modern
scientific and technical knowledge must b,e trained.
Health work and physical culture should be promoted,
the most common diseases stamped out, superstitions
erased, bad customs and habits changed and desirable
ones introduced. It is also necessary to stimulate a noble
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national spirit, unfold mass cultural and recreational
activities, develop a rich and colourful socialist art and
Iiterature and learn as quickly as possible the important
new sciences and technique so as to catch up with the
most advanced world standards in science and technology.
On the eve of the founding of the People's Republic
of China, Mao Tse-tung said:
With the upsurge in economic construction, there will
inevitably appear an upsurge of cultural construction.
The time when the Chinese were regarded as uncivilized
has passed. We will appear in the world as a highly
cultured nation.r
Such a time is not very far off.
Socialist construction brings about the rapid developrnent of the social productive forces. As these are developed, the relations of production must be readjusted
and changed in good time so as to ensure their continuous
and unhampered expansion. In the course of socialist
construction, therefore, relations of production necessarily
change step by step with the development of the productive forces. Socialist collective ownership in China will
inevitably pass on step by step to socialist ownership
by the whole people. From then on, socialist society will
advance further, and gradually become a communist society where the principle of "from each according to his
ability, to each according to his needs" prevails.
The General Line for Socialist Construction. Both in
socialist construction and transformation there is a struggle to decide which of two roads to take and which of
lChairman Mao's opening address at the First Plenary Session
of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, Hsin-

hua Monthlg, No. 1, 194& p.

4.
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two rnethods to use. In the struggle whether to take
the socialist or the capitalist road the former had
- the basic comvirtually defeated the latter following
pletion of the socialist transformation of the national

ancestors' imagination. Science, the arts, education
and pubtic health will do the same.l
He also pointed out:

economy as a whole and the success of the socialist revolu-

The problem facing the entire Party and a1l the
of the country is no longer one of combating
rightist conservative ideas about the speed of socialist
transformation of agriculture. That problem has
already been solved. Nor is it a problem of the speed
of transformation of capitalist industry and commerce,
by entire trades, into state-private enterprises. That
problem has also b,een solved. In the first half of
1956 we must discuss the speed of the socialist transformation of handicrafts. But that problem will easily

tion on the political and ideological fronts. However,
that regarding which of the two rnethods to use the
-

bringing greater, quicker, better and more economical
results; the other smaller, slower, poorer and more costly
results
will be protracted. This is, in essence, a reflecti,on of the struggle concerning which road to take.
It was wagd during the socialist transformation of the
ownership of the means of production, and it has showed
itself even more clearly in the course of socialist
construction.
Which of the two methods should be adopted in building socialism
the one bringing quicker and b'etter re- bringing slower and poorer results? The
sults or the one
Central Committee of the Party and Mao Tse-tung have
always been in favour of the former. In the'winter of
1955, when the socialist revolution in the ownership of
the means of production was on the threshold of a decisive victory and an upsurge in production and construction by mass effort was beginning to take shape, Mao Tse'
tung, taking into fuII consideration the advantages of the
socialist economic system and the people's boundless
revolutionary enthusiasm, predicted:

people

oYre

In the future there will be ali sorts of enterprises
that people have never dreamed of, raising our agricultural output to several times, a dozen times, perhaps
scores of tirnes, its present level.
The development of industry, transportation and
trade will go even further beyond the bounds of our
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be solved too.
The problem today is none of the'se, but concerns
other fields. It affects agricultural production; industrial production (including state, joint state-private and
co-operative industries) ; handicraft production ; the scale
and speed of capital construction in industry, coffIrnunications and transportation; the co-ordination of commerce with other branches of the economy; and the
co-ordination of the work in science, culture, education, public health, and so on, with our various economic enterprises. In all these fields there is an underestimAtion of the situation which must be criticized and
corrected if the work in them is to keep pace with the
development of the situation as a whole. Peop1e's thinking must adapt itself to the changed conditions. Of
course, no one should go off into wild flights of fancy,
or make plans unwarranted by the objective situation,
rsocialist upsurge

Press, Pcking, 1957,

in

p.

China's Countryside, Foreign Languages
286.
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or insist on attempting the impossible. The problem
today is that rightist conservatism is still causing trouble
in many fields and preventing the work in these fields
from keeping pace with the development of the objective situation. The present problem is that many people consider impossible things which could be done if
they exerted themselves. It is entirely necessary, therefore, to keep criticizing these rightist conservative
ideas, which still actually exist.l

Mao Tse-tung summed up the above-mentioned ideas

in the slqgan of "achieving greater, quicker, better and
more economical results in building socialism," for '.lrhich
he also worked out a series of important policies.
Acting upon the practical experience gained in the
people's struggle in the past few years and the development of Mao Tse-tung's thought, the Party's Central
Committee, at the Second Session of the Party's Eighth
National Congress held in 1958, put forward the general
line of "going all out, aiming high and achieving greater,
quicker, better and more economical results in building
socialism." The following are the basic points of this
general line:
(1) To mobilize all positive factors and correctly handle
contradictions among the people;
(2) To consolidate and develop socialist ownership by
the whole people and collective ownership and consoliCate
the proletarian dictatorship and proletarian international
solidarity;
(3) To gradually carry out the technical and cultural
revolutions, while completing the socialist revolution on
the economic, political and ideologieal fronts;

llbid., pp.

9-10.
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(4) To develop industry and agriculture simultaneously

while giving priority to heavy industry;
(5) To develop, under centralized leadership, and with
over-all planning, proper division of labour and co-orCination, national industries simultaneously with local industries and large enterprises simultaneously with mediumsized and small enterprises.
By these measures China will be built into a great
socialist country with a modern industry, agriculture,
science and culture in the shortest possible time.
The Party's general line of "going all out, aiming high
and achieving greater, quicker, better and more economical results in building socialism" is an embodiment
of the revolutionary will and determination of the 650
million Chinese people. It is the only correct MarxistLeninist line which combines objective possibilities with
the revolutionary energy of hundreds of millions of peo'
ple. It is the creative application of the universal truth
of Marxism-Leninism to China's practical conditions by
the Chinese Communist Party and Mao Tse-tung, the
great leader of the people of all nationalities in China.
"To go all out and to aim high" requires that importance
is attached to the creative spirit and revolutionary energy
of hundreds of millions of people and all positive factors
are mobilized to accelerate the tempo of socialist construction. To achieve greater, quicker, better and more
economical results in building socialism, it is imperative
to go all out and aim high. Efforts must be exerted, not
slackened. Exertion or slackness yields entirely different
results under the same objective conditions. "To achieve
greater, quicker, better and more econornical results"
gives cohcrete expression to the objective law of the
rapid development of socialist economy. Speed is the

.
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basic question in socialist construction. To guarantee a
high speed, it is necessary to see to it that greater, quicker,
better and more economical results are achieved. It is
wrong to emphasize "greater and quicker results" and
neglect the "better and more economical results," and
even more so to emphasize the latter and neglect the
former. Only when equal attention is paid to greater,
quicker, better and more economical results can the continuous leap forward in the socialist national economy
be ensured, while achieving a combination of great
quantity and good quality. The general line for socialist
constructicn, therefore, aims at developing socialist
economy at top speed. Because the Party has fu1ly
estimated the enormous vitality of the socialist economic
and political systems and the boundless revolutionary
energy of the broad masses of the liberated working
people which it leads, it is possible to mobilize all positive
factors, turn aII favourable conditions to good account
and tap all potentiatr, thus ensuring the development of
the socialist economy at high speed.
The Party's general line for sociaiist construction has
laid down a whole set of policies for well-balanced
national construction known as "walking on two legs."
These policies call for the simultaneous development of
industry and agriculture and heavy and light industriesi
giving pr'iority to heavy industry; the simultaneous
development of national and. local industries; the simultaneous development of large, medium-sized and small
enterprises and the simultaneous employment of modern
and indigenous methods of production. This whole set
of policies aims at building socialism by combining objective possibilities with the revolutionary energy of huu-

dreds of millions

of people and mobilizing all
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positive

factors.

Eirstly, the policies concern the simultaneous development of industry and agriculture and heavy and light
industries giving priority to heavy industry' To develop
the national economy at top speed, priority must be
given to the development of heavy industry so as to
provide an adequate supply of machinery, equipment,
raw and other materials for the large-scale construction
and technical reform of the country's national economy.
The economic foundation of China which is a big country
was extrernely weak in the past. It wili be impossible
to end economic backwardness unless she has a powerful
heavy industry of her own. During the period of the
First Five-Year Plan, therefore, the policy of giving
priority to the development of heavy industry was
adopted, with emphasis on 166 major construction projects to be built with the help of the Soviet Union. During the period of the Second Five-Year P1an, this policy
will be continued. Industries to be developed quickly
include iron and steel, non-ferrous rnetals, machine'
building, electric power, coal, petroleum, chemical and
building material. This will lay a firm foundation for
the country's socialist industrialization.
Tlee development of heavy industry as a priority must
go hand in hand with the development of agriculture
and light industry. The three are interdependent and
reinforce each other. Heavy industry cannot develop in
isolation, separated from the other two. In the course
of national economic development, agricultural production provides grains and raw materials for industry, a
Iarge amount of funds fon industrial construction and the
biggest domestic market for industrial products. The
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rate of increase in agricultural production not only affects
the tempo of development of light industry but that of
heavy industry as well. Rapid growth in agricultural
production gives the most important guarantee for providing the 650 million people with a rich variety of consumer goods and gradually raising their living standards.
Mao Tse-tung said: "Heavy industry is the core of
China's economic construction. This must be affirmed.
But, at the same time, full attention must be paid to the
development of agriculture and light industry."l If there
is only one leg, that is, heavy industry, without the other
leg, that is, agriculture and light industry, or if the other
Ieg is too short, it will be impossible to develop national
economy at top speed. For this reason, particular importance must still be attached to agricultural development during the Second Five-Year Plan period.
Ttre policy of simultaneously developing industry and
agriculture is of economic and political importance. It
is a question that concerns the worker-peasant alliance
and the enlistment of some 500 million peasants to bui'ld
socialism with greater, quicker, better and more economical results. In China, the peasantry was a powerful
force in the period of the revolutionary wars and still is
in the period of construction. Only by relying on this
great ally and calling into play its initiative and creativeness can the Chinese working class achieve victories in
the revolution and construction. If attention is paid to
promoting quick industrial production only while the
rapid growth of agricultural production is neglected,
agriculture will drop further behind and the income and
rMao Tse-tung, On the Correct Handling o! Contrad,ictions

Among the People, Foreign Languages Press, Peking, 1959, p.

67.

living standarcls of the peasants will only be raised very
slowly. This may not only adversely affect the solidarity
between the workers ancl peasants but rn,ay prevent the
500 million peasants from exerting their utmost effort
in socialist construction. Any attempt to build socialism
by relying on the revolutionary enthusiasm of tens of
millions of factory and office workers only without relying on that of hundreds of millions of peasants is,utterly
inconceivabLe.

Secondly, the policies concern the simultaneous development of national and local industries, of large,
medium-sized and small enterprises and the simultaneous
employrnent of modern and indigenous methods of production under centralized leadership, with over-all planning, proper division of labour and co-ordination. Since
socialist economy is based on the public ownership of
the rneans of production, all important economic activities must be carried out under the centralized leadership
of the state, with ovel-all planning, prop,er division of
labour and co-ordination. Centralized leadership, however, must be accompanied by administrative responsibility assumed at dif{erent levels so that full rein can
b,e given to the initiative of local authorities. During
the period of the First Five-Year Plan, because the
,foundation of heavy industry was weak, efforts had to
be concentrated on the building of a number of large key
industries. At that time, China had to depend mainly
on the Soviet Union and other fraternal countries for the
supply of important machinery and equipment required
in economic construction. As her technical personnel
had not been trained adequately, China had to rely also
on their help in designing and building the major projects.
It was necessary, therefore, to carry out the main indus-
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trial construction at that time under the direct guidance
of the industrial ministries of the Central Government.
With the rapid development of the national economy
during the period of the First Five-Year Plan, with the
speedy progress in heavy industry and the ever increas-

ing numbers of Chinese technical personnel, it was then
possible to undertake industrial construction on a larger
and more.extensive scale. In 1956, basing himself on
this situation and having summed up the experience
gained in the first few years of the First Five-Year PIan,
Mao Tse-tung, in his report on "Ten Sets of Relationships,"r put forward the timely policy of simultaneously
developing national and local industries. In this connection, he subsequently advanced the policy of simultaneous development of large, medium-sized and small
enterprises.
Ttre policies of the simultaneous development of
national and local industries and of the simultaneous
development of large, medium-sized and srnall enterprises are, in practice, policies of following the mass line
in industrialization. "The fire burns high when everyrThe Ten Sets of Relationships are:
(1) between industry and agriculture and between heavy and light

industries;
(2) between coastal industries and inland industries;
(3) between economic eonstruction and national defence;
(4) between the state, the co-operatives and the individual;
(5) between the tentral and local authorities;
(6) between the Han people and the national minorities;
(?) between the Party and non-Party people;
(B) between revolution and counter-revolution;
(9) between right and wrong inside and ontside the Par.ty, and
(10) international relations.
See Seconcl Session of th,e Eighth Nati,onal Congress

rnLlnist Party

pp,

36-37.

of

of the ComChina, Iroreign Langua6es Press, Ireking, lglig,

body adds \Mood to it," as a saying goes. It is only when
the central and loca1 authorities, the state and the lnasses,
pool their efforts and work together and only when there
is a proper division of labour and co-operation between
large, medium-sized and sma1l enterprises, that greater,
quicker, better and more economical results can be
achieved. ancl the tempo of industrial construction
qr-rickened. To lealize the socialist industrialization of
the country, it is necessary for the central authorities to
set up a certain number of large enterprises. At the
same time, however, local authorities at different levels
must also set up industries. Only when the country's
29 provinces, municipalities under the direct jurisdiction
of the Central Government, autonomous regions, 160
special regions, autonomous cl7oLt,,L leagues and administrative areas and 1,747 counties and autonoinous counties, banners and autonomous banners properly and fully
develop their initiative under the unified leadership of
the central authorities, can a large number and a great
variety of factories be built all over the country and industry advance at a quicker rate within a relatively short
period.

China is endowed with many favourable conditions for
the development of loca1 industries, which have inherited
from the past something of a foundation, China has a
vast territory, rich natural resources, a very big domestic
market and a large population capable of providing an
adequate labour force. Providing ful1 use is made of
these favourable conditions and there is confidence in
and reliance on the masses and a proper division of work
and co-ordination between different localities, in a short
time local industries will spring up everywhere.
lAn sdministratirre area composing a number of counties.
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The simultarleous clevelopment of large, mediurn-sized
and small enterpri.ses is closely connected with the simultaneous development of national and local industries. On
a whole, large industrial enterprises are r,nainly directed
by central authorities while the medium-sized and
small ones are mainlv run by local authorities. Large
enter:prises are the key to the country's industrial development, because they have a big output, use advanced techniques and are able to solve those basic problems which
are of decisive importance to the national economy.
Without them it would be impossible to build China into
a powerful country with a highly.developed modern industry in the quickest possible time. A number of large
enterprises have been built in the past few years and
more will be built in future. These have both strong and
weak points. Generally speaking, they require greater
investment and take a longer time to build. In this
respect, medi.um-sized'and small enterprises have certain
strong points which large enterprises do not possess:
1. They call for less investment and can easily make
use of scattered funds;
2. They take less time to build and bring quicker
results from investment;
3. They can easily make use of what is available and
'turn existing local equipment to good account;
4. They are widely distributed and speed up nationwide industrialization by expanding the ranks of the
country's technical personnel and raising the economic
development of different areas more or less evenlyl
5. They produce a rich variety of products and, if
ne,ed be, can easily start producing new articles or make
other changes in production;
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6. T'hey are close to sources of raw materials and
markets, and can make use of whatever natural resources
available; they save transport expenses and can easily
combine supply, production and marketing;
7. They are flexible in the use of rural labour power
in slack seasons and train an army of non-professional
workers.
To better me,et tlre specific requirements of national
construction, therefore, as many medium-sized and srnall
enterprises as possible should be set up at the present
time. In building certain large enterprises, plans should
be made, wherever possible, to build them from small to
Iarge scale and stage by stage so that they may be put
into operation in the quickest possible time.
The policy of simultaneously employing modern and
indigenous methods of production is closely connected
with the policy of simultaneously developing

1arge,

medium-sized and srnall enterprises. Since large enterprises are the backbone of socialist industry, they must
employ advarrced techniques and equipment for the purpose of raising the technical leve1 of the country's national
economy. However, China's heavy industry is not yet
powerful enough to provid.e large qdantities of machinery
and equipment, so that if only those industrial enterprises employing advanced techniques are to be built,
it will be impossible to car:ry out extensive industrial
construction in all parts of the cour-rtry. For the time
being, many medium-sized and small industrial enterprises run by local authorities cannot yet adopt advanced
techniques; they can only employ ordinary simple ones
or even rely on manual labour. For this reason, in order
to build large numbers of medium-sized and small enterprises along with the construction of a small number of
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large enterprises, it is necessary, technologically, to adopt
the policy of simultaneously employing modern and indigenous methods of production. With the rapid development of heavy industry, such indigenous methods of production will give place to modern ones, gradually raising
the technical level.
Of the "two legs" mentioned above, national industries,
large enterprises and modern methods of production represent one, while local industries, medium-sized and
small enterprises, together with indigenous methods of
production represent the other. In building socialisrn,
it is necessary to walk on two legs, not on one alone or
even on one and a half. In the whole scheme of socialist
economic development, national industries, large enterprises and modern methods of production play the leading
role. However, local industries, medium-sized and small
entcrprises also must be considered important, so that
they are developed simultaneously. Local, medium-sized
and small enterprises together with indigenous methods
of production will also play their fuli part in the highspeed development of socialist economy and ensure
greater, quicker, better and more economical results in
building socialism. To achieve this end, it is necessary
to firmiy adhere to the principle of "co-ordinating all
the activities of the whole nation as in a chess game,"
with over-all planning, division of work and co-ordination
under the unified Ieadership of the state. This is to
ensure that local industries, medium-sized and small
enterprises and indigenous methods of production do not
disrupt the unified plan of the state and that they do
not adversely affect national industries, large enterprises
and modern methods of production in the supply of raw
pnaterials, and other matters; and that they do not
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adversely affect the development of agricultural production in the distribution of labour power.
The Party's general line for socialist construction is
the application and development of its mass line. The
Chinese Cornrnunist Party is a Marxist-Leninist party
and its Central Committee headed by Mao Tse-tung
always attaches great importance to the revolutionary
,creativeness and zeal shown by hundreds of millions of
people. In the stormy class struggles in both democratic
and socialist revolutions, the Party always placed confidence in the creative power of the masses and believed
that under its Ieadership they would emancipate themselves by their own efforts, and by following this mass
1ine, great victories have been won. It is aII the more
necessary to rely on the masses and adhere to the mass
line now in socialist construction. Experience shsws
that it is only by firmly putting politics in command,
rnobilizing the masses to the fullest extent and launching
vigorous mass movements that a leap forward can be
made in all work.
There are two diametrically opposite attitudes taken
towards revolutionary rtass movements. There are
those who stand aloof from the masses, criticize the
mass movements according to their own "b1ue-prints"
and find fault with this and that. They are never for a
moment free of worries lest "things should go too far."
They even fling mud at mass movements and look upon
them with horror as if they were actually disasters.
Theirs is the attitude of the Right opportunists. In contrast, there are those who march at the head of the
masses, lead the mass movements and identify themselves
with the malses, share their destiny, breathe the same
air, discuss problems with them, enthusiastically en-
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courage their creative activities,'and learning lessons
frorrr the experiences gained in these activities', push the
mass movements step by step to a higher level' This is
a Marxist-Leninist attitude. In order to thoroughly
carry out the general line for socialist construction and
achieve greater, quicker, better and more economical
results in building socialism, it is necessary to firmly
oppose the lordly attitude of the bourgeoisie adopted by
the Right opportunists towards the mass movements and
take the only correct Marxist-Leninist attitude' The
basic points of the general line clearly show that, in order
to achieve greater, quicker, better and more economical
results in building socialisrn, all the positive factors must
be mobilized. This means that large-scale mass movements must be launched und'er centralized leadership.
OnIy by doing this.can a vigorous atmosphere in socialist
construction pr,evail instead of a dreary one, and China
be built as quickly as possible into a gr'eat socialist country with a moclern industry, agriculture, science and
culture.
The Big Leap in China's Industrial and Agricultural
Froduction. On the basis of the great victorious socialist
revolu.tion and socialist construction, frorn the winter of
1957 China's working peopl'e brought about a great, massscale upsurge in agricultural and industrial production
which quickly affected all other branches of the national
economy, as well as the cultural and educational fields,
creating in 1959 an all-round big leap forward in every
sphere of work.
In 1958, the scale and speed of capital construction
were far greater than those in anX previous year' Actual

were ful1y or partially completed and commenced production, inctuding 45 major ones built with the help of
the Soviet Union.
In the field of industrial production, in 1958 the output
of steel (including steel made by indigenous methods)
reached 11 million tons, more than double that of the
preceding year. If the steel made by indigenous methods
is excluded, the output of steel in 1958 amounted to B
million tons, or 49.5 per cent more than that in 1957'
The output of coal reached 2?0 million tons, also more
than double that of 1957. Stimulated by the growth
of the iron and steel industry, in 1958 industrial production as a whole grew at a faster rate than in any previous
year since liberation. The gross output value of industry in 1958 was 66 per cent higher than in 1957'
a few areas
. In agricultural production, although notChina
reaped
1958,
in
drought
suffered from floods and
to thq
stood
which
an unprecedentedly rich harvest, one
who,
peasants
credit of the 500 million industrious, brave
led by the Chinese Communis;t Party and Mao Tse-tung'
built a vast number of water conservancy projects and
waged heroic struggles against drought and waterlogging'
Crain output reached 500,000 million catties,2 or 35 per
cent more than in 195?. Output of cotton reached 42
1

7

See footnote on Page 81'
2,000 catties:l toe,
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million tdn,7 or 28 per cent over 1gb7. Such a rate of

increase was never known before.
The big leap in industrial and agricultural production
gave an impetus to comm.unication and transport services, commerce and other fields of work which also
advanced by leaps and bounds.
The big leap in production created favourable conditions for improving the material and cultural life of the
people. In 1958 there were, on the average for the year,
more than 32 million workers and other employees

throughout the country, about 8 million more than in
the preceding year. Unemployment, a legacy inherited
frorn the oId society, was eliminated. After the people,s
communes were set up throughout the countryside, their
collective welfare facilities were greatly expanded. In
1958, the enrolment in primary schools reached 86
million
85 per cent of all school-age children attended
- There
schools.
wer,e 12 million students in secondary
schools, an increase of 70 per cent over the previous year.
The enrolment in instituti.ons of higher leaining reached
660,000, or over 50 per cent more than in 1gDT. Cultural
and educatioual work, too, advanced at a rate hitherto

unknown.
In 1959, industrial and agricultural production in
China continued to leap for.ward on the basis of the big
leap of the qrevious year. The output of steel (excluding
steel produced by indigenous methods) in 195g reached
13,350,000 tons, an increase of. 67 per cent over lgb8,
while coal output reached 842,800,000 tons, a 2g per cent
increase over 1958. Although there were serious natural
disasters in 1959, the peasants throughout the country,
L

Z0

tq,n:L tort.

organized in the people's communes, were able to wage
a hard struggle against floods and drought. The production of grain, cotton and other crops increased considerably compared with 1958' Grain output reached
540,100 million catties, an B per cent increase over 1958
and cotton output reached 48.2 million tan' a 14.76 per
cent increase over 1958.
The Eighth Plgnary Session of the Party's Eighth Central Committee called upon the, entire nation to fulfil
within 1959 the major targets of the Second Five-Year
Plan three years ahead of schedule. The Second FiveYear FIan envisages for steel a 1962 target of between

10.5 million and 72 million tons, which has been
overfulfiiled in 1959; for coal, a target of between 190
million and 210 million tons, one already overfulfilled
in 1958; for grain, a target of 500,000 million catties,
which was also reached in 1958; and for cotton, a target
of 48 million tan, which has been fulfilled in 1959. According to the Second Five-Year Ptan it was proposed
that the gross output value of industry would be doubled
in five years and that of agriculture would be increased
by 35 per cent. These two targets also have been overfulfilled in 1959. That the major targets as proposed
by the Second Five-Year Plan have been fulfilled in two
years shows that China's industrial and agricultural production is in the throes of an unprecedented big leap.
In 1958 and 1959, industrial and agricultural production advanced at a much faster rate than in the period of
the First Five-Year PIan. The aggregate increase in the
output of steel in the five years 1953-57 was 4 million
tons. But in 1958 and 1959 its aggregate increase was
B million tons. The aggregate increase in the output
of coal in 1953-5? was 60'7 million tons, but in 1958-59 it
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was 217,800,000 tons. The total increase in the output of
grain was 61,200 million catties in the five years 1953-57;
in 1958 alone the increase was 130,000 million catties.
The total increase in the output of cotton was 6.73 milIion tan in 1953-57 while in 1958 the increase was 9.20
million ton. Surely this constitutes a big leap of unprecedented dimensions.
A comparison between the rate of increase, in China's
industrial and agricultural production in 1958 and 1959
and that of the capitalist countries furnishes eloquent
proof that China's big leap is unprecedented in the his-
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the United St:rtes was, on the average, 875,000 tan in the
eight years 1950-1958, at ttris rate it would take the
Unitecl States more than 10 years to increase 9'2 million
tan. as China clicl in the year of 1958' Since Britain does
not grow cotton, it need not be mentioned here, and the

tory of the world. Take steel output for example. It
took the United States five years to increase its steel
output from over 5 million to 7.2 million tons and nine
years to increase it from over 5 rnillion to over 13 million

feel terribly tense and it is better to go slqwly' But the
working people of China prefer this to the kind of tension creaied by continual anxiety about food and cloth-

lBecause there are great ups,and downs in the steel output
of the United States every year, it is not possible to find figures
wholly comparable to China's in 19b?, 1980 and 195g,

or are freeing themselves from colonial rule, will draw
confidence and strength in their struggle for a better life
from China's experience in her big leap' Herein lies the
reason why the imperialists so thoroughly hate and are
so afraid of acknowledging the big leap forward made
by China.
How was it that China achieved such great success in
production and construction during these two years?
the
F irst of all, it was because the socialist revolution on
the
in
economic front hacl been practically completed
eight preceding year"s, decisive victories in the socialist

tons.l It took Britain 10 years to increase its steel output
from over 5 million to nearly B million tons and 32 year.s
to incr:ease it from over 5 million to almost 12 million
tons. In coal output, it took the United States 14 years
to increase it from over 130 million to over 220 million
tons and 17 years to increase it from over 1.30 million to
over 350 million tons. It took Britain 32 years to increase
its coal output from over 130 million to over 270 million
tons, and so far its coal output has not hit the 300-million-ton mark yet. In the output of grain, the annual
increase in the United States averaged 11,800 million
catties from 1950 to 1958. At this rate it would take
the United States 11 years to achieve an increase of
130,000 million catties, of grain as China did in the one
year of 1958. In cotton output the annual increase in
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revolution on the political and ideological fronts had
been achieved and the productive forces had been
released by a new social system. Secondly, with the
completion of the First Five-Year Plan, a number of
large, modern key industries had been built and personnel capable of mastering modern techniques had been
trained, so that a preliminary groundwork was laid
for the country's socialist industrialization. The most
important reason, however', was that the Chinese Communist Party which correctly understood the objective
economic laws and took into fuII account the role of the
subjective activity of the people worked out the general
line of "going all out, aiming high and achieving greater,
quicker, better and more economical results in building
socialism," together with the whole set of policies for construction known as "walking on two legs." This general
line of the Party armed the 650 million people with understanding and so became a great material force which Ied
to a series of brilliant achievements on the industrial
and agricultural fronts. The assistance given by the
Soviet Union and other fraternal countries also ptrayed an
important role in enabling China to achieve such great
success in her economic construction.
It goes without saying that the Chinese people will
never rest content with what has been achieved in the
past ten years. 'Ihey want to continue the forward leap
and build China into a modern, powerful socialist country. In the field of industry, the Party's Eighth Central Committee in it.s Eighth Plenary Session called upon
the entire nation to realize basically the slogan "catch up
with Britain in the output of major industrial products
within 15 years" which trad been brought forward earlier,
within about ten years (starting from 1958). The peak
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annual output of steel (1957) in Britain was 22 million
tons; coal. (1913),290 million tons; electricity (1958),
112,000 million kilowatt-hours (China could generate
only 39,000 million kilowatt-hours in 1959). To catch up
with and surpass Britain, strenuous efforts have sti1l to
be made. Since China's population is more than ten
times that of Britain, to achieve this aim is only the first
step in industrialization. Continuous efforts must be
exerted to catch up with and outstrip the'most advanced
of all capitalist countries. In 1958, China stood seventh
in the world in output of steel, third in coal and eleventh
in electric power. It will probably take 15 or 20 years
or even longer to build Ghina into a powerful country
with a highly-developed modern industry.
Th.e Party's Eighth Central Committee in its Eighth
Plenary Session also called upon the entire nation to fulfil, far ahead of schedule, the targets set in the National
Programme for Agricultural Development. According
to this programme, by 1967 the average per-moul yield
of grain should reach 400, 500 and 800 catties and that of
ginned cotton, 60, B0 and 100 catties, in the three different
areas into which the country is divided according tg specific conditions. Although many counties and cities in the
country reached or surpassed these targets in 1958, it
still calls for strenuous efforts to attain them far ahead of
schedule in the country as a whole. Even when these
targets are reached, it will still not be possible for the
country's agricultural products to fully meet the needs
of light industry and the requirements of the entire population. The Chinese people, ttrerefore, have to redouble
their efforts and strive, step by step, to catch up with
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the advanccd capitalist countries in the per capita output
of grain, meat, cloth and other daily necessities through
the mechanization and electrification of agriculture.
In the sphere o.t science and culture, in 1957 the Central Cornmittee of the Party put forward the 12-year plan
for scientific development. According to this, China
should catch up with the most advanced world standards
in science and technology as quickly as possible. The
Chinese people will fulfil, ahead of schedule, this glorious
task on the basis of the rapid growth of industry and
agriculture and through the concerted efforts of the
working people, scientists, engineers and technicians.
The People's Cornmune Movernent in Rural Areas.
The year 1958 saw an all-round big leap in China's industrial and agricultural production. In the summer of
that year, the people's commune, a new social organization, as fresh as the morning sun, appeared jn China's
countryside. Within a few months, in response to the
enthusiastic demands of the peasants aII the 740,000 agricultural producers' co-operatives in the country were
merged into over 26,000 people's communes. Over 120
million peasant households, or more than 99 per cent
of the total number of peasant households of various nationalities in China, joined the people's communes' Ttre
rapid development of this movement was not fortuitous.
As was pointed out in the Resolution on Some Questions
Concerning the People's Communes adopted by the
Eighth Central Cornmittee of the Chinese Communist
Party at its Sixth Plenary Session on December 10, 1958,
"It is the outcome of the economic and political development of our country, the outcome of the socialist rectification campaign conducted by the Party, of the Party's
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general line for socialist construction and the great leap
forward of socialist construction in 1958."1
In 1956 agricultu::al producers' co-operatives were established all over the country; over 120 million households of small peasants working on their own were
organized into 740,000 co-operatives. This greatly helped to solve the problems arising from the scattered and
backward conditions which were inherent in small-scale
farming and liberated the productive forces. When agriculturai co-operation was completed, the foundation of
agricultural production in China was built on socialist
collective ownership. The means of production and the
produce became corunon properties of all the co-operative rnembers and the bulk of the products was distributed among the members according to the principle "to
each according to his work." This system raised morale,
encouraged the peasants' enthusiasm for production and
hastened the development of agriculture. There is no
doubt that the big leap in production of 1958 would have
been impossible without agricultural co-operation.
In that year, after the nationwide rectification campaign, encouraged by the Party's general line for socialist
.construction, the Chinese people raised their sociaUst
consciousness and revolutionary enthusiasm to new
heights, and brought about an unprecedented advance in
industrial and agricultural production both in scale and
in pace. The large-scale irrigation projects called for
the co-ordination of several co-operatives, townships and
even larger areas. Other agricultural and industrial construction pro'iects in the countryside also required wider
lSirth Plenarg Session of th,e E'ighth Central Committee of the
Communist Party of China, Foreign Languages Press, Peking,
1958, pp. 12-13.
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co-operation and demanded that labour power, materials
and funds be allocated on a larger scale than previously,
that more labour power be liberated from household
drudgery and turned to production and construction, and
that the basic organs of state power and the economic
units be combined to strengthen centralized leadership.
Under the circumstanies, both the organizational form
and operational scale of the agricultural co-operatives
were found to be inadequate for complete adaptation to
the need of the developing productive forces. That was
why, prior to the emergence of the people's communes,
the peasants in various localities had tried out many
ways and means of improving the organization and work
system of the co-operatives. Many co-operatives merged
to form bigger ones, expanding their spheres of operation,
and began to set up their own industries. In many areas
the agriculturai producers' co-operatives were naerged
with those of the credit, handicrafts and suppiy and
marketing. To meet the need of the big leap in agricultural production, many agricultural co-operatives established large numbers of community dining-rooms,
nurseries and kindergartens, etc. A few of these cooperatives had actually been merged and reorganized in
the form of the present people's communes. Ttris new
social organization was entirely a creation of the masses.
Ttre Central Committee of the Party and Mao Tse-tung
gave it ardent support and chose for its name "people's
commune," which best expressed its content and was
widely popular among t[ie people. In August 1958, the
Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party at its enlarged session adopted the Resolution on the Establishment of People's Communes in
the Rural Areas. The resolution analysed the historical
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background from which the people's communes had
emerged, foresaw their inevitable developrnent and
decided upon the Party's policy of giving ardent support
and active guidance to the movement for their establishment. The economic character and future development of
the communes was also scientifically defined in the resolution. It was pointed out clearly that the commune was
socialist in nature, and its means of production were still
under collective ownershipl that the transition from collective ownership to ownership by the whole people was
a process, the completion of which might take a certain
number of years; and that even with the completion of
this transition, for a considerable period of time, the commune would remain sociali.st in character. At the same
time, the resolution made it clear that the commune was
the best form of organization through which to realize
the transition from collective ownership to ownership
by the whole people, and from socialism to communism.
Careful and sound steps in developing the communes
were enumerated which put particular emphasis on the
peasants' voluntary participation in these new organizations so as to prevent any form of compulsion. It stated
that experiments should first be made in some selected
areas and the experience gained should then be popularized gradually. After the resolution was made public,
the broad masses of working people were overjoyed and
a vigorous movem.ent to organize communes swept over
the whole country. In less than two months, time, the
people's communes were set up throughout the rural
areas of the country. This was an epoch-making event
of great significance in Chinese history.
By December 1958, communes liad be-en established
all over the country. The Sixth plenary Session of the
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the whole commune and collective ownership
However,

operatives into the people's cofiununes involved no change

in the collective ownership of the means of production'
The difference is that collective ownership in the com-

munes has become more advanced and expanded, so that
it now contains certain elements of ownership by the
whole people.
At present, the level of development of the productive
forces determines that the communes still need to be
based on the collective ownership of the means of production. As agriculture has not yet been mechanized
and the bulk of the work still has to be done by hand, it
is impossible to make an immediate transition from collective ownership to ownership by the whole people.
Within the communes today, ownership at the commune
Ievel is stiil only partial, ownership at the production
brigade level constitutes the basic one and a small part
of the ownership is also vested in the production team.
However, the trend is to develop towards ownership by

also

steadily
a
Committee
. Coliective ownership still plays a positive role
today in developing production in the people's com-

be

check-up, improvements were made in all communes in
the country according to this resolution and subsequent
clirectives of the Party's Central Committee, since when
there has been a sound and vigorous development' The
changes that have resulted in the rural areas in both
economic relations and social life have opened up a broad
vista for a continuing leap forward in industrial and agricultural production, particuiarly the latter'
The transformation of the agricultural producers' co-

will

iP bY the whole PeoPIe'
PartY's Eighth Centrai
ession Points out:

munes. How soon the'transition from collective ownership to ownership by the whole peop)e will be effected will be determined by the objective factorsthe level of development of production and the level
of the people's political understanding-and not by
mere wishful thinking that it can be done at any time
we want it. Thus this transition will be realized, by
stages and by groups, on a national scale only after
a considerable time.1
Becaus'e the communes' means of production are col-

in the people's communes at present. Except for a part
of the commune's products which are turned over to the
state in the form of agricultural tax, the state can procure them only in return for industrial products according to the principle of exchange at equal value. Within
a commune, under the system of unified leadership, management and business accounting at different I'evels, any
exchange of products between the commune and the pro-

duction brigades and between different brigades is done
Llbid,, p.

2L.
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to the same principle of exchanges of equal
value, and allotment without due compensation is
according

impermissible. .
With regard to collective ownership, the commune is
much wider in scale gnd higher in level than the agricultural producers' co-operative. The characteristics of the
commune are: first, it is bigger and second, it is more
socialist in nature. This is mainly demonstrated by the
fact that it operates on a much bigger scale than the agricultural producers' co-operative. .It has initiated commune-wide irrigation and water conservancy projects
and also €conomic undertakings such as factories, mines,
farm machinery and water pump stations, livestock farms,
orchards, forests, fish-breeding farms, etc. In addition to
the earnings of these enterprises, the commune can accumulate funds by appropriating a certain portion of the
yearly income of its production brigades. It makes unified plans for production and distribution, puts production and construction under unified direction and management and organizes the necessary large-scale 'coordination of work. Also it has the power to rationally
readjust standards of remuneration for Labour when
necessary. Therefore, in the ownership system of the
people's commune, beginnings of ownership by the whole
people have appeared.
However, it is only the basic means of production in
the communes that are commonly owned, rirfrite scattered
trees around the houses, small farm tools, small instruments, sma1l domestic animals and poultry are retained
by the individuals or families, and privately owned. The
members can continue to engage in some domestic sideline oecupations on condition that these do not hamper
their participation in collective labour. They can cu1-

tivate their own sma1l plots for raising fodder, gardens or
other crops and the mearls of Iivelihood which belong to
families or individuals such as houses, clothes, bedding
and. furniture, etc. will always remain their own private
possessrons.

Aftei deductions for production costs and payment of
taxes to the state, the products of the commune are, by
and 1arge, divided into two portions: one for accumulation and common expenditures (including expenses for
common welfare, cultural and educational undertakings),
and the other for the personal expenses of members, and
this second portion is generally distributed according to
the principle "to each acco'rding to his work."
After the establishment of the communes, a distribution system which combined the wage system with that
of free supply was introduced on a trial basis. This is
a new method of socialist distribution initiated by the
people's communes in this country. At the present time,
it represents what the broad mass of members eagerly
demand. Such a system contains the first shoots of the
communist principle '1to each according to his needs'"
But essentially it is still socialist, being based on the
principle "from each according to his ability and to each
according to his work."
In applying the principle "to each aecording to his
work" the communes differ frorn the state enterprises
which are owned by the whole people. Ttris is because
the means of production and the products of the communes are coliectively owned by the members, and
distribution is made, not on a national scale. (like the
enforcement of uniform nationwide wage rates), but
within each commune. As the communes differ from
one another in the size of their income, it is inevitable
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that the rate of remuneration for the work of members
varies to a certain degree. Even within a commune,
remuneration will . be somevrhat different b,etween different production brigades because of the enforcement
of the business accounting system at different levels.
The wage system that has been introduced in the communes on a trial basis is also not entirely the same as
that in the state enterprises at present. Today, the leve1
of productive forces in agriculture is still very low; many
and various kinds of work have to be done mainly by
hand. The difference in technical levels among the commune members is not as distinctive as it is among the
industrial workers. Under collective ownership, the production and income of different communes vary, some
earning more, some less. Natural conditions must also
be taken into account-a good harvest one year, a crop
failure the next. For these reasons, in general, it is not
entirely feasible for the communes to adopt the wage
system enforced in the state factories. Conditions make
it still necessary to absorb some experiences gained by
the advanced agricultural producers' co-operatives. A
transitional measure, therefore, has been adopted by combining the wage system with the system of "calculating
workdays on the basis of output" which functioned well
in the past. Implementation of this measure embodies
the socialist principle "the more one works, the more one
earns." thus encouraging the enthusiasm for production
among the members and production brigades. When the
productive forces are developed, the economic foundation of the communes gradually consolidated and the
accumulation increased, the wage system may then take
an advanced form.

2Bl

The free supply system as practised at present in the
communes usually covers only grain or prepared food,
and the standards of such supply vary with different
areas and cornmunes. Such a system is the first shoot
of the communist principle "to each according to his
needs," and, at the present time, it is the most reliable
form of social insurance for the peasants. Those oversized peasant families short of labour power no longer
have to worry about the problem of food. Their initiative in production is encouraged and unity among the
peasants strengthened. However, due to the low level
of production in agriculture, it is not yet feasible to introduce a free supply system that covers too large
a part of the consumer goods distributed. For a given
period of time, the wage portion based on work should
still constitute the main part of remuneration. The
standards of free supply should, to a certain extent, also
vary accoiding to the amount of work done. By doing
so,, the principle "to each according to his work" may be
realized more fulIy, and the enthusiasm for production
among the peasants raised much higher.
The people's commune is an €ntity which combines the
township administration with that of the commune and
comprises industry (the worker), agriculture (the peasant),
exchange (the trader), culture and education (the student)
and military affairs (the militiaman). In China, this is
the basic unit of socialist social structure. Although the
people's commune and the advanced agricultural producers' co-operative are both socialist in character, the
two are nevertheless different in many respects. First,
comparatively speaking, the advanced agricultural producers' co-operative was a small, collective body which
generally comprised a few hundred households, while
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the commune is a much bigger one, composed of anything
from a few thousand up to ten thousand households.
Secondly, the advanced agricultural co-operative only
engaged in farming (including sorne side-occupations) and
the limitation of its financial and labour resources, made
it impossible to develop a large-scale diversified economy.
The commune has a larger organization and broader
operational scale. It can mobilize labour power in the
countryside more fuIly and deploy it more rationally
than the co-operative. Its sphere of operation is no
Ionger limited to agricultural production. It also undertakes varied activities including forestry, animal husbandry, fishery and side-occupations; and providing that
it does not adversely affect agricultural production, the
commune carries out the simultaneous development of
industry, and engages in trade and transportation, etc.
In short, the coinmune takes up a great variety of economic activities in a comprehensive manner. Thirdly,
the advanced agricultural producers' co-operative was
merely an economic organization while the commune is
a unified organization with political, economic, miiitary
and cultural functions. Fourth1y, the advanced agricultural producers' co-operative functioned only as an
organizer of collective production while the commune is
an olganizer of collective life as well.
In response to the pressing demand of the broad masses,
the cornmunes have established a large number of community dining-rooms, nurseries, kindergartens, "homes
of respect for the aged" and other collective welfare
institutions, and so liberated a considerable number of
women from hous,ehold drudgery. Women who for the
past thousands of years have been imprisoned in the

kitchens now participate in social labour and wear broad
smiles on their faces. Engels said in 1845:

It can be boldly assumed that with the communal
preparation and serving of food two-thirds of the labour
power now employed in this work can be saved and
that the other one-third will be able to do their work
better and more attentively than is now the case.r
This ideal as put forward by Engels has gradualiy bereality in China's rural communes.
It is precisely because of such features of the commune that this new-born social organization is able to
demonstrate its immense vitality and incomparable
superiority in less than a year after its establishment
throughout the rural areas of the country. Immediately
after their nationwide establishment in 1958, they were
confronted with the reaping of an unprecedented bumper
autumn harvest and the mass movement to produce iron
and s;teel. Although in many places there was some
shortage of manpower during harvesting with the result
that the crops were gathered in a rather hurried manner,
yet an unprecedented harvest of grain and cotton was
brought in. On top of this, millions of tons of both iron
and steel were produced. At the same time, a gigantic
task was fulfilled in short distance transportation of both
agricultural produce and the materials needed for iron
and steel production. In 1959, the first year after the
people's communes were set up, under very bad natural
conditions, a summer harvest bigger than that of 1958
was reaped. Now an all-round development of agrlculture, forestry, animal husbandry, side-occupations and
come a

lTranslation from the German edition of Marx-Engels Wotk's,
Dietz VerlaS, Berlin, 1957, Vol. II, p. 546'
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fishery is being carried out by the communes. Hundreds
of thousands of srnall fact rries have' sprung up in China's
countryside. Capital construction in water conservancy
and irrigation projects has made great headway, and the
life of the peasants is getting better every day. Therefore, it has become a popular saying among the broad
peasant masses that "the people's commune is good."
Of course, a mass rnovement on such a gigantic scale
and organized at such lightning speed as the formation
of the people's communes, it was inevitable that while
there were great achievements, a few shortcomings also
occurred. In fact, what is surprising is not that some
shortcomings occurred, but that the shortcomings were
so few compared with the achievements and that they
have been overcome so quickly. The Right opportunists
are blind to the superiority of the communes and to the
revolutionary fervour of hundreds of millions of peasants.
They concentrate their attention only on the faults which
were overcome long ago and which were onIY local and
temporary in nature. Ttrey "assail at one point without
giving due consideration to all the achievements," echoing
the slanders raised by the internal and external enemies
by saying: "It was too early and too has;ty to set up the
people's communesl The communes are in a mess!" Such
a lordly attitude towards the mass movement held by
those who isolate themselves from the masses indicates
that they have taken up a position in opposition to the
'people and to the great socialist revolution and socialist
construction.
The people's commune at its present stage is a powerful weapon for propelling socialist construction forward,
and in the future it will bc the bcst organizational folm

for completing the transition from socialism to cornmunism.
The Resolution on Some Questions Concerning thc'
People's Commune adopted by the Eighth Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party at its Sixth
Plenary Session points out:
Marxist-Leninist theory and the initial experience of
the people's communes in our country enable us to
foresee now that the people's corununes will quicken
the tempo of our socialist construction and constitute
the best form for realizing in our country, the following two transitions:
Firstly, the transition from collective ownership to
ownership by the whole people in the countryside; and
Secondly, the transition from socialist to communist
society.l

These predictions will be substantiated by living facts
as time goes by.
Of course, it wiII take a considerably 1o4g time to complete the two transitions mentioned above. In order to
realize this beautiful ideal, arduous efforts are necessary.
First of all, China must be built into a great socialist

country with a modern industry, agriculture,
and culture. The resolution also stated:

science

Both the transition from socialist collective owner-

ship to socialist ownership by the whole people and the
transition from socialism to communism must depend
of the productive
on a certain level of development 'be
suited to the
forces. Production relations must
rsi,rth Ptenarg Session of the Ei.ghth Central Committee of the
Communist Part11 of China, op, cit,, p. 17.
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nature of the productive forces and only when the
productive forces develop to a certain stage will certain
changes be brought about in production relations
this is a fundamental principle of Marxism.l

We are advocates of the Marxist-Leninist theory of
uninterrupted revolution; we hold that no "Great Wall"
can be allowed to exist between collective ownership
and ownership by the whole people, between socialism
and communism; we must not mark time at the collective ownership and socialist stage. At the same time
we are advocates of the Marxist-Leninist theory of the
development of revolution by stages, we hold that when
the objective conditions are not yet mature, collective
ownership should remain the foundation of the communes, Even after the cornmunes have made their
transition from collective ownership to ownership by the
whole people, if the productive forces are not yet
developed sufficienUy to realize the communist principle
of "to each according to his needs," then, for a definide
period of time, the nature of our society will still be
socialist. As the Resolution of the Political Bureau of
the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Pa.rty
on the Establishment of the People's Communes in the
Rural Areas, adopted on August 29, 1958, states:
Some years after that the social product

will

become

very abundant; the communist consciousness and
morality of the entire people will be elevated to a
mtrch higher degree; universal education will be
achieved and the level raised; the differences between
worker and peasant, between town and country, between mental and manual labour
the legacies of the

tlbid., pp.

-

23-24.

old society that have inevitably been carried over into
the socialist period and the remnants of unequal
- are the reflection of these difbourgeois rights which
ferences will gradually vanish; and the function of the
state will be limited to protecting the country from
external aggression; and it will play no role internally.
At that time Chinese society will enter the era of communism in which the principle of "from each according
to his ability and to each according to his needs" will
be practised.r
Under the correct leadership of the Central Committee
of the Chinese Communist Party and Mao Tse-tung and
with the guidance of the glorious banners of the general
line, the big ieap forward, the people's commune, and
with the selfless assistance and support of the Soviet
Union and other socialist countries and the working people of the whole world, the 650 rnillion Chinese people
have the determination and energ'y to build China with
the utmost speed into a great socialist country with a
highly developed modern industry, agriculture, science
and culture, and on that basis to achieve the gradual
transition frorn socialism to communism.
llbid., pp.
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